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Condensed Key Figures Evotec AG (IFRS)

2006 2007 ∆ 07/06 in %
restated

Continuing Operations1)

Results:

Revenues T€ 40,575 32,885 (19)

R&D expenses T€ 30,307 36,938 22

Operating result2) T€ (31,853) (46,980) (47)

Net income (loss) T€ (29,000) (48,053) (66)

Personnel data:

Employees as of 31/12 358 386 8

Per share:

Result € (0.44) (0.67) (52)

Total Operations

Balance sheet data:   

Total stockholders’ equity T€ 168,320 170,553 1

Capital expenditure3) T€ 4,914 4,349 (11)

Cash and investments T€ 78,723 93,676 19

Balance sheet total4) T€ 243,123 207,878 (14)

Cash flow T€ 22,425 (11,374) (151)

1)  Excluding contributions from Evotec Technologies and from the Chemical Development Business.
2)  Before amortization and impairment.
3)  Cash relevant purchase of tangible and intangible assets, excluding finance leases.
4)  Including assets held for sale.



In 2007, Evotec made significant steps in its transfor- 
mation to become a focused developer of novel  
pharmaceuticals. The progress in our clinical pipeline, 
the divestiture of the Company’s non-core businesses  
for cash and the acquisition of Renovis, Inc. represented  
major achievements in the implementation of our strat- 
egy developed several years ago.

Today, we have a broad and robust pipeline of drug  
candidates focused on CNS diseases, including inflam-
mation and pain, a streamlined, focused set of drug  
discovery and development capabilities, a global organ- 
ization, and strong financial resources to secure the  
development of our programs over several years.

We have the appropriate skills and resources to drive  
clinical compounds to proof-of-concept and to partner 
these assets with big pharma. And we have created  
an organization that can drive proprietary compounds 
into the clinic. The depth and breadth of our pipeline  
increases the chances of one or more products being 
successfully introduced to the market.
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	 	 Key	Figures The	recently	completed	merger	with	Renovis	is	a	trans-	
forming	event.	By	adding	complementary	expertise,		
an	advanced	preclinical	pipeline	and	a	center	of	excel-	
lence	in	the	Bay	Area	in	the	United	States,	we	are	now	
a	global	organization.		>	page	08

	Our	Strategy

	Building
	a	Global
	Pharmaceutical
	Company

Our	cash	and	investments	post-merger	provide	adequate	
funding	through	2010.	By	the	end	of	2009,	we	expect		
to	have	6	compounds	in	clinical	development,	3	of	which	
should	have	proof-of-concept	data	to	attract	partners.		
>	insert

Management	Report

		Strong
	Pro-Forma
Year-End	Cash
		Position
	of	� 141 m
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 Our Collaborations

Consistent 
 Revenue Stream 
with Upside 
 Potential

 Our Pipeline

 Multi-Faceted
 CNS Pipeline,
 Many Clinical
Opportunities
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Today, we are appropriately resourced to progress clinical 
compounds to proof-of-concept and to partner these assets  
with big pharma. Equally as important, we have created an  
organization that can drive proprietary compounds into the  
clinic. As Evotec enters 2008, we do so with a streamlined, 
focused set of drug discovery and development capabilities, 
a balanced R&D pipeline with three clinical candidates, a  
global organization, and strong financial resources.

Highlights of 2007

Divestitures of Non-Core Assets

Over the past three years we have transformed Evotec into 
a focused discovery and development company. Following 
a strategic plan developed in 2005, we divested non-core  
research services and our discovery instruments business.  
Today, our Company comprises a highly productive discov- 
ery and development engine, strong expertise in CNS and a  
broad pipeline of products to help cure important diseases  
associated with the central nervous system (CNS).  
In 2007, we completed the sale of our 89% interest in Evotec  
Technologies to PerkinElmer and our Chemical Development  
Business to Aptuit. In addition, we contributed our chemical  
library business to a joint venture with Indian RSIL as price  
became the key competitive factor in this business. We have  
retained all of the capabilities that we deem critical to the  
value creation process in our pipeline, both for proprietary 

To Our Shareholders

The activities of 2007 significantly advanced Evotec’s transition to a focused  
drug discovery and development company. Today, Evotec has a broad and robust 
pipeline focused on CNS diseases, including inflammation and pain. Based on our 
core competencies in each of these areas, we can strike and deliver on deals  
leading to ongoing revenue streams and success-based future payments. Advances 
in our clinical pipeline, the acquisition of Renovis, Inc., a San Francisco-based  
biotechnology company, and the divestiture of the Company’s non-core businesses, 
represented major milestones towards our strategic goal we set several years  
ago, namely to enhance shareholder value by becoming a focused developer of  
new drugs.
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development as well as for high value partnerships. We have 
taken this step because we believe that future revenues will 
mainly come in the form of licensing revenues, milestones 
and royalties. 

The Acquisition of Renovis 

In September 2007, Evotec agreed to acquire Renovis, a bio- 
pharmaceutical company focused on the discovery and de- 
velopment of treatments for pain and inflammatory diseases,  
in a stock-for-stock transaction, which closed in early May 2008. 
While the divestitures of assets gave us focus, combining with 
Renovis gives us several late-stage preclinical candidates, 
complementary skills, expertise, research assets and cash and 
investments of $79.4 m as of December 31, 2007 – it adds 
critical mass in a focused way. 

Progress in the Clinic

Evotec’s most advanced product candidate is EVT 201. From 
two Phase II proof-of-concept studies, first in patients with 
primary insomnia and later in elderly insomnia patients, we 
have begun to see evidence that EVT 201’s mode of action 
may address key limitations of current insomnia treatment 
regimens. EVT 201 has demonstrated that it has potential 
to be a “best-in-class” therapy with robust effects on sleep 
onset and sleep maintenance throughout the night, inclu-
ding the later hours, showing minimal evidence of residual 
sedation and a strong effect on perceived sleep quality the 
day after. In addition, one clinical study has provided strong 
evidence that treatment of primary insomnia in elderly pa-
tients with daytime sleepiness results in a clinically signi-
ficant reduction in the tendency to fall asleep the following 
day. The preclinical pharmacology of EVT 201 as a Partial 
Positive Allosteric Modulator (pPAM) suggests that EVT 201 
will have a greater safety profile than full agonists in humans, 
which is supported by the excellent safety and tolerability 
clinical data obtained to date, and with a lower potential to 
produce pharmacological tolerance in humans. We are now  
actively seeking a suitable partner to move the compound into 
Phase III and to the market. 
Evotec’s second most advanced product, EVT 302, is being de-
veloped for smoking cessation and potentially, at a later stage, 
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for the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Phase I safety 
data presented in early 2008 confirmed that the drug was well 
tolerated up to the highest dose levels examined, and PET ima-
ging studies confirmed that these doses exceeded those nee-
ded to completely inhibit brain MAO-B activity. By confirming 
the compound’s safety and tolerability in healthy volunteers  
in 2007, we laid the foundation for moving forward to Phase II 
trials which started in February 2008. The compound’s preclin- 
ical and clinical profile supports the potential for an improved  
safety profile over other MAO-B inhibitors, along with better 
tolerability over current treatments and the elimination of food 
restrictions. Its compelling pharmacokinetic profile suggests 
an opportunity for once-a-week dosing at low exposure levels, 
which could translate into a significant product advantage 
for individuals trying to quit smoking. A new therapy that can 
improve cessation success rates could significantly expand 
and penetrate a market which today is estimated in excess of  
$2 billion annually. 
Evotec’s third clinical compound has successfully completed a  
Phase I safety and tolerability study. EVT 101 is being evalu- 
ated for the treatment of pain and as a therapy for Alzheimer’s 
disease. In both indications, the market opportunities are large  
and expected to grow rapidly when potential new therapies,  
like Evotec’s, successfully address key limitations of existing  
marketed products. To advance this product, in 2007 we  
began conducting a series of shorter-term studies to show  
early signs of CNS activity and to determine the potential  
therapeutic doses. Data from these studies, reported and ex- 
pected in the first half of 2008, will help us determine the  
clinical development path forward as well as profile the market  
opportunities we can pursue with potential pharma partners.  
Our brain imaging study completed in March 2008 provided  
first evidence of an effect on the human brain and revealed  
encouraging signals of potential activity in both Alzheimer’s  
disease and pain.

Advanced Preclinical Pipeline from 
Renovis

Renovis’ innovative preclinical pipeline fills a gap between  
Evotec’s three clinical programs and its portfolio of early  
discovery programs. Of the three more advanced Renovis  
programs, two are expected to enter the clinic in 2008. 
One of these focuses on VR1 antagonists as potential pain  
therapies and is partnered with Pfizer. The success of this  
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program alone would position Evotec to receive potential  
milestone payments of more than $170 m and double-digit 
royalties on worldwide net sales of successfully commercia-
lized products. 
Renovis’ second program is also slated to enter clinical devel-
opment in 2008. This program revolves around antagonists  
of selected purinergic receptors with potential in a broad  
spectrum of pain and inflammatory conditions.
Finally, Renovis has an earlier program in other potential pain  
indications and overactive bladder that is based on a target  
that had previously provided historical challenges in drug  
development. Based on the promising lead series identified, 
Renovis expects to produce candidates for entry into the  
clinic in 2009.

A Differentiated Preclinical and  
Discovery Portfolio

The most advanced of Evotec’s preclinical programs is a follow- 
up compound to EVT 101, known as EVT 103. Currently in IND- 
enabling studies, it has the potential to advance to the clinic  
as soon as budget allows. Behind it are several discovery  
programs, all of which have potential in CNS indications and 
leverage the small molecule expertise resident at Evotec.  
These programs provide a source not only for fueling our pro-
prietary pipeline but also the basis upon which we can partner 
with other biotechnology companies as well as big pharma. 

Financial Strength

Clearly, we now have a company with CNS capabilities that  
ranks among the best in our industry. In 2008, we have the  
opportunity to demonstrate our ability to drive preclinical  
compounds to the clinic and to continue to advance our cli-
nical programs. All of this would not be possible without a 
strong financial foundation.
The successful execution of our transformation strategy  
and the combination of Evotec and Renovis significantly 
strengthened our balance sheet. Over the past 18 months,  
disposals and the acquisition of Neuro3d have led to a total  
increase of available funds of approximately € 83 m so that  
the pro-forma 2007 year-end liquidity position after antici- 
pated transaction costs amounted to € 141 m. We expect that  

the combined Company’s liquidity and future payments an- 
ticipated from our research collaborations will be sufficient  
to fund operating requirements at least through 2010. 

Year-End Financial Report

For the year-end 2007, Evotec reported € 32.9 m in revenues  
and € 93.7 m in liquidity. These results were in line with the  
financial guidance communicated in September following  
the announcement of the sale of our Chemical Development  
Business to Aptuit. We are pleased with our revenue perfor- 
mance, considering milestone payment delays, the transfer  
of the library business into a JV in India and exchange rate  
fluctuations. It is important to note that revenue generation  
from assay development, screening, and discovery chemistry  
services performed strongly, as we expect to leverage these  
differentiated capabilities in future collaborations with down- 
stream, longer-term milestones and royalties.
Evotec reported a higher operating loss mainly due to in- 
creased R&D investment, lower gross profit and an impair- 
ment charge related to its 2000 acquisition of Oxford  
Asymmetry International. The impairment charge is mainly a 
consequence of using the chemistry asset base increasingly 
for internal projects and less so for third-party business. 
Perhaps most significant is the 22% increase in R&D expen-
ditures reported for 2007. This increase is primarily due 
to two factors: creating greater value in pipeline programs; 
and driving advanced discovery assets into the development 
pipeline and converting them to valuable development pro-
grams. Finally, SG&A expenses increased by 19%, mainly  
related to corporate transactions, including the cost related  
to the US registration statement that was required to  
consumate the Renovis merger, a NASDAQ listing, as well as  
increased investment in business development and licensing  
activities. At the bottom line, Evotec’s net loss increased to 
€ 48.1 m compared to € 29.0 m in 2006, with positive im-
pacts from deferred tax benefits, interest income and foreign 
exchange gains.
We are stronger today than we have been before. We are  
transformed, but we have built in a focused and strategic way  
on the heritage that has brought us success in the past. We  
are now a global organization. We have a footprint of scientific  
leadership not only in Europe, but also in the Bay Area’s  
biotech corridor – a center for innovation in the life sciences.  
We have critical mass that we believe provides a foundation  
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for success in both bringing products to the market, and  
equally important, in discovering products that have the  
potential for changing the practice of medicine. 
Only with the support of our shareholders could all of this 
have been achieved. We thank our shareholders, partners  
and employees and look forward to transforming our vision  
for Evotec into reality. 

Jörn Aldag
President & Chief Executive Officer
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Like the Golden Gate in San Francisco, 
Evotec is poised to “bridge” the innovation 
gap at global pharmaceutical companies. 
With robust proof-of-concept data, we ex- 
pect to generate profiles of new therapeutic 
products that will attract big pharma part-
ners and translate to improved therapies 
that will enhance patient outcomes and 
quality-of-life.
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Building
a Global
Pharmaceutical
Company

Our Strategy
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 Three Clinical Candidates
Our clinical candidates are expected to advance and produce news flow that will increase 
the likelihood of accomplishing our partnering goals and enhance the value of Evotec  
as an investment. 

 Robust Preclinical 
 Pipeline
Our post-merger pipeline represents a diversity of indications and clinical opportunities 
coupled with a productive research platform for pursuit by partners and for proprietary 
programs. 

 US Footprint
In addition to our powerful science operations in the UK and in Germany, Renovis  
adds a US footprint and additional core competencies in ion channels, medicinal  
chemistry and pharmacology. 

 NASDAQ Liquidity
Through our new listing on the NASDAQ Global Market in the form of ADSs, we antici-
pate that we will have enhanced access to the US capital markets. We believe that this 
will expand the liquidity of our investors’ stockholdings and provide more diverse and 
cost-effective financial resources.
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An Emerging Pharmaceutical Company
Our recent divestitures and the merger with Renovis represen-
ted key elements of a strategic corporate development plan. 
The merger accomplishes a number of important objectives: 
it gives Evotec what could be considered one of the strongest 
CNS related pipelines in the biotech industry, adding com-
plementary drug hunting expertise and critical mass in a 
focused way; enhances the likelihood of our pipeline’s suc-
cess; and provides greater visibility in the US capital markets. 
With a newly balanced and enriched pipeline of three clinical 
programs, four advanced preclinical programs and a host of  
discovery projects, Evotec has emerged as a leader in drug 
discovery and development, not only in CNS but also in pain 
and in inflammation. The pharmaceutical industry today is 
under pressure; patent expirations will lead to a substanti-
al loss of revenues and force pharma companies to identify 
new products that can drive earnings growth. Our strategy 
of developing clinical products through Phase II proof-of-
concept directly addresses the interests of big pharma. If we 
can generate a product profile that will provide “fill” for in-
ternal pipeline gaps, we will be successful in attracting new 
partners. Backed by an industrialized platform of state-of- 
the-art drug discovery technologies and capabilities, we have 
built an engine that in a dependable and sustainable way can 
drive compounds through development as well as bring new 
compounds from discovery to the clinic. 

“By merging Evotec and Renovis, we have 
formed an emerging pharmaceutical com- 
pany with world-class discovery, a strong,  
balanced pipeline and significant pharma-
ceutical research partnerships that provide 
an ongoing revenue stream.”Jörn Aldag
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The Strategic Transformation
Successfully leveraging advanced technologies – initially, for 
collaborations but more recently, also for proprietary purposes –  
is the essence of Evotec’s heritage. In an effort that began sev- 
eral years ago, we have successfully retained assets most  
valuable for drug discovery and deployed them in such a way 
as to both meet customer needs and fuel a portfolio of diverse 
yet focused clinical, preclinical and discovery programs. Cen-
tral to the transformation was a series of divestitures of non-
core assets, two of which were completed in 2007. We sold 
our interest in our instrument business Evotec Technologies  
GmbH to PerkinElmer for € 23.9 m, and completed the sale of  
our Chemical Development Business to Aptuit, Inc. for a net  
purchase price of £30.3 m (approximately € 42.5 m). 
Equally integral to the plan is the completed strategic merger  
with Renovis. Renovis’ expertise along with its late-stage pre- 
clinical assets and financial resources complements our internal  
resources and strengths. Our Management and Supervisory  
Boards believed that the fit was excellent, and that the com-
bined company would advance Evotec’s scientific leadership in 
the area of small molecule drugs, especially in CNS indications. 
Our 400+ employee base in the UK, in Germany, and now in the 
Bay Area in the US presents an integrated discovery-through-
development set of capabilities in core competencies that 
span assay development, screening, medicinal chemistry, frag-
ment-based drug discovery and pharmacology. In summary,  
drug discovery leadership across the CNS spectrum is now the 
foundation from which a broad and deep pipeline of opportu-
nity will regularly emanate. Finally, access to the US capital 
market through our new listing on the NASDAQ Global Market 
is expected to provide the Company more diverse and cost- 
effective financial resources and expand the liquidity of our 
investors’ stockholdings. 
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Strong Cash Position to Fuel Pipeline 
Progression

Besides building a strong proprietary pipeline, the combinati-
on with Renovis significantly adds to our liquidity position. At 
the time of the merger announcement, Renovis had $ 86 m  
in cash – sufficient to fund the development of their programs 
through to value-enhancing milestones. In addition, by suc-
cessfully executing on our transformation strategy, we have  
secured significant further liquidity. In total, disposals and  
the acquisition of Neuro3d have led to an increase of available  
funds of approximately € 83 m and a pro-forma year-end  
liquidity position of € 141 m. On this basis, we believe that  
our liquidity and future payments expected from our research  
collaborations will be sufficient to fund our anticipated oper- 
ating requirements through 2010. 

Three Clinical Candidates and Strong 
Late-Stage Preclinical Pipeline

With the acquisition of Renovis, our pipeline now represents 
a diversity of indications and clinical opportunities coupled 
with a productive research platform for pursuit by partners 
and on a proprietary basis. The most advanced of our three 
clinical programs is EVT 201, positioned for ongoing partner-
ship discussions as it appears to have a potentially superior  
profile than competitive approved therapies. Our second most  
advanced product, EVT 101, is being evaluated for the treat-
ment of pain and as a therapy for Alzheimer’s disease. To 
advance this product, a series of shorter-term studies will 
help determine the therapeutic dose and establish early  
proof-of-concept. In both indications, the market opportu-
nities are large and growing. Our third clinical compound, 
EVT 302, is being studied for smoking cessation and poten-
tially, over the long term, for the treatment of Alzheimer’s  
disease. By confirming the compound’s safety and tolera-
bility in 2007, we laid a foundation for moving forward to  
Phase II proof-of-concept trials which started in February 
2008. The compound’s profile suggests an improved safety  
profile and better tolerability vs. marketed products. Further-
more, there may well be an opportunity to eliminate food re-
strictions, and dose once-a-week at low exposure levels – both 
of which could translate into important advantages for indivi-
duals trying to quit smoking. Finally, the innovative late-stage 

Spinning Off 
Non-Core Assets

January 2007 
Evotec Technologies 
Divesture, Transaction Value  
€ 24 million

Effective January 1, 2007, Evotec sold its 89% interest  
in Evotec Technologies GmbH (ET, Evotec’s former Tools  
and Technologies Division) to PerkinElmer for € 23.9 m.  
Evotec Technologies accounted for € 17.3 m, or 20.5%,  
of Evotec’s total revenue for the fiscal year 2006. ET was  
not consolidated in the results of the 2007 fiscal year.

October 2007 
Library Synthesis Business 
Joint Venture with RSIL, Holding 49%

In 2007, according to Evotec’s strategy to focus its capabili-
ties on high value-added research, the Company transferred 
its library business to India. In a JV with Research Support  
International Limited (RSIL), Evotec-RSIL Ltd. offers the 
design, synthesis, management and commercialization of 
compound libraries at competitive prices for customers. In 
2006, the library business generated revenues of € 6.6 m.

November 2007 
Chemical Development Business 
Divesture, Transaction Value  
€ 43 million

On November 30, 2007, Evotec completed the sale of its  
Chemical Development Business (CPD) to Aptuit, Inc. for a 
net purchase price of £30.3 m (approx. € 43 m). This busi- 
ness represented Evotec’s fee-for-service activities in the  
development and manufacture of drug compounds and for-
mulations. CPD accounted for € 21.5 m, or 39.5%, of Evotec’s 
total 2007 revenue. The business was not consolidated in  
the Evotec Group accounts after November 30, 2007.
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preclinical pipeline acquired as part of the Renovis merger 
adds additional clinical opportunities. With Renovis, Evotec 
adds multiple programs for the treatment of pain and in-
flammatory conditions, two of which are expected to progress 
into Phase I clinical trials in 2008. The most advanced of  
these focuses on VR1 antagonists as potential pain therapies  
and is partnered with Pfizer. The success of this program  
alone positions Evotec to receive potential milestone payments  
of more than $170 m and double-digit royalties on world-wide  
net sales of successfully commercialized products. Renovis’  
second program revolves around antagonists of selected  
purinergic receptors, with potential in a broad spectrum of 
pain and inflammatory conditions. In addition, Renovis has an 
earlier program in other potential pain indications and over- 
active bladder that is based on a set of targets that have provi-
ded historical challenges in drug development. That program 
is expected to produce clinical candidates in 2009.

Multiple Partners Generating  
Collaborative Revenues

In addition to product candidates in our proprietary CNS pipe-
line, we have high-value research collaborations with partners,  
including among others, Boehringer Ingelheim, CHDI, Ono 
and Roche. For many years Evotec has generated an ongoing 
revenue stream for research services provided to many of the 
world’s top pharmaceutical leaders. The success of these part-
nerships and the more recent transitioning to new collaborative 
deal structures will allow Evotec to participate in the success of 
pharma’s new products, to generate a new source of revenue, 
and to continue to work with companies that are developing 
breakthroughs that will lead to improvements in global health. 
Additionally, in our partnerships with Pfizer and with Boehringer  
Ingelheim, we have the opportunity to receive more near-
term cash payments based on the successful achievement 
of milestone events, such as starting lead optimization, iden-
tifying preclinical development candidates or entering a new 
drug candidate into clinical development. For example, if  
addition clinical candidates in the VR1 program are selected,  
the event will generate a milestone payment by our collab- 
orator, Pfizer, to Evotec. To date, this partnership has gen- 
erated over $6 m in milestone payments and approximately  
$20 m in license fees and research funding. As is typical  
in pharma partnerships, milestones increase as products  
advance toward regulatory approval and commercialization 
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and prior to the payment of royalties on product sales. Finally, 
we have a significant opportunity to bolster near-, mid- and 
long-term cash based on new partnerships. In 2008, we are 
working toward concluding the partnership of EVT 201, our 
insomnia candidate drug. Ideally, this would have the effect  
of reducing clinical expenses related to the product as well as 
providing a cash down-payment, shared or reimbursed ongoing  
clinical expenses, milestones prior to product launch and roy-
alties on commercialized product sales.

The innovative preclinical pipeline  
acquired as part of the Renovis  
merger fills a gap between Evotec’s  
three clinical programs and its  
portfolio of innovative but early  
discovery programs.
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Our mission is to discover and develop 
drugs that will address central nervous 
system diseases. Following the merger 
with Renovis, Evotec has a diverse pipe-
line in neurology, pain and inflammation 
with strong clinical opportunities.
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Multi-Faceted
CNS Pipeline,
Many Clinical
Opportunities

Our Pipeline
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Gaining Pipeline Momentum
Discovery Preclinical Development

Preclinical Development
Regulatory studies required 
prior to clinical trials.

Discovery
Phase of drug discovery 
from target identification 
to the search for and 
optimization of chemical 
compounds with desired 
properties.

* Renovis preclinical candidates

EVT 201 Insomnia
GABAA receptor partial positive allosteric modulator 

HTS & FBDD

Roche collaboration

EVT 302 Smoking cessation
MAO-B inhibitor

Boehringer Ingelheim collaboration

Histamine H3 program

B1 program

EVT 101 Alzheimer’s disease | pain
NMDA NR2B subtype selective antagonist, oral 

EVT 103 
NMDA NR2B subtype selective antagonist, oral

VR1* antagonist program

P2X7
* antagonist program

P2X3
* and P2X2/3

* antagonist program

FAAH* inhibitor program
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Gaining Pipeline Momentum
Phase I Phase II Phase III

Clinical Phase I
Clinical trial conducted 
in a small number  
of healthy volunteers, 
used to determine 
pharmacokinetics, 
preferred route of 
administration, and 
safe dosage range  
of a drug.

Clinical Phase II
Phase II trials are 
performed on patients 
and are designed  
to assess the clinical 
efficacy of the therapy. 
In addition, the  
assessment of safety 
continues in a larger 
group.

Clinical Phase III
Clinical trial involving  
a larger number of 
patients, designed to 
assess safety, effec-
tiveness and optimum 
dosage of a drug as 
administered in a treat-
ment setting.

Innovative
Preclinical Drug
Candidates of
Renovis
Complement 
Evotec’s Pipeline
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Innovative
Preclinical Drug
Candidates of
Renovis
Complement 
Evotec’s Pipeline
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EVT 201, Evotec’s most advanced drug candidate, is being de-
veloped for the treatment of insomnia. Compared to current 
sleep aids, the profile of EVT 201 suggests that, combined 
with an excellent safety profile, it may be superior in terms of 
maintaining sleep throughout the night and ensuring next day 
alertness.

There is No Ideal Sleep Drug – Today

While 54% of the US population report insomnia symptoms 
at least a few nights a week, the National Sleep Foundation 
in 2005 reported that only 7% use a prescription sleeping 
aid. Although the public is well aware of the dangers of sleep 
deprivation – an awareness that has led to the growth of sleep 
aid prescriptions, many insomniacs go untreated. They fear 
the side effects of currently marketed products and are dis-
satisfied with current treatments with regards to efficacy in 
maintaining sleep throughout the night – a significant unmet 
medical need, especially in the elderly. 
The vast majority of insomnia drugs on the market today 
(including market leaders) are full agonists of the GABAA  
receptor. These include the typical benzodiazepines that are 
effective treatments for insomnia but typically cause hangover 
effects, have addictive potential and can be dangerous when 
used in combination with alcohol and other drugs. Therefore, 
new prescription sleep aids have entered the market that act 
faster and typically have a shorter half-life allowing the body 
to excrete them more quickly. However, despite their popu- 
larity and market leadership, these drugs have shown variable 
levels of efficacy. Many have shown a limited ability to improve  
sleep maintenance. Moreover, some also produce unwanted 
side effects such as confusion, drowsiness, dependency and 
withdrawal symptoms.   

EVT 201 Insomnia Candidate Profile

Unique Approach: Partial Positive Allosteric Modulator 
(pPAM) of GABAA Receptors
EVT 201 acts on the gold standard GABAA receptor, but, 
unlike any currently available sleep drug, it only partially 
activates the receptor. 

Other Appoaches
GABAA full agonists, Melatonin agonists, 5HT2A, Orexin 
antagonists, others

Suggested Advantages
The combination of pPAM mechanism of action and ideal 
half life shows strong potential to become a leading insom-
nia therapy.

> High affinity for α1 receptor and ideal half life of  
 3.5 hours: Strong efficacy profile with optimal integration 
 of sleep onset, maintenance and minimal residual effects
> Only minimal difference of pharmacokinetics between 
 elderly and adults: The same doses are expected to be 
 used for all individuals across all age groups. 
> Reduced daytime sleepiness in elderly patients
> pPAM pharmacology with minimal variability of receptor 
 potentiation at therapeutic doses and limited potentiation 
 even at high doses: Strong potential for superior safety  
 profile

Best-in-class potential on efficacy & safety for young  
and elderly patients

Status
Proof-of-concept (Phase II) established

Next Step
Partnering for further development and marketing

Market Potential
Peak sales according to analysts’ estimate > e 500 m 
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EVT 201 Has a Unique Profile

EVT 201 also acts on the GABAA receptor, but, unlike any cur-
rently available sleep drug, it only partially activates or ago-
nizes the receptor. This means that the amount of potentiation 
of the GABAA receptor reaches a ceiling that is not exceeded 
with increased doses of the drug. This represents an impor-
tant opportunity to reduce the side effects described above. 
Furthermore, with the data produced by two Phase II proof-of- 
concept studies in 2007, we expect to see the product’s distinct  
profile translate into a uniquely differentiated treatment for in-
somnia in terms of effectively addressing sleep onset and sleep  
maintenance problems, while leaving the patient refreshed 
and alert the next day. 

Compelling Clinical Data Demonstrating 
Superior Efficacy
During 2007, two Phase II trials for EVT 201 were conducted 
in insomnia patients in sleep labs in the United States. Data 
from a study of primary insomnia patients showed statisti-
cally significant results on all primary and secondary efficacy  
endpoints, in conjunction with a significant improvement in  
patient-reported sleep variables and sleep quality. Patient  
satisfaction with therapy is a key element in driving sales  
in the market place since many prescriptions are written on 
patient request. 
The second Phase II trial in the United States assessed the 
hypnotic efficacy of the drug candidate in elderly patients  
with primary insomnia and daytime sleepiness. This study  
confirmed the strong effects on sleep onset and sleep main- 
tenance seen in the previous study. The data also indicated 
that the same doses (1.5mg and 2.5mg) have hypnotic effi-
cacy in young and elderly without significant residual effects. 
In addition, the study showed that patients were significantly  
less sleepy during the day after one week’s treatment, as  
determined by a gold standard objective measure called  
“Multiple Sleep Latency Test” (MSLT).
In summary, the results achieved from both Phase II studies 
indicate that, if approved, EVT 201 may be the first treat-
ment that helps patients to fall asleep quickly, maintain sleep 

throughout the night and yet enables them to wake in the 
morning feeling rested and without residual effects. 

Superior Safety Profile

A general concern over current sleep aids is the side effect 
profile, in particular at doses above the indicated range. Com-
plex sleep behaviors have received particular attention, where 
patients get out of bed and perform a variety of tasks (eating, 
driving) with no recollection of the events the following mor-
ning. Such events seem, in part, to be associated with misuse 
of the drug or its combination with alcohol.
EVT 201’s differentiated pharmacology as a partial positive 
allosteric modulator (pPAM) provides an important safety be-
nefit since the amount of potentiation of the GABAA receptor 
which the drug produces can only reach a certain maximum 
independent of a further increase in dose of the drug. Clinical 
experience has demonstrated the safety of even multiples of 
the therapeutic doses with no serious adverse events. In addi-
tion, the pPAM pharmacology results in a superior preclinical 
profile with potential for lack of tolerance, lack of dependence 
and no potentiation of the sedative effects of alcohol.

EVT 201 Ready to Partner

The encouraging results of both Phase II proof-of-concept  
clinical trials position EVT 201 for out-licensing. Our goal is to  
identify the right partner to conduct Phase III clinical trials and  
commercialize EVT 201. In exchange for the rights to this com- 
pound, we expect to receive not only upfront and milestone 
payments, but also royalties from the future sale of EVT 201. 
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In two studies in 2007, EVT 201 showed strong efficacy 
in inducing and maintaining sleep in both adult primary 
insomnia patients and elderly primary insomniacs. Due 
to its excellent pharmacokinetic profile, the same doses 
are expected to be used for all individuals across all age 
groups.

EVT 201

One for All
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EVT 302

Stop Smoking

By inhibiting MAO-B, EVT 302 may eliminate one of two 
key physiological changes that contribute to the addic- 
tive properties of smoking. Dependence on smoking is,  
in part, due to the fact that nicotine stimulates the release 
of dopamine, a source of pleasure or reward. At the same 
time, non-nicotine components of smoke reduce MAO-B 
activity, potentiating nicotine’s effect on dopamine release. 

Smoking Addiction: A Large Consumer-
Driven Market

Evotec’s second most-advanced product candidate is EVT 302.  
This compound is an orally active, selective and reversible  
inhibitor of MAO-B in development for smoking cessation.  
In the United States alone, there are more than 45 million 
smokers, 70% of whom report a desire to quit. In fact, the  
average smoker makes six to nine attempts to quit during 
his or her lifetime. Quitting tobacco use is difficult and users  
often relapse because of withdrawal symptoms, including  
anxiety, difficulty concentrating and increased appetite. From  
a global health as well as economic perspective, an effective  
smoking cessation therapy will address large unmet market  
needs. Tobacco is the second major cause of death and fourth  
most common risk factor for disease in the world. If current  
smoking patterns continue, it will cause some 10 million  
deaths each year by 2020. In addition to the high public health  
costs of treating tobacco-caused disease, tobacco users are  
also generally less productive while they are alive due to in- 
creased sickness. The current market for smoking cessation  
is dominated by nicotine replacement treatments. In addition, 
there are two prescription therapies currently available. 

Compelling Product Advantages

EVT 302’s prolonged MAO-B inhibition offers smokers the 
potential to better comply with a smoking cessation program 
through once-a-week dosing. This may be a significant advan- 
tage when smokers’ motivation and willpower to quit fluc-
tuates. In addition, EVT 302 has the potential for a superior  
safety profile as compared to first generation MAO-B inhibitors;  
to date, the data suggests that it will not interact adversely  
with foods that contain high amounts of tyramine, and it has  
better tolerability than current treatments. MAO-B inhibitors,  
when used as a monotherapy, have demonstrated a quit rate  
comparable to that of existing therapies. We therefore be- 
lieve that EVT 302 has a reasonable probability of demon- 
strating a successful efficacy profile if used as a mono- 
therapy but, unlike currently marketed drugs, also has the  
potential to enhance the effect of nicotine replacement thera-
pies when used in combination with EVT 302.

Phase II Data in 2008/2009

By confirming EVT 302’s safety and tolerability in 2007, we 
laid a foundation for moving forward to Phase II proof-of-con-
cept trials. A Phase II craving study started in February 2008 
and a Phase II quit rate study is expected to start in the middle 
of the year. The studies will read out in the third quarter 2008 
and the first half of 2009, respectively. If positive, the data 
will position the compound for a strategic partnership that 
includes upfront and milestone payments, as well as royalties 
from the future sale of EVT 302.
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EVT 101 

Selectivity for Better 
Treatment Options
Current treatments for Alzheimer’s disease and neuropathic 
pain are limited and often associated with significant side 
effects. If approved, selective antagonists of NMDA receptors 
could be an attractive treatment option as they have potential 
for a significantly improved side effect profile combined with 
superior efficacy.

Potential in Alzheimer’s Disease  
and Pain

Evotec’s third most-advanced product candidate, EVT 101, 
is a subtype-selective NMDA receptor antagonist that we are 
evaluating as a therapy for Alzheimer’s disease and for the 
treatment of pain. In both indications, the market opportu-
nities are large and growing. Preclinical and clinical studies 
have shown that EVT 101 has excellent drug-like properties, 
good oral bioavailability and in vivo pharmacokinetics. It has 
been safe and well tolerated in initial Phase I trials.   

First Evidence of Effect upon the Brain  
in Humans

In 2007, we began conducting a series of shorter-term Phase 
Ib studies. These studies were designed to show early signs of 
CNS activity and to determine the potential therapeutic doses. 
Encouragingly, our brain imaging study, completed in March 
2008, provided first evidence of an effect upon the brain in 
humans and revealed encouraging signals of potential activity 
in both Alzheimer’s disease and pain. 

Phase II to Start in 2008

The clinical strategy for longer-term Phase II trials will depend 
upon the final results from the Phase Ib trials. A first Phase II 
study is expected to start in 2008. Through the original licen-
sing agreement, Roche has a right to take this program back  
at predetermined terms (upfront, milestones and royalties)  
after proof-of concept is established. In the event Roche does 
not exercise this option, we intend to seek partnering op-
portunities for EVT 101 with a pharmaceutical company to 
conduct Phase III trials and later, manufacture and distribute 
an approved product.

A follow-up compound to EVT 101, EVT 103, is also in early devel- 
opment. Currently in IND-enabling studies, we believe that it  
has the potential to advance to the clinic in 2008, should we  
decide to do so from a strategic perspective. 
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Renovis’ innovative 
preclinical pipeline 
fills a gap between 
our three clinical drug 
candidates and  
our early discovery 
portfolio. Of the three 
more advanced  
Renovis programs, 
two are expected  
to enter the clinic  
in 2008.

Expanded Partnership with Pfizer, 
Planned Phase I in 2008 
Certain ion channels are known to be key mediators of pain 
signaling. A specific family of ion channels, known as transi-
ent receptor potential (TRP) ion channels, are attractive targets 
for drug discovery. TRPV1 (VR1 – vanilloid receptor 1) is one 
specific member that has compelling preclinical validation as 
a target for the treatment of a number of different pain states. 
It may be activated by a wide variety of stimuli, including heat 
greater than 43°C and capsaicin, the active component of chili 
peppers. Our VR1 program is partnered with Pfizer. In this glo-
bal alliance, our combined research and development teams 
are working together to design drugs that block VR1 and pre-
vent it from signaling the sensation of pain. If successful, we 
expect to have an effective, non-narcotic, non-addictive and 
non-steroidal analgesic to treat chronic pain, with minimal 
side effects. We have demonstrated oral analgesic efficacy in 
multiple preclinical animal models of pain. In addition, given 
VR1’s role in inflammatory disease pathologies, it may also 
be possible to develop treatments for non-neurological condi-
tions, such as urinary incontinence, irritable bowel syndrome 
and asthma.
The VR1 drug discovery program began at Renovis in 2003 
and in May 2005 the program was partnered with Pfizer.  
Progress under the collaboration in 2006 and 2007 triggered  
total milestone payments to Renovis in excess of $6.0 m. With 
Pfizer’s extension of the program in 2007, we expect one  
of these compounds to advance into human clinical trials  
in 2008. Although the joint research phase officially ends 
in June 2008, we are eligible to receive total milestone pay-
ments of more than $170.0 m and double-digit royalties on 
worldwide net sales per product successfully developed and 
commercialized under this collaboration. 
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> Potential for safe, best-in-class analgesic
> Potential in other indications including urinary 
   incontinence, asthma
> Exclusive worldwide collaboration with Pfizer
> Planned Phase I studies in mid 2008

VR1 
Antagonist Program
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Clinical Candidate Identified, Planned 
Phase I in 2008
Since its inception, Renovis has consistently focused on fami-
lies of related molecular targets. On acquiring Renovis, its drug 
discovery portfolio included a late-stage preclinical program 
to identify and develop antagonists of the purinergic receptor, 
P2X7. This is a promising molecular target for potential new 
therapies in the area of inflammation, including diseases such 
as rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and inflammatory bowel disease 
(IBD) – both of which represent large markets with urgent 
needs for safe and effective small molecule therapies. 
The P2X7 receptor is a member of a family of ligand-gated 
ion channels found primarily in cells of the immune systems 
where it is thought to play a role in inflammatory processes. 
As it has been shown to initiate the processing and release 
of the IL-1 family of cytokines it is believed to play a criti-
cal role in the inflammation that underlies diseases like RA 
and IBD and even respiratory diseases such as chronic ob-
structive pulmonary disease. The goal for this program is 
the design of best-in-class P2X7 receptor antagonists that 
are distinguished by their potency, selectivity, pharmacoki-
netic properties and safety profiles. To date, we have identi-
fied and validated novel, orally bioavailable, potent, selec-
tive P2X7 antagonists from multiple proprietary chemical 
series. A candidate has been selected for entry into the cli-
nic, with the expectation that we will initiate human clinical  
studies during 2008. 

First- and Best-in-Class Opportunity 

The P2X3 and P2X2/3 receptors are also members of the P2X 
purinergic receptor family of ligand-gated ion channels. We  
believe that the P2X3 and P2X2/3 receptors are promising  
therapeutic targets for major medical needs in the areas of 
chronic pain and bladder dysfunction. These receptors are 
present in a restricted subset of primary sensory neurons 
which transmit pain signals, and preclinical studies examining 
their function suggest that they may have important roles in 
pain signaling and bladder function in humans. Studies con-
ducted using small molecule antagonists of P2X3 and P2X2/3 
as well as gene knockdown experiments, have demonstrated 
profound pain relief in multiple preclinical models of chro-
nic inflammatory and neuropathic pain as well as potential in  
urinary incontinence. Because the industry has struggled to 
design or identify drug-like ligands that inhibit these receptors, 
we believe we have an opportunity for a first- and best-in class 
drug therapy.
We have identified proprietary small molecule antagonists of 
P2X3 and P2X2/3 and are actively engaged in optimizing drug-
like leads to support the selection of a candidate for IND-en-
abling studies. Based on Renovis’ progress in 2007 and 2008, 
we expect to commence clinical development of a first-in-class 
P2X3 antagonist drug candidate in 2009. 

Overall, we believe we have a well balanced drug development 
pipeline addressing therapeutic areas with significant unmet 
medical needs. The breadth and depth of our pipeline ame-
liorates the risks inherent in drug development, and, in turn, 
significantly increases the chances of one or more products 
being successfully introduced to the market. 
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> Multiple large potential indications
> Rheumatoid arthritis, irritable bowel syndrome, 
   chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and pain
> Best-in-class opportunity
> Planned Phase I in 2008

P2X7 
Antagonist Program

> Pain and urinary incontinence
> Potential first-in-class molecule
>  Industry has struggled to find drug-like molecules
> Planning Phase I in 2009

P2X3 and P2X2/3 
Antagonist Program



Collaborations provide a continuous 
revenue stream for Evotec. Equally as 
important, however, they provide the 
foundation for further enhancing our 
discovery platform. Once only a fee-for-
service business unit, today we are 
leveraging our discovery capabilities to 
attract substantial collaborations in 
preferred therapeutic areas and higher 
value partnerships in which we share 
risks, but in turn, have the potential to 
translate discovery success into stronger 
financial returns.  
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Consistent
Revenue Stream
with Upside
Potential

Our Collaborations
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Research Collaborations are Generating 
a Consistent Revenue Stream

Synergistic with our proprietary discovery and development 
programs and central to our business is the application of our 
drug discovery and disease biology expertise to collaborative 
research projects with industry partners, academic institutes 
and not-for-profit organizations. With an integrated drug dis-
covery platform, Evotec provides to its partners high quality 
drug discovery solutions from target to clinic. We are proud to 
collaborate with many of the world’s leading pharmaceutical 
companies including Boehringer Ingelheim, Daiichi Sankyo,  
Japan Tobacco, Ono, Pfizer and Roche as well as many bio- 
technology companies that provide ongoing payments for  
research activities as well as mid-term revenue possibilities 
through achieving milestones. In addition, as described in the  
chapter entitled Our Pipeline, we aim to out-license some of  
our internal programs, from which we expect to receive up- 
front license payments, milestone payments and royalties  
based on future product sales.

High Value-Added, Results-Based Colla-
borations Plus Substantial Contracts  
in Preferred Therapeutic Areas Are a 
Foundation for Growth

In the past, clients have engaged Evotec to provide specific  
capabilities on a pure fee-for-service basis. Today, our partners  
also seek broader, more innovative drug discovery solutions  
that require us to contribute disease expertise, specific know- 
how and resources previously available through their internal  
structures. Our expertise in CNS has positioned Evotec as  
a partner of choice for such large collaborations in this ther- 
apeutic area, as illustrated by our partnership with CHDI.  
To fully capitalize on the potential of our capabilities and 
expertise, we also offer higher value, results-driven collabo-
rations in which we share in our customers’ success through 
milestone payments and royalties along with research fees in 
combination with our more traditional business model.
 

Roche
In June 2006, we initiated a collaboration with Roche to jointly  
discover and develop compounds targeting CNS-related  
diseases and other indications, building on intellectual  
property previously generated on a biological target within  
Evotec. Under the terms of the agreement, both companies  
commit research and development resources to jointly drive  
novel compounds into clinical development. Screening of  
both companies’ compound libraries has been completed, and  
we are optimizing the hits and leads identified. At the  
clinical development candidate stage, Roche will initially have  
exclusive rights to the development of such product can- 
didates in exchange for Evotec receiving potential milestone  
payments of up to € 105 m plus royalties derived from  
the sale and distribution of such product candidates. If Roche  
does not exercise its option right, Evotec has reciprocal  
option rights to the development of such product candidates  
in exchange for Roche receiving potential milestone payments 
and royalties based on a percentage of sales.
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CNS Target, Mile- 
stones > e 100 m  
and Royalties



Excellent Customer Network
Selection 2007 & 2008
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Boehringer Ingelheim
We are in a collaboration with Boehringer Ingelheim to joint-
ly identify and develop preclinical development candidates 
for the treatment of various diseases including CNS-related  
disorders since September 2004. Under the terms of the  
agreement, Boehringer Ingelheim has full ownership and 
global responsibility for clinical development, manufacturing  
and commercialization of the compounds identified. In return,  
Evotec receives ongoing research payments and preclinical  
milestones, plus clinical milestones and royalties on future  
sales of drugs derived from the collaboration. In January 2006,  
the collaboration doubled in size and was extended to the end  
of 2008. Since then, a team of approximately 80 scientists  
from both companies continue to work together on various  
projects. In early 2008, the collaboration was extended for a 
further 12 months until the end of 2009. Between 2005 and 
2008 Evotec has achieved various milestones for the iden- 
tification of a number of lead compounds on priority targets.  
Further milestone payments from the collaboration are ex-
pected in 2008 and beyond.
In addition to the collaboration discussed above, we entered  
into a multi-year collaboration with Boehringer Ingelheim to  
jointly identify novel targets as potential points of interven- 
tion in the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease in March 2007.  
Our scientists, together with the Research Institute of Molecular  
Pathology in Vienna, or IMP, apply proprietary and well-vali- 
dated disease models to identify novel Alzheimer’s disease  
targets. Based on these models, Boehringer Ingelheim will  
select and further validate target candidates for its in-house  
drug discovery program with the goal of developing inno- 
vative novel therapeutics. Furthermore, this collaboration  
provides us with an option to support Boehringer Ingelheim  
in the subsequent target validation process. If Boehringer  
Ingelheim exercises this option, Evotec is eligible for milestone 
payments of up to € 20 m per target plus royalties based on a 
percentage of sales. 

Boehringer Ingelheim

76 FTEs, 6-Year  
Collaboration,  
Milestones and  
Royalties
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Cure Huntington’s Disease Initiative (CHDI)
In March 2006, we entered into a strategic drug discovery  
partnership with CHDI to help advance a number of their 
drug discovery programs. CHDI is a not-for-profit organiza- 
tion pursuing a biotech approach to finding therapies for 
Huntington’s disease. It operates as a virtual biotechnology 
company, progressing its discovery research entirely through 
third-party collaborations meaning that partners such as Evo-
tec are critical to their success. Through this business model 
CHDI seeks to identify and work with a network of the best 
companies available in order to successfully reach its goal 
to cure Huntington’s disease. In February of 2008, CHDI ex- 
tended their collaboration with us to the end of 2010; the  
extension being worth a potential $37 m in research pay- 
ments to Evotec. Under the terms of the extension, we will  
continue to provide CHDI with activities across our integrated  
discovery offering including assay development, ultra-high- 
throughput, high-content and fragment-based screening, 
structural biology, computational chemistry, and medicinal 
chemistry. 

Fragment-Based Drug Discovery  
Platform EVOlution™ Leads to  
Significant New Deal Flow

Among the most important highlights of 2007 was the posi-
tive impact of our expertise in fragment-based drug discovery 
on our business. Our capabilities in drug discovery coupled 
with our proprietary fragment-based drug discovery platform, 
EVOlution™ have led to a number of high value drug discovery 
collaborations. The platform integrates, among other things, 
our proprietary biochemical and NMR-based fragment scree-
ning technologies in combination with our high-quality frag-
ment libraries of 40,000 fragments, computational chemistry, 
structural biology and protein X-ray crystallography.

InterMune
With the support of Evotec, InterMune has made considera-
ble progress in their Hepatitis C drug discovery and develop-
ment program. The collaboration was initiated in early 2007 
and applies EVOlution™ in combination with our ultra-high-
throughput screening (uHTS) technology to InterMune’s tar-
gets. Progress to date is excellent with new lead series having 
been identified for further optimization. The financial terms 
include a technology access fee for access to the EVOlution™ 
technology plus ongoing research funding.
Based on the success of this initial project, at the end of 2007 
we signed a second drug discovery contract with InterMune 
further utilizing Evotec’s medicinal chemistry know-how. 

Nibh exer sim ing eu feugiat dolor iuscillut iriusci tat 
prat alisl dolobortie feui blam, consed modolor sim 
volorpero commolobor adiam aut.

 CHDI 

Integrated Drug  
Discovery Contracts 
in Huntington’s  
Disease – Worth  
up to $37 m
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Ono Pharmaceutical
In early 2008, we signed a drug discovery agreement with 
Ono Pharmaceutical. The collaboration applies our proprie-
tary EVOlution™ platform for fragment-based drug discovery 
to identify novel and potent compounds against a protease  
target provided by Ono. In the collaboration, the platform 
is combined with our expertise in medicinal chemistry and 
ADMET to further characterize active compounds identified 
using the technology and optimize their potency and selec-
tivity to generate molecules for subsequent progression into 
clinical trials. 
Under the agreement, Ono paid an initial, upfront fee for  
access to our fragment-based drug discovery technology, 
EVOlution™ together with research funding and success- 
based milestones based on the progress of the research. 

Successful 2007 for Discovery Biology 
Driven by High-Throughput Screening 

Discovery biology had a very strong performance in 2007  
driven in the main by a large demand for high-throughput 
screening (HTS) services. Many customers come to us because  
of our unique capabilities in HTS and strong track record in 
assay development. By using our proprietary, ultra sensitive 
HTS technology we are able to screen numerous drug tar-
gets and obtain superior results compared to other screening 
technologies. By combining this technology with our 250,000 
compound screening library and experienced technical team 
we are able to provide a total solution for HTS to our clients. 
Against earlier market assumptions that outsourcing of HTS 
may decline as pharmaceutical companies have invested into 
their own screening platforms and smaller biotechs move to-
wards development projects, we were pleased to see a strong 
performance in 2007 and positive indications for 2008. We 
believe that this strong performance is driven by a number of 
market factors such as the need for additional capacity (Phar-
ma) and chemical IP for new targets (Biotech) but in the main 
by the access to a fully integrated solution and strong track  
record in HTS at Evotec. In 2007, we worked on numerous  
HTS contracts with companies like Boehringer Ingelheim, 
CHDI, Eli Lilly, Ferring Pharmaceuticals, Japan Tobacco, Solvay,  
TiGenix and Vifor. 
In summary, success in our collaboration business is based on 
such things as our strong track record, excellent reputation, 

 Ono Pharmaceutical 

3-Year Fragment- 
Based Drug  
Discovery/Medicinal 
Chemistry 
Agreement
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and open communication with our clients. We are considered 
as a premium supplier of high value research collaborations 
and believe we can not only retain our reputation but will con-
tinue to enhance it in the coming years.
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The	Evotec	Stock

The year 2007 proved altogether dis-
appointing for publicly traded small  
biotech companies around the world 
with many stocks losing ground.  
Particularly in Germany, share prices 
and investor interest in the biotech 
sector plunged in the wake of reported 
product failures. Much like many of its 
peers, Evotec saw its shares close the 
year down 28% despite the Company  
delivering on its strategic business  
objectives and making progress with  
its clinical development projects.  

Diverse Performance in International 
Stock Markets

In	2007,	German	large	caps	fared	better	than	blue	chips	else-
where,	 thanks	 to	 continuing	 favorable	 fundamentals.	 Share	
price	 gains	 in	 the	 industrial	 sectors	 more	 than	 offset	 the	
banks’	losses,	resulting	in	another	22%	year-on-year	increase	
for	the	DAX	index	comprised	of	leading	German	stocks.	The	
DAX	was	able	 to	 separate	 itself	 from	 the	 leading	 indexes	 in	
other	 industrialized	 economies.	Both	 the	European	Stoxx50	
and	the	Dow	Jones	rose	by	only	7%,	while	the	NASDAQ	Com-
posite	 Index	 recorded	 a	10%	gain.	 The	German	 technology	
stock	index	TecDAX	shot	up	by	30%,	thanks	primarily	to	the	
performance	of	its	solar	energy	stocks.	

Basic Share Data

Security identification numbers Frankfurt Stock Exchange

(Ordinary	Bearer	Shares)

ISIN:	DE	000 566 480 9

NASDAQ Global Market

(American	Depositary	Shares,	ADSs)

CUSIP:	30050E105

ISIN:	US30050E1055

Ticker symbol Frankfurt	Stock	Exchange:	EVT

NASDAQ	Global	Market:	EVTC

Bloomberg	Xetra:	EVT	GY	Equity

Bloomberg	NASDAQ:	EVT	US	Equity

Reuters	Xetra:	EVTG.DE

Reuters	NASDAQ:	EVTC.O

The Evotec Stock 2007

Xetra High	(Feb	19) e 4.39

Low	(Nov	21) e 2.02

Average	share	price e 3.20

Average	daily	trading	volume pcs. 269,608

Average	daily	trading	volume1) pcs. 334,063

Price	decrease % 28

Year-end	closing	price	(Dec	28) e 2.33

Market	capitalization	(Dec	31) e	m 172.1

Number	of	shares	(Dec	31) pcs. 73,868,447

Key share data Earnings2) e (0.67)

Dividend	 e 0.00
1)	Based	on	the	trading	volumes	of	all	German	stock	exchanges.
2)	Excluding	contributions	from	Evotec	Technologies	and	from	the	Chemical	Development
	 Business.
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Downturn in Sentiment for Small  
Biotech Stocks

Driven	by	M&A	speculation,	European	biotech	stocks	had	vastly	
outperformed	their	US	peers	in	2006.	This	trend,	however,	re-
versed	in	2007.	While	the	AMEX	Biotech	Index	gained	4%	and	
the	NASDAQ	Biotech	Index	rose	5%,	the	Credit	Suisse	European	
Biotech	Index	shed	5%.	It	is	clear	that	the	main	reason	for	the	
disparity	 in	the	performance	between	the	US	and	European	
biotech	sectors	in	2007	is	not	due	to	geography	but	rather	the	
relative	weighting	of	size	of	companies	 in	each	region.	Over	
the	past	 year,	 analysts	 report	 that	 the	markets	were	partic-	
ularly	harsh	for	small	and	micro	cap	biotechnology	companies,	
regardless	of	geography,	and	Europe	has	a	clear	dominance	of	
small	cap	names	compared	to	the	US.

Biotech Environment in Germany  
Impacted by Product Failures

Several	German	biotech	companies	significantly	disappointed	
the	markets	in	2007	by	reporting	failures	in	the	development	
of	 their	products.	This	 impaired	 the	sentiment	 in	 the	sector	
and	reminded	investors	of	the	risks	inherent	with	developing	
new	pharmaceuticals,	even	in	the	later	developmental	stages.	
Investors’	overall	interest	in	German	biotech	stocks	appears	to	
have	contracted.	Many	biotech	companies	are	finding	it	difficult	
to	counterbalance	even	modest	selling	pressure.	

Evotec’s Stock Dragged Down Along  
with the Sector

Evotec	made	progress	on	several	fronts	in	2007.	The	Company	
moved	several	of	its	drugs	in	development	forward,	along	with	
various	research	collaborations,	and	implemented	its	strategy	
of	 focusing	on	drug	discovery	and	development.	Operations	
peripheral	to	its	core	business	were	sold,	bringing	in	a	consid-
erable	amount	of	cash,	a	very	important	prerequisite	for	suc-
cess	in	today’s	difficult	financing	climate.	
In	 spite	 of	 all	 this,	 Evotec	 shares	 fell	 by	 28%	 during	 2007,		
closing	 the	 year	 at	e	 2.33.	 Although	 the	Company’s	 shares	
moved	in	line	with	those	of	its	peers	(peer	companies	accord-
ing	to	the	BioCentury	sector	performance;	see	table	below),	
this	is	still	somewhat	disappointing	in	the	light	of	the	progress	
made.

The	reduced	investor	interest	in	German	biotech	stocks	also	
led	to	a	decrease	in	the	liquidity	of	the	Evotec	stock.	The	aver-
age	 daily	 trading	 volume	 on	 all	 German	 stock	 exchanges	
dropped	to	334,063	(2006:	408,552).	Because	the	sentiment	
deteriorated	only	in	the	second	half	of	the	year,	this	figure	only	
partly	reflects	the	extent	of	this	trend.
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Performance of the Evotec Stock Compared to its Peers 
by Industry Groupings

Category Performance in %

Chemistry (28)

High-throughput	screening (39)

Neurology (28)

Evotec (28)

Quelle:	BioCentury,	Sector	Performance	2007



New Evotec Shares Issued for Acquisi-
tion of Neuro3d and Renovis

To	acquire	Neuro3d	 in	a	 share-for-share	 transaction,	Evotec	
increased	its	share	capital	in	the	second	quarter	of	2007	by	
issuing	5.7	million	new	 shares	priced	at	e 3.69	per	 share.	By		
acquiring	Neuro3d,	Evotec	acquired	e 18.9	m	of	net	cash	and	
investments	 as	 well	 as	 further	 potential	 cash	 influxes	 and	
some	early	stage	CNS	research	projects.	Through	this	trans-	
action,	the	number	of	Evotec	shares	outstanding,	including	the	
exercise	of	conditional	capital	from	share	options,	 increased		
to	73,868,447	at	year-end	(year-end	2006:	67,973,116).
In	May	2008	(after	period	end),	Evotec	successfully	completed	
the	acquisition	of	Renovis	(see	page	8).	This	was	also	effected	
through	 a	 share-for-share	 transaction	 in	 which	 35.0	 million	
new	Evotec	shares	were	issued.	Upon	completion	of	the	acqui-
sition	the	number	of	shares,	including	those	traded	as	Amer-	
ican	 Depository	 Shares	 (ADSs)	 on	 NASDAQ,	 had	 risen	 to	
108,838,715.	Each	Evotec	ADS	represents	two	ordinary	shares	
of	Evotec.
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Development of the Evotec Share Price 2007 (Indexed)
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Significant Proportion of US Share-
holders as a Consequence of Renovis 
Acquisition

Shareholders	 in	 Europe,	 especially	 in	 Germany,	 the	 United	
Kingdom,	Switzerland	and	France,	have	traditionally	account-
ed	for	the	largest	proportion	of	ownership	in	Evotec’s	stock.	
After	 completion	 of	 the	 Renovis	 acquisition,	 approximately	
31%	of	the	shares	of	the	combined	company	were	held	by	the	
mainly	US-based	former	Renovis	shareholders.	Renovis	stock-
holders	received	for	each	Renovis	common	share	1.0542	Evo-
tec	common	shares	 in	 the	 form	of	0.5271	Evotec	American	
Depository	 Shares	 (ADSs).	 These	 Evotec	ADSs	 are	 listed	 on	
NASDAQ’s	Global	Market	segment.
At	 year-end	 2007,	 two	 major	 shareholders	 were	 identified.		
Including	their	affiliates,	TVM	V	Life	Science	Ventures	GmbH	&	
Co.	KG	held	more	than	5%	and	ROI	Verwaltungsgesellschaft	
mbH	more	than	10%	of	Evotec	shares.	
In	2007,	the	free	float,	which	is	used	to	determine	the	weight	
of	the	Evotec	stock	in	indexes,	was	81%	of	the	share	capital.		
It	has	since	risen	to	86%,	following	the	capital	increase	in	the	
course	of	the	Renovis	acquisition.

Investor Relations Activities in Support 
of Evotec’s Strategy

Evotec	places	great	emphasis	on	a	continuous	dialogue	with	
all	capital	market	professionals.	For	the	Company	to	be	valu-
ated	fairly,	it	is	essential	to	communicate	its	strategy,	point	to	
progress	being	made	and	to	explain	the	potential	of	Evotec’s	
collaborations	and	pipeline	of	drug	candidates	with	its	inher-
ent	 opportunities	 and	 risks.	During	2007,	 the	 investor	 rela-
tions	activities	were	determined	to	a	large	extent	by	Evotec’s	
corporate	transactions.	The	acquisition	of	Renovis,	in	particu-
lar,	brought	the	need	for	an	in-depth	dialogue	with	Evotec	and	
Renovis	 shareholders,	 as	 Renovis	 shareholder	 approval	 was	
necessary	for	the	takeover.	For	the	transaction	to	succeed	it	
was	essential	 to	conduct	parallel	 investor	 relations	activities	
throughout	 the	eight-month	merger	process	 in	order	 to	get	
across	the	strategic	rationale	behind	the	merger	for	both	com-
panies.	
During	this	period	Evotec	increased	its	presence	in	the	US.	The		
number	of	one-on-one	meetings	rose	to	approximately	180,	
60	of	which	took	place	in	the	US.	The	Company’s	management	

Financial Institutions which Report on Evotec

Cazenove	Equities	

Credit	Suisse	

Deutsche	Bank	

DZ	Bank

Landesbank	Baden-Württemberg

Piper	Jaffray

Sal.	Oppenheim

Vontobel	Securities
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presented	 at	 15	 national	 and	 international	 investor	 confer-
ences,	conducted	19	road	shows	in	key	financial	centers,	and	
hosted	various	on-site	visits	at	the	Company’s	facility	 in	Ox-
ford	and	headquarters	in	Hamburg.	The	Company	hosted	two	
R&D	conferences	in	London	to	present	the	progress	made	in	
the	 clinical	 programs,	 including	 crucial	 data	 of	 two	 Phase	 II	
studies	 of	 Evotec’s	 insomnia	 drug	 candidate	 EVT	 201.	 The	
Company’s	Annual	Shareholder	Meeting	in	June	2007	at-	
tracted	 approximately	 230	 shareholders,	 representing	 33%		
of	the	share	capital	(2006:	47%).	
The	equity	story	of	a	company	is	communicated	not	only	by	
its	 management	 but	 also	 by	 financial	 analysts.	 At	 year-end	
2007,	the	number	of	analysts	reporting	regularly	about	Evotec	
was	seven,	the	majority	of	whom	held	a	favorable	view	of	the	
Company	and	its	activities.	In	early	2008,	a	further	renowned	
investment	bank,	Piper	Jaffray,	initiated	coverage	of	Evotec.
It	is	of	the	utmost	importance	to	Evotec	that	all	shareholders	
have	access	to	share	price	relevant	information	as	promptly	as	
possible.	The	internet	plays	a	significant	role	in	enabling	in-
vestors	to	read	and	download	financial	reports,	press	releases	
and	ad	hoc	notifications.	 It	also	provides	 the	opportunity	 to	
tune	in	live	to	telephone	conference	calls	relating	to	the	Com-
pany’s	quarterly	and	annual	financial	results,	R&D	days,	pres-
entations	 at	 international	 investor	 conferences,	 as	well	 as		
the	opening	of	the	Annual	Shareholder	Meeting	and	the	CEO’s	
address.	A	replay	of	these	events	is	regularly	available.



Effective Corporate Governance is  
crucial for the management of a  
company’s business affairs as well  
as for capital market communica- 
tion. This goal has always been of  
paramount importance to Evotec.  
We believe that our commitment to  
excellent Corporate Governance  
standards

> Demonstrates to the market partici- 
pants our dedication to well-balanced 
and transparent rules; and

> Internally emphasizes the importance 
of our clearly defined management 
structure and the responsibilities of 
management.

Based on this conviction, the Company 
complies with all but one (see Decla- 
ration of Compliance) of the Corporate 
Governance recommendations as  
defined by the German Corporate  
Governance Code as well as with most 
of the suggestions the Code contains.

Corporate Governance on Evotec’s 
Website

Continually	updated	information	regarding	Corporate	Gover-	
nance	can	be	found	at	www.evotec.com

German Corporate Governance Code

The	German	Corporate	Government	Code	 (as	 revised	June	14,	
2007;	the	“Code”)	presents	essential	legal	regulations	for	the	
management	and	supervision	of	German	listed	companies.	In	
addition,	it	contains	internationally	recognized	standards	for	
good	and	responsible	company	management.	With	these	reg-
ulations	 and	 standards	 the	Code	 aims	 at	 strengthening	 the	
confidence	of	international	and	national	investors,	customers,	
employees	and	the	public.

Besides	 the	 presentation	 of	 key	 legal	 regulations,	 the	 Code	
sets	out	a	broad	range	of	recommendations	and,	in	addition,	
suggestions	concerning	Corporate	Governance.	With	regard	to	
the	recommendations,	Evotec	has	made	a	declaration	of	com-
pliance	as	follows:

Declaration of Compliance

In	December	2007,	the	Management	Board	and	the	Supervi-
sory	Board	of	Evotec	stated	in	accordance	with	§161	German	
Stock	Corporation	Act	(AktG):

“Evotec AG has complied in 2007 with the recommendations 
of the Governmental Commission on the German Corporate 
Governance Code as published in the official section of the 
electronic Federal Gazette and intends to comply in the  
future with the recommendations of such Code, with the  
following exception:

The stock option programs in place are based on binding 
resolutions of several Annual General Meetings. While the 
exercise of these options requires an increase in the share 
price, the exercise is not related to other comparison pa- 
rameters as recommended in Section 4.2.3 of the Code.”

Corporate	Governance
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The	Company	has	chosen	not	to	introduce	a	relative	hurdle	to	
the	exercising	of	its	stock	options	due	to	the	lack	of	relevant	
stock	indices	(industry,	geography,	etc.)	as	measured	by	the	low	
correlation	of	 Evotec’s	 shares	 against	 such	 indices,	 and	 the		
significant	firm-specific	targeted	shareholder	value	creation.

High Level Compliance also with the 
Code’s Suggestions

In	 addition	 to	 complying	 with	 the	 recommendations	 of	 the	
Corporate	Governance	Code	as	mentioned	above,	 the	Com-
pany	also	conforms	to	almost	all	suggestions	laid	down	in	the	
Code,	some	of	them	being	described	below.

Best Possible Support and Transpar-
ency at Annual General Meetings

Evotec	offers	shareholders	who	are	unable	to	attend	Annual	
General	Meetings	the	opportunity	to	access	key	parts	of	the	
event	live	on	the	Internet	as	suggested	by	Section	2.3.4	of	the	
Code.	The	Company	also	encourages	non-attendees	to	exer-
cise	 their	 voting	 rights	 by	 arranging	 Company	 independent	
proxies.	

All of Evotec’s Publications in Both 
English and German

Evotec	is	committed	to	fair	disclosure	of	information:	It	is	the	
Company’s	 prime	 concern	 in	 its	 corporate	 communication	
strategy	 that	 the	 same	 information	 is	 made	 available	 to	 all	
relevant	target	groups	at	the	same	time,	and	this	implies	com-
municating	in	both	English	and	German.	The	Company’s	pub-
lications	 are	 readily	 available	 on	 its	 website	 for	 viewing	 or	
downloading.

Supervisory Board Committees Set Up 
in Accordance with the Code

Evotec	 has	 set	 up	 an	 Audit	 Committee	 with	 a	 spectrum	 of	
tasks	comprising	among	others	the	review	of	financial	reports	
and	risk	management,	and	guaranteeing	 the	auditors’	 inde-
pendence.	 The	 Company	 has	 also	 set	 up	 a	 Remuneration	
Committee	 (Sections	 5.1.2	 and	 5.3.3	 of	 the	 Code),	 which,	
among	other	things,	prepares	the	appointment	and	remunera-
tion	of	members	to	the	Management	Board.	As	suggested	in	
Section	 5.1.2	 of	 the	 Code,	 each	 initial	 appointment	 to	 the	
Management	Board	is	effective	for	a	maximum	of	three	years.	
Evotec	also	makes	sure	that	neither	the	Chairman	of	the	Su-
pervisory	 Board	 nor	 a	 former	 member	 of	 the	 Management	
Board	 serve	 as	Chair	 of	 the	Audit	 Committee	 (Sections	5.2	
and	5.3.2).	In	addition,	the	Company	complies	with	the	sug-
gestion	 for	 Supervisory	 Board	 members	 to	 hold	 occasional	
separate	discussions	(Section	3.6).

Composition of the Supervisory Board 
Committees

Membership in the Following Committees

Audit Committee Remuneration 
Committee

Prof	Dr	Heinz	Riesenhuber

(Chairman) x	(Chair)

P	Schatz	(Deputy	Chairman) x	(Chair)

Dr	H	Birner x x

Dr	P	Fellner x

Dr	W	Jenkins

M	Tanner x
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Remuneration of the Supervisory Board
The	members	of	Evotec’s	Supervisory	Board	are	entitled	to	a	
fixed	 and	 a	 performance-related	 remuneration.	 Chair	 and	
Deputy	Chair	positions	in	the	Supervisory	Board	as	well	as	the	
chair	and	membership	in	committees	are	considered	in	deter-
mining	the	fixed	remuneration	of	the	individual	members.		

Besides	 the	 fixed	remuneration,	and	 in	accordance	with	 the	
suggestions	 of	 the	 Code,	 the	 members	 of	 the	 Supervisory	
Board	 receive	 a	 remuneration	 tied	 to	 the	 Company’s	 long-
term	performance:	They	receive	an	element	of	the	remunera-
tion	to	be	made	in	shares	of	the	Company	in	order	to	further	
align	the	interests	of	the	individual	Supervisory	Board	mem-
bers	and	the	development	of	Evotec’s	share	price.	In	addition,	
if	the	shareholders	receive	a	dividend,	every	Supervisory	Board	
member	will	 receive	an	extra	e	500	 for	 every	 cent	 that	 the	
dividend	per	share	exceeds	15	cents.

For	their	contribution	in	2007,	the	individual	members	of	the	
Evotec	Supervisory	Board	received	the	following	compensation:

Compensation of the Supervisory Board 2007

  

		

Fixed  
remuneration

in	T€	

Equity-based 
compensation

in	T€	

  
Total
in	T€	

Prof	Dr	H	Riesenhuber 37.5 15.0 52.5

P	Schatz 30.0 11.2 41.2

Dr	H	Birner 22.5 7.5 30.0

Dr	P	Fellner 18.8 7.5 26.3

Dr	W	Jenkins 15.0 7.5 22.5

M	Tanner 18.8 7.5 26.3

Total 142.6 56.2 198.8

Remuneration of the Management 
Board

The	remuneration	paid	to	the	members	of	the	Management	
Board	in	the	financial	year	2007	totaled	T€	1,041	of	which		
T€ 380	was	variable	remuneration.	

Fixed	 remuneration	 includes	 base	 salaries,	 contributions	 to	
personal	pension	plans,	premiums	for	accident	and	accidental	
death	insurances	as	well	as	the	benefit	derived	from	the	use	of	
company	cars.	

The	variable	remuneration	 is	based	on	a	bonus	scheme	de-
signed	 by	 the	 Remuneration	 Committee	 of	 the	 Supervisory	
Board	and	then	approved	by	the	Supervisory	Board.	The	vari-
able	portion	of	the	remuneration	paid	out	in	2007,	payable	on	
the	achievement	of	certain	strategic	targets	for	the	business	
year	2006,	was	based	on	the	following	criteria:	30%	based	on	
the	achievement	of	defined	corporate	milestones,	30%	on	the	
achievement	of	share	price	targets,	30%	on	the	achievement	
of	budget	 financial	 targets	and	10%	on	 the	achievement	of	
personal	objectives.	The	variable	portion	of	the	remuneration	
to	 be	 paid	 out	 in	 2008,	 dependent	 on	 the	 achievement	 of		
certain	 strategic	 targets	 for	 the	business	 year	2007,	will	 be	
based	on	the	following	criteria:	For	J	Aldag	and	D	Ehlers	40%	
on	 the	 achievement	 of	 defined	 corporate	 milestones,	 30%		
on	the	achievement	of	budget	financial	targets,	and	30%	on		
the	 achievement	 of	 share	price	 targets.	 For	M	Polywka	 and		
K	 Maleck	 who	 were	 appointed	 to	 the	 Management	 Board		
as	 of	 November	 2007,	 the	 criteria	 were:	 40%	 based	 on		
the	achievement	of	defined	corporate	milestones,	40%	on	the	
achievement	 of	 budget	 financial	 targets	 and	 20%	 on	 the	
achievement	of	personal	targets.	

In	 addition,	 under	 the	 Company’s	 stock	 option	 plans,	 the	
members	of	the	Management	Board	received	in	2007	280,000	
options.	The	options	granted	in	2007	are	subject	to	the	stipu-
lations	of	the	Option	Plan	2005	and	may	be	exercised	after	
three	years	if	the	conditions	of	this	plan	are	met.

Compensation of the Management Board 2007

  

		

Fixed  
remuneration

in	T€	

Variable 
compensation

in	T€	

Stock 
options
in	pcs.	

Fair value
options

granted3)

Jörn	Aldag 365 252 200,000 284

Dr	Dirk	H	Ehlers	1) 207 128 	

Dr	Klaus	Maleck	2) 40 	 20,000 18

Dr	Mario	Polywka	2) 49 60,000 55

Total 661 380 280,000 357

1)	Resigned	effective	August	31,	2007.
2)	Base	salary	for	two	months	since	appointment	became	effective	November	1,	2007.	
3)	Fair	value	determined	based	on	a	binominal	model;	for	a	more	detailed	outline	of	the
			assumptions	reference	is	made	to	Note	(20)	of	the	Notes	to	the	Consolidated	Financial
			Statements.
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The	individual	contracts	of	the	Management	Board	contain	a	
change-of-control	clause,	which	would	allow	Management	to	
terminate	their	current	contracts	in	the	event	of	a	change-of-
control.	A	change-of-control	exists	when	more	than	30%	of	the	
shares	of	the	Company	are	held	by	a	new	investor.	The	result-
ing	severance	entitlement	is	one	year	base	salary	and	bonus	
calculated	on	the	basis	of	the	prior	year’s	remuneration.	

Directors and Officers Insurance

The	Company	has	a	Directors	and	Officers	(D&O)	 insurance	
policy	 in	place	 for	 the	Management	Board,	 the	Supervisory	
Board,	the	executive	management	and	the	managers	of	sub-
sidiary	companies.	The	insurance	expense	amounted	to	T€	60	
in	total	in	2007	(2006:	T€	84),	and	was	paid	by	the	Company.

Ownership of Shares and Options by 
Board Members

The	share	ownership	of	members	of	the	Management	Board	
and	of	the	Supervisory	Board	on	December	31,	2007	was	as	
follows:

Directors’ Dealings Regularly Reported

Under	 the	Securities	Trading	Act	 (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz),	
the	members	of	the	Supervisory	Board	and	the	Management	
of	Evotec	as	well	as	persons	who	have	a	“close	relationship”	
with	such	members	are	obligated	to	report	trading	in	Evotec	
stock.	In	2007,	the	following	transactions	were	reported	to	the	
Company:

Additional Information Relevant to 
Corporate Governance

Additional	information	relevant	to	Corporate	Governance	and	
Supervisory	Board	 activity	 can	be	 found	 in	 the	Supervisory	
Board	Report	 (page	40).	 Information	on	professional	affilia-
tions	of	Board	members,	on	related	party	transactions	as	well	
as	on	stock	options	and	consolidated	subsidiaries	and	equity	
investees	 are	 available	 in	 our	 consolidated	 financial	 state-
ments.

Additional	information	regarding	NASDAQ	Corporate	Govern-
ment	 rules	 and	 our	 compliance/deviation	 from	 those	 rules	
can	be	found	on	our	website	www.evotec.com

Directors’ Holdings as of December 31, 2007

Management Board No. of shares No. of stock options

Jörn	Aldag 307,186 602,600

Dr	Klaus	Maleck 0 50,000

Dr	Mario	Polywka 30,000 255,000

Supervisory Board No. of shares No. of stock options

Prof	Dr	Heinz	Riesenhuber 132,480 0

Peer	Schatz 3,892 0

Dr	Hubert	Birner 0 0

Dr	Peter	Fellner 0 0

Dr	William	Jenkins 0 0

Mary	Tanner 46,690 0

Directors’ Dealings 2007

Date Person and function
Type of 

transaction
No. of 

shares
Share 
price

Nov	19 Dr	Erich	Greiner,		
Chief	Innovation	Officer		

Purchase 15,000
5,000

e 2.32
e 2.31

Nov	19 Dr	Tim	Tasker,		
Executive	Vice	President	
Clinical	Development

Purchase 9,300 e 2.28

Nov	20 Jörn	Aldag,	
President	&	
Chief	Executive	Officer

Purchase 9,130 e 2.10
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General Business Description

Company Structure and Business Operations

Evotec AG (www.evotec.com) is a drug discovery and development company focused on important diseases 
of the central nervous system, or CNS, and other diseases. Delivering research results to partners to support 
the treatment of unmet medical needs and discovering and developing new therapies are the primary goals 
of the Company. 

Evotec is a publicly listed stock corporation operating under German law, with all of its shares (73,868,447 as 
of December 3�, �007) registered for trading on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange. The Company has subsidiar-
ies in Hamburg, Germany, Oxford, UK and North Potomac, Maryland, USA and employed 386 people at the 
end of �007. In September �007, Evotec proposed to acquire �00% of the shares of Renovis, Inc., a company 
incorporated in Delaware and located in South San Francisco, USA, active in research and development of drugs 
for pain and inflammatory conditions. This transaction is subject to anti-trust clearance, Renovis stockholder 
approval, and a successful listing of Evotec’s shares on NASDAQ and is planned to close in the second quarter 
of �008. 

In �007, Evotec also acquired all of the shares of the privately held French company Neuro3d S.A. in ex- 
change for 5,7�6,0�� newly issued ordinary shares of Evotec. As a result of the acquisition, Evotec acquired  
a minimum of e �8.9 m of net cash, financial investments and some early stage CNS discovery assets. 
Neuro3d has been consolidated in Evotec’s financial statements since April �, �007.

The Company today is organized as two business segments. In its proprietary R&D activities, Evotec’s  
Pharmaceuticals Division specializes in finding new treatments for CNS diseases, building a pipeline of drug 
candidates for partnering. At the end of �007, the Company had three programs in Phase I and II clinical 
trials. Evotec also leverages its drug discovery and disease expertise in collaborations with biotechnology and 
pharmaceutical companies to identify novel drug candidates and advance them into clinical phases of develop- 
ment. Its Services Division provides partners with a choice of integrated research support capabilities from 
‘target to clinic’, including assay development, screening, medicinal and computational chemistry, all of which 
can be provided as individual disciplines or as integrated research solutions. 

In �006 and �007, Evotec divested businesses that were not essential to its strategy of focusing on higher-
value discovery projects. Effective January �, �007, Evotec sold its 89% interest in Evotec Technologies GmbH  
(ET, Evotec’s former Tools and Technologies Division) to PerkinElmer for e �3.9 m in cash. Evotec Technologies 
GmbH accounted for e �7.3 m, or �0.5%, of Evotec’s total revenue for the fiscal year �006. ET was not con- 
solidated in the results of the �007 fiscal year.

On November 30, �007, Evotec completed the sale of its Chemical Development Business to Aptuit, Inc. for a 
purchase price of £30.3 m (e 4�.5 m, converted with the exchange rate of the closing date, November 30, �007) 
after customary working capital adjustments. The Chemical Development Business represented Evotec’s fee- 
for-service activities in the development and manufacture of drug compounds and formulations. With approxi-
mately �00 employees, the Chemical Development Business accounted for e ��.5 m, or 39.5%, of Evotec’s 
total �007 revenue. This business was not consolidated in the Evotec Group accounts after November 30, �007. 

In addition, in �007, according to Evotec’s strategy to focus its capabilities on high value-added research,  
the Company transferred its library business to India. In a joint venture with Research Support International 
Limited (RSIL), Evotec-RSIL Ltd. offers the design, synthesis, management and commercialization of compound 
libraries at competitive prices for customers. In �006, the library business generated revenues of e 6.6 m.
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As a result, all �007 and �006 amounts shown and discussed in the following disclosures relate to continu-
ing operations. The discontinued operations are stated separately in the consolidated financial statements, 
and the analysis of the Chemical Development Business sold to Aptuit is reported separately in this report. 
 
The Evotec Group is governed by the common German dual board structure: a Supervisory Board (Auf- 
sichtsrat) consisting of six members representing the interests of the shareholders and a Management Board  
(Vorstand) consisting of three members responsible for the strategic and operational management of the 
Group together with Evotec’s extended Management Team. This Team draws its membership from the senior 
executives with diverse expertise and experience in Research, Clinical Development, Business Development, 
Finance, Investor Relations and Human Resources. 

Business and Operating Environment (1)
Global Business Environment in 2007

Globalization and the relentless growth of the ‘new economies’ of China and India, including their growth in 
private wealth and consumer spending, a weakening US Dollar and US economy, an emerging crisis in global 
capital markets and continuous reform of healthcare legislation and regulation are the dominant factors 
influencing our macro environment. 

Globalization Increases Competition
Globalization has in the last decade led to a borderless world where communication and business exchanges 
take place daily, even among countries separated by broad geographies. As the industrialization of China, 
India and other Asian countries continues apace, increasingly skilled local entrepreneurs are fueling local 
growth by creating new high-value industries that can effectively compete with Western companies on the 
basis of lower labor inputs. Just as the information technology industry exploded in India and in China in the 
�990’s, life science support services are emerging in under-developed but emerging economies to respond 
to the high cost of biotechnology and pharmaceutical drug discovery and development. To date, the new 
entrants had their primary focus on delivering stand alone services, in particular in chemistry, out-competing 
their Western competition on cost and pushing Western companies to higher value added and more inte-
grated offerings. 

Weak US Dollar Negatively Impacts Financial Performance of Non-Dollar Denominated Competitors
During �007, the US Dollar continued to weaken against both Evotec’s functional currency (Euro) and the 
currency of its UK operations (UK Sterling). The impact of this for non-US based companies is a reduction in 
revenues and an increase in the cost base. Smaller companies like Evotec can only partly offset these effects 
by increasing activities in the US, i.e. increased clinical development activities, or cost reduction initiatives. 
Overall, in �007 Evotec lost approximately e �.3 m gross profit due to movements in foreign exchange rates 
compared to �006.

Global Capital Markets Severely Hit by US Housing Crisis 
The summer of �007 saw the beginning of a severe down-turn in global capital markets as a consequence  
of the dramatic cooling down of an overheated US housing credit market (sub-prime credit market). Global 
financial institutions needed to make massive write downs and US financial authorities reduced interest rates 
despite fear of rising inflation. In this environment share prices have come under enormous pressure and the 
ability of many companies to raise new equity has been adversely affected.
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Business Environment in the Biotechnology Sector in 2007

Strong Start and Dramatic Decline of Financing Environment in 2007
Overall conditions for financings began favorably for biotechnology companies in the first half of �007.  
�007 was the second largest year after �000 for biotech financing. In �007, a total of $30.7 billion (�006:  
$�9.7 billion) was raised, including $�.9 billion in IPOs, $4.3 billion in follow-ons, $7.� billion in venture 
capital, and $�6.4 billion in other fundraising. The funding, however, slowed dramatically towards year-end 
due to concerns about the state of the US economy and the state of capital markets. Expectations are that 
financing will remain restricted at least into the first half of �008, and potentially much longer depending on 
how well the financial system is coping with the aftermath of the crisis.

FDA Focus on Safety is Setting Higher Hurdles for New Product Approvals
For years, the FDA (Food and Drug Administration) has been criticized for failing to protect the US public 
from late-developing adverse effects of drugs. It has been suggested that safety assessments have been 
insufficiently weighted in the drug approval process, and that the FDA has poorly enforced imposed post-
approval clinical studies designed to assess safety issues that may only appear when significantly large 
numbers of patients are taking a new medication. The Vioxx® case of �004 created the public perception  
that the FDA was responsible for not having adequately monitored the safety of a blockbuster therapy. 
This public focus on safety and the politicization of drug regulation has reshaped the American regulatory 
environment. Lawmakers have made it clear that they expect the FDA to apply laws and regulations in  
ways that minimize the incidence of negative surprises. Today, the FDA is being pressured to ensure the 
safety of new medicines at registration and to resist approvals requiring post registration clinical studies. In 
addition to raising the safety bar, the FDA is showing signs of unwillingness to take the risk of admitting a 
new treatment without drug manufacturers demonstrating its superiority over existing therapies. The result  
is a higher level of uncertainty for companies engaged in clinical development, the evidence of which  
has been a spate of recent approvable letters requiring additional clinical studies prior to marketing approval. 
Regulatory risk-aversion has made certain kinds of drug development less predictable, creating expectations 
for different kinds of data, and rendering efforts to bring new therapies to patients more expensive. 

Pharmaceutical Companies under Continuous Pressure
Evotec operates in an economic environment where healthcare spending is under significant public pressure 
in most developed countries. At the same time, the aging population is generating higher healthcare needs 
and spends ever more significant portions of available income on healthcare. Evotec expects that total spend-
ing on therapeutics will continue to increase, despite a larger number of cheaper generic drugs coming onto 
the market, and reimbursement remaining under pressure. For the pharmaceutical industry, the challenges 
are significant. High revenues historically enjoyed by companies from blockbuster drug sales are increasingly 
in jeopardy due to expiring patents and market fragmentation, whilst at the same time the costs of developing 
a new drug have increased dramatically. The industry is responding to these pressures with cost reductions, 
for example by outsourcing individual elements of traditional discovery, and with pipeline building to offset 
revenue losses from generic competition. Large pharmaceutical companies are increasingly turning to the 
biotechnology industry as a prime source of new products or drug candidates – either by in-licensing or 
acquisitions.

Pharma Continues to In-license Drugs at Increasingly Lucrative Terms for Biotech Companies
Again in �007, the pharmaceutical industry continued to experience a shortage of new product launches with 
only �7 New Molecular Entities (NMEs) being approved in the USA (�006: �8). As the pressure to add new 
pipeline products further increased, pharmaceutical companies continued to in-license products from the 
biotech industry and to acquire companies. Consequently, �007 saw significant partnership activity within 
and between the various segments of the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries. Large companies 
acquired small and mid-sized biotechnology companies owning promising product assets. In turn, some of 
the mid-sized and small biotechnology companies also undertook mergers and acquisitions to consolidate 
and enhance their portfolios. Relatively speaking, product licensing deals even outpaced M&A deal flow and 
terms became increasingly lucrative. Due to increasing licensing competition, the estimated average cost of 
in-licensing a late stage drug increased from around $70 m in �000 to more than $400 m currently. Analysts 
expect this trend to continue in �008, i.e. lucrative in-licensing terms and relatively modest M&A activities. 
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Impact of Business Environment on Evotec’s Strategy

Evotec is Well Positioned to Cope with the Challenges From a More Adverse Environment 
In �005, Evotec embarked on a strategy of building its own proprietary pipeline and securing adequate 
financing through disposal of non-core assets, M&A and other means of financing. Disposals as described 
above and the acquisition of Neuro3d have led to an increase of available funds of approximately e 83 m 
during �006 and �007 and a liquidity position (liquidity = cash and cash equivalents and investments)  
of e 93.7 m at the end of �007. The approximately 40% revenue reduction and a significant increase in  
R&D spend has led to a dramatic change in the structure of Evotec’s P&L going forward. Despite increasing 
operating losses as a consequence of conscious investments into its own pipeline and into assets as a basis 
for higher value added collaborations, Evotec believes itself to be on the right track to create shareholder value. 
One of the strongest CNS pipelines and sufficient funding are a strong basis for future success.

Acquisition of Renovis Provides Evotec with a Footprint in the US, an Even Stronger CNS Pipeline and 
Funds to Develop those Assets
The capital markets for biotech companies and the vivid, innovative climate in the US dominate the world-
wide biotech efforts. Direct access to this market represents a clear asset for a company such as Evotec and 
would potentially enhance the Company’s shareholder value and future growth. At the same time, it would 
reduce the Company‘s dependence on the US Dollar exchange rate. 

Evotec has identified Renovis, a biopharmaceutical company with late-stage preclinical programs in pain  
and inflammation, as an ideal combination to build an even stronger CNS pipeline and achieve a footprint in 
the US market, in addition to $86 m of funds at the time of the merger announcement. Evotec’s proposed 
acquisition of Renovis is subject to anti-trust clearance, Renovis stockholder approval and Evotec’s success- 
ful listing on NASDAQ. 

Out-licensing Opportunities at Increasingly Attractive Terms
There is an opportunity for a company such as Evotec to benefit from the trend of increasing value of out-
licensing drug candidates through its proprietary drug pipeline focused on CNS-related diseases. Evotec  
has multiple CNS discovery projects and had three compounds in clinical development at the end of �007. 
The Company intends to dedicate its funds to advance its pipeline of clinical candidates with the goal of  
out-licensing them in the next few years and to drive its pipeline of preclinical projects into the clinic. The 
proposed acquisition of Renovis announced in September �007 will add an innovative preclinical pipeline 
of product candidates, that complement Evotec’s programs, and that include candidates expected to enter 
Phase I clinical trials in �008 for neurological and inflammatory diseases. 

Additional Patient Benefit and Strong Safety Profile of New Drugs is Imperative 
Additional patient benefit and a strong safety profile are important prerequisites for approval of new drugs  
by the FDA. EVT �0�, Evotec’s lead compound for the treatment of insomnia, has shown strong Phase II proof-
of-concept data in primary insomnia patients. Compared to current sleep aids, EVT �0� has the potential to 
have a superior profile in terms of helping patients fall asleep quickly and maintain their sleep throughout  
the night while at the same time enabling them to wake in the morning feeling rested and without hangover 
effects. Although the area of insomnia is competitive and challenging, Evotec believes that this profile and 
data package makes EVT �0� attractive because it addresses key limitations of competitive insomnia 
therapies currently on the markets.

Focus Collaborations Business on High Value-Added Research 
Evotec has established a strong position in drug discovery collaborations. Cost is an important consideration 
in drug discovery and development but by far not the only one. Evotec’s reputation for delivering the highest 
quality results within agreed budgets and timescales has been at the core of the Company’s success. Based 
on these strengths, Evotec decided to sell its more commoditized fee-for-service Chemical Development 
Business and increasingly focus its collaborations business on research programs providing disease biology 
expertise as well as its fully integrated drug discovery process know-how. Such higher value, results-driven 
activities allow the Company to share in its customers’ success through royalties and milestones along with 
substantial research fees. Most competitors lack the scale and breadth of capabilities to compete at this 
level, or have chosen to focus on other specific niche areas. 
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Financial Report
As previously mentioned, the financial discussion below focuses primarily on the continuing operations of the 
Evotec Group. In the Financial Report, this is referred to as ‘Group’, unless explicitly stated differently. The 
detailed results of the Chemical Development Business (discontinued operations) and its consolidated con- 
tributions to the different elements of the Group financial statements can be found separately in this report 
as well as in the Financial Statements.

 

Results of Operations (2)
Review of 2007 Financial Objectives

Evotec’s financial objectives as stated in the outlook of the �006 annual report had been revised to reflect 
the major transactions occurred during the year. Final results for the fiscal year �007 were in line with the 
financial guidance which was adjusted in September following the announcement of the sale of Evotec’s 
Chemical Development Business to Aptuit. With e 3�.9 m of revenues and e 93.7 m of liquidity, the Com-
pany met its targets for the continuing operations of e 30–35 m of revenues and e 93–98 m of liquidity, 
respectively. 

Revenues

Strategic Transformation and 2006 Milestone Payments

Evotec Group revenues were e 3�.9 m, �9% below last year’s level (�006: e 40.6 m) due to delayed mile-
stone payments, the divestiture of the library business and exchange rate effects. Adjusting for these factors, 
revenues would have grown by 9%. 

Almost half of the decline is a result of the achievement of two single-digit million Euro milestone payments 
in �006, one from Boehringer Ingelheim (Services Division) and one from Takeda (Pharmaceuticals Division).  
In addition, library synthesis revenues declined markedly by e 5.7 m (86%) over �006 following the successful 
completion of the multi-year library synthesis collaboration with Merck & Co. at the end of �006 and the 
transfer of this business into a joint venture with the Indian RSIL in October �007. Because of the movements 

Condensed Profit & Loss Statement

  2006 2007

Revenues TE 40,575 3�,885

Gross margin % 33.9 �4.4

– R&D expenses TE 30,307 36,938

– SG&A expenses TE �5,0�9 �7,806

– Amortization and impairment TE �,663 ��,�35

– Restructuring expenses TE – 356

– Other operating expenses (income) TE �85 (97)

Operating income (loss) TE (34,5�6) (58,��5) 

Net loss   

continuing business TE (�9,000) (48,053) 

Net income   

discontinued operations TE �,�95 36,897

Net loss total TE (27,705) (11,156) 
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in the exchange rate of the US Dollar and also the UK Sterling, particularly in the fourth quarter, versus 
Evotec’s reporting currency, the Euro, revenues were e �.5 m (4.�%) lower than would have been the case  
if �006 average currency rates had been maintained during the year. 

For the reasons described above, total revenues in Evotec’s Services Division declined to e 3�.� m (�006:  
e 37.5 m). Assay development, screening and discovery chemistry services continued to perform strongly. 
This is particularly satisfying because the increased focus on higher value collaborations with downstream 
elements means that the Company is foregoing some short-term revenues (lower direct R&D funding) in 
exchange for later milestones and royalties. The decrease against the previous year resulted from the decline 
of the custom library business, the lack of milestones and adverse exchange rate effects as described above.

Total revenues in Evotec’s Pharmaceuticals Division were e 0.9 m, primarily from database access fees in the 
Takeda collaboration which ended in August �007. Last year’s revenues of e 3.� m had included a milestone 
payment for the exclusive rights to a novel Alzheimer’s disease target candidate and FTE-based payments 
from Takeda.

The geographical spread of revenues for the Group continues to be diverse and matches the main markets 
for Evotec’s products and services. 

Cost of Revenue

Focus on Capacity Optimization

Costs associated with the Group’s revenues include the cost of personnel directly associated with revenue-
generating projects, facilities and overhead used to support those projects and materials consumed in the 
provision of the product or service. The relative significance of these cost types varies with the service or 
product provided – for example, laboratory based projects require higher personnel cost but may require 
smaller quantities of materials, whereas e. g. screening involves lower personnel cost, but higher relative 
facility cost and material cost. 

Costs of revenue were e �4.9 m (�006: e �6.8 m). The total cost of revenue of the Pharmaceuticals Division 
amounted to e 0.� m and that of the Services Division to e �4.9 m in �007 (�006: e 0.4 m and e �6.4 m, 
respectively).   

Revenues by Regions
Continuing Business

40% Europe
  
 

47% USA

�3% Rest of world

Revenues
Continuing Business

40.6

3�.9

in E m 

  2006 2007
Δ in %   –�9
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Gross Margin

Milestone Payments Lead to Margin Volatility 

In general, the Evotec gross margin is driven by the changing revenue mix within and between the two 
operating Divisions. The margin in the Pharmaceuticals Division is relatively high as it primarily represents 
database access fees from the Takeda collaboration, future potential milestones, and more significant income 
from the potential out-licensing of product candidates. These revenues have very little or no cost directly 
associated. The margin of the Services Division is in general highly volatile as it is strongly influenced by  
the achievement of milestones in results-based projects, but also by the mix of the varying drug discovery 
offerings. In �007, the Pharmaceuticals Division had a margin of 93.6%, the Services Division ��.7%.
The Group’s overall gross margin for �007 was �4.4% (�006: 33.9%). The decline from last year’s level is 
primarily the result of the following effects: 
(i)  The first and third quarter �006 each included a single-digit million Euro milestone payment from 

collaborations. Those payments contributed approximately 6% points to the �006 gross margin. 
Milestones are unpredictable. While Evotec had expected milestones for �007, changes in the research 
plan shifted the opportunity to obtain such milestones into �008. 

(ii)  Currency fluctuations contributed approximately –3% points to the �007 margin, which resulted from 
the weakening of the US Dollar in relation to the Euro. Applying �006 exchange rates, Evotec’s gross 
profit would have been e �.3 m higher.

(iii)  The remaining gap is mainly a result of a different mix of revenues towards projects with higher risk-bearing, 
milestone-earning discovery projects, for which the reward includes potential future milestones and royalties 
instead of only short-term profits, as well as traditional fee-for-service projects at lower FTE rates.

Research & Development

Creating Pipeline Value

Research & Development (R&D) expenditure increased by ��% to e 36.9 m (�006: e 30.3 m). Group R&D 
expenditure before in-licensing grew by 56% from e �3.7 m to e 36.9 m. The majority of the Group R&D 
expenditure was directed towards further pipeline value creation within the Pharmaceuticals Division. The 
operational expenses for Evotec’s discovery and development programs grew significantly – especially in  
the second, third and fourth quarter, due to the sizable clinical development program for EVT �0�, EVT 30� 
and the EVT �00 family. R&D expenses in the first quarter �006 were above the annual level because they 
included major parts of the acquisition cost for the EVT 300 program from Roche. Overall, the division spent 
e 35.3 m (�006: e �8.� m). Thereof internal discovery projects accounted for approximately �4%, focused 
on delivering assets to the development pipeline in future years, and clinical programs approximately 67%.
Evotec’s clinical development program in �007 included: 
>  Two US Phase II studies of Evotec’s lead compound, EVT �0�, in primary insomnia patients. Both were 

completed successfully during the year.
>  Two Phase Ib dose finding studies with EVT �0� in cognition. Results will be reported in H� �008.
>  The Phase I program with EVT 30� to explore safety and tolerability as well as therapeutic dose levels. The 

main study has been completed successfully at the end of the year demonstrating that the compound was 
very well tolerated.

Due to the nature and timing of the various clinical programs during the year there has inevitably been 
volatility in the Pharmaceuticals Division’s R&D expenditure between quarters, with R&D amounting to e 7.� m, 
e 8.7 m, e 9.9 m and e 9.6 m in Q� to Q4 respectively.  

Out of the Group’s total R&D spend e �.� m (�006: e �.7 m) was used by the Services Division to further 
support specific platform technologies. Such platform R&D was focused on Evotec’s capabilities in structural 
biology as well as fragment-based screening. 
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Selling, General & Administration

Extraordinary Expenses from Acquisitions

Selling, general & administration (SG&A) expenses increased by �9 % to e �7.8 m (�006: e �5.0 m).  
The increase is mainly accounted for in the Pharmaceuticals Division and is primarily a result of expenses 
related to corporate transactions, including costs for the filing of the prospectus in context of the NASDAQ 
listing, as well as increased investment in Business Development and licensing resources.  The set-up  
of a new Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system also contributed to these increases. In both years the 
Company incurred expenses from non-recurring management consultancy projects.

R&D Expenses
Continuing Business

30.3

36.9

in E m 

  2006 2007
Δ in %   +��

R&D Expenses
Pharmaceuticals Division

  2006 2007

EVT �0� TE 5,845 9,773

EVT �00 family TE 3,898 5,605

EVT 30� TE �,83� 8,046

EVT 30��) TE 8,53� ��8

Discovery projects�) TE 5,594 8,574

Overhead expenses TE �,403 3,�05

Pharmaceuticals Division’s research

& development expenses  TE 28,102 35,321

�) EVT 30� includes in-licensing costs in the amount of e 6.6 m for �006. 
 �007 costs are subsequent expenses from the prior year as the develop-
 ment of the project was discontinued in September �006.

�) Discovery projects are those that have not reached the clinical phase. 

SG&A Expenses 
Continuing Business

�5.0

�7.8

in E m 

  2006 2007
Δ in %   +�9

Operating Result
Continuing Business

–58.�

Δ in %   –68
   2006 2007

in E m

–34.5
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Operating Result

Higher Operating Loss Mainly Due to Increased R&D Investment,  
Lower Gross Profit and Impairment

The Group operating loss amounted to e 58.� m (�006: e 34.5 m). The majority of the Group’s operating 
loss arose from the Pharmaceuticals Division reflecting the Company’s focused investments in proprietary 
research. The increase is mainly a result of the high investment in the advancement and enhancement of 
Evotec’s R&D pipeline and related SG&A activities as well as a lower gross profit level. In addition, as a result 
of the Company’s regular impairment review, a non-cash impairment of goodwill (e 5.8 m) and of intangible 
assets (e 3.3 m) was recognized in the �007 result (for a more detailed explanation see ‘Net Assets’ section).
The majority of the goodwill impairment charge was related to the acquisition of Oxford Asymmetry Inter- 
national plc in �000 and the impairment of intangible assets to early preclinical projects acquired with Evotec 
Neurosciences. Regular amortization of intangible assets declined to e �.6 m (�006: e 3.3 m) due to certain 
intangible assets acquired with Evotec Neurosciences in �005, which were completely amortized during �007.

Other operating income and expenses in �007 resulted from the sublease of facilities and administrative 
support services rendered to Evotec Technologies/PerkinElmer with a positive profit contribution (e 0.� m). 
The other operating expenses (e 0.3 m) shown in �006 resulted from the planned unused capacities in the 
Services Division and are now fully included into the costs of goods sold due to expected improvements of 
utilization and reductions of facility space.

Net Loss 

Higher Deferred Tax Benefit, Interest Income and Foreign Exchange 
Gains, Contributions of Discontinued Operations

The Evotec Group net loss increased to e 48.� m (�006: e �9.0 m). The main factors that impacted the  
net loss position positively below the operating line are deferred tax benefits, interest income and foreign  
exchange gains. Deferred tax benefit of e 6.4 m (�006: e 5.0 m) was primarily due to the recognition of 
deferred tax assets on tax loss carryforwards of Evotec Neurosciences, which was utilized by the reversal  
of the deferred tax liabilities incurred after the acquisition in �005. The net interest income amounted to  
e �.5 m and resulted from higher average cash balances and higher deposit interest rates (�006: e 0.7 m). 
The foreign exchange gain amounted to e �.6 m (�006: loss of e 0.� m). As explained in the risk section,  
the Company enters into foreign exchange hedging contracts to provide predictability of revenues. With the 
volatility of foreign exchange markets and the duration of the revenue streams that are being protected, 
theoretical or actual gains or losses are experienced during the year. 

Net Income
Continuing Business

–�9.0

–48.�

Δ in %   –66   
   2006 2007

in E m

Net Income
Total Business�)

Δ in %   +60   
   2006 2007

in E m

�) Including discontinuing
   operations

–�7.7

–��.�
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Total net loss including contributions of the discontinued operations improved to e ��.� m (�006: e �7.7 m). 
This is primarily a result of the non-operating profits resulting from the two divestments: The Chemical 
Development Business to Aptuit (e �5.� m) and Evotec Technologies to PerkinElmer (e ��.� m). This trans- 
lates into a total net loss per share of Evotec of e 0.�6 (�006: e 0.4�). The weighted average number of 
shares used in calculating basic earnings per share (EPS) increased by 5,473,387 shares to 7�,8�8,980 
following the acquisition of Neuro3d and the exercise of stock options.

Financing and Financial Position (3)
Financial Management Principles

The Evotec Group seeks to manage financial resources to pursue its strategy of taking clinical programs 
through development to stages where partnering is value-creating to the Company. The clinical assets to  
be developed are derived from the Company’s proprietary discovery projects, or identified externally  
and in-licensed or acquired. Sufficient funds therefore need to be available to successfully pursue these 
programs. The Company takes advantage of selected bank debt offerings when appropriate and raises  
capital through issuance of new shares. Apart from bank debt and asset finance there are no major long-term 
financial obligations or liabilities on the business. Evotec retains liquidity primarily to fund its R&D programs.

Capital expenditure proposals are carefully evaluated by management as to their contribution to implement  
the business strategy, either by maintaining and enhancing the Company‘s platform technologies and 
capacities or furthering its proprietary research. The Company adheres to the principle of cost consciousness 
without compromising on long-term viability. 

Segment Reporting Pharmaceuticals Division
Key Financial Figures
Continuing Business

       2006 2007

Revenues TE 3,�98 89�

– Thereof third-party TE 3,��� 65�

Gross profit TE �,755 833

Gross margin % 86.� 93.6

– Research & development

  expenses TE �8,�0� 35,3��

– Selling, general &

  administrative expenses  TE 4,033 6,970

– Amortization of intangible assets TE 3,�89 �,47� 

– Impairment of goodwill TE – –

– Impairment of intangible assets TE – 3,3�6

– Impairment of tangible assets TE – – 

– Restructuring expenses TE – – 

– Other operating expenses TE – �,744

– Other operating income TE – (�,87�)

Operating income (loss) TE (3�,569) (47,��9) 

Operating income (loss) before

amortization and impairment TE (�9,380) (4�,43�) 

     

– Total assets TE 66,5�0 48,6�6

– Total liabilities TE 7,637 ��,754

– Capital expenditures TE  659 796

Segment Reporting Services Division
Key Financial Figures
Continuing Business

      2006 2007

Revenues TE 37,54� 3�,�35

– Thereof third-party  TE 37,453 3�,�35

Gross profit TE ��,��8 7,3��

Gross margin % �9.6 ��.7

– Research & development

  expenses TE �,666 �,05�

– Selling, general &

  administrative expenses  TE 9,943 �0,898

– Amortization of intangible assets TE 67 ��7

– Impairment of goodwill TE – 5,8�9

– Impairment of intangible assets TE – –

– Impairment of tangible assets TE (593) (589) 

– Restructuring expenses TE – 356 

– Other operating expenses TE �85 �,�74

– Other operating income TE – (�,407)

Operating income (loss) TE (�,�40) (��,�08) 

Operating income (loss) before

amortization and impairment TE (�,766) (5,86�)

     

– Total assets TE  93,05� 64,834

– Total liabilities TE  �6,753 ��,339

– Capital expenditures TE  �,6�8 �,496
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Cash Flow

Cash Flow from Operations Dominated by R&D Expenditure

Group cash flow from operating activities was e (33.4) m (�006: e (��.6) m) and is mainly the result of the 
depressed gross margin and the continued high level of investment in the advancement and enhancement  
of Evotec’s R&D pipeline including related SG&A activities. In addition, a e �.5 m change in working capital 
contributed, which included the effects from the acquisition of Neuro3d (e (�.8) m) and the divestiture of  
the Chemical Development Business (e 3.6 m), that almost offset each other.

Cash flow from investing activities was e ��.8 m (�006: e �7.8 m) and results primarily from the proceeds 
from the disposal of Evotec’s Chemical Development Business for £30.3 m (e 4�.5 m converted at exchange-
rate at closing date November 30, �007). The cash flow from investing activities is reduced by a net invest-
ment in money market funds of e �6.� m and by a net investment in money market funds of e �6.� m  
and by capital expenditure in the amount of e 3.� m, including e �.� m related to the assets acquired  
from Combinature Biopharm. No development expenditures have been capitalized.

Condensed Cash Flow Statement
Continuing Business

TE  2006 2007

Net cash provided by (used in)

– Operating activities  (��,6�3) (33,405) 

– Investing activities  �7,776 ��,834

– Financing activities  �6,��8 (�56)

Net increase/decrease in cash and 

cash equivalents  21,281 (10,272)

Exchange rate difference  (59) (8,83�)

Cash and cash equivalents 

– At beginning of year  36,3�7 57,549

– At end of year  57,549 37,991

– Cash chemical development business 647 –

– Investments  �0,5�7 55,685

Liquidity at end of year  78,723 93,676

Capital Expenditure1)

Continuing Business

in E m 

 2006 2007

�.9

 Purchase PPE (fixed assets)  
 Purchase intangible assets

�)  Without finance lease.

3.5

0.�
3.�
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Net cash flow from financing activities was e (0.�) m (�006: e �6.� m). The movement was driven by taking 
advantage of selected bank debt offerings and the repayments of bank loans.

The exchange rate difference on net increase in cash and cash equivalents in the amount of e (8.8) m 
resulted from the significant weakening of the UK Sterling in relation to the Euro comparing the balance  
sheet date rates of �007 and �006 and their effect on historical book values. Of this effect, however,  
only e (�.8) m effected the liquidity position.

Liquidity and Hedging

Strong Liquidity of e 93.7 m for Pipeline Value Creation

The Group closed �007 with e 93.7 m (�006: e 78.7 m) of cash, cash equivalents or investments. All of the 
liquid funds can be accessed within a period of less than three months. The increased emphasis on invest-
ment in proprietary programs necessitates forward looking management of liquidity in line with such plans 
and the Company’s risk management policies (see ‘Risk Management and Risk Report’ section below). 

Deposits are held in the three major currencies in which the Group trades – Euro, UK Sterling and US Dollar.  At 
the end of �007, the Group cash balance consisted of e 49.9 m in Euro, e 36.0 m in UK Sterling and e 7.8 m  
in US Dollars. Evotec actively manages its cash pool to maximize the return. Financial investments are made 
in low risk categories (products or financial institutions rated A or better (Standard & Poor’s ratings)).  

 
A Challenging Cash Management Environment

The Evotec Group is exposed to both transactional and translational foreign currency risk. Operating units  
are exposed to transactional risks arising from revenues and expenses denominated in currencies other than 
those of the local currency. The decline of the US Dollar against both the Euro and UK Sterling through most 
of �007 negatively affected reported revenues. To protect against unfavorable currency movements the Com- 
pany used financial instruments to reduce the risk, predominantly during the first half of the year, by selling 
US Dollars against UK Sterling. The Group also takes increasing advantage of natural hedging opportunities; 
for example matching clinical trial US Dollar denominated costs with US Dollar revenues. The translation ex- 
posure primarily relates to the income statement and balance sheet of its UK based subsidiary which has  
a UK Sterling denominated cost and asset base. The Company does not use financial instruments to hedge its 
translation exposures. The cash translation exposure is mitigated by anticipated future costs denominated in 
the UK Sterling.

The foreign exchange gain or loss shown in the Financial Statements is derived from the gains and losses  
on transactions denominated in a currency other than the local currency, the change in the value of foreign 
currency assets and liabilities recalculated into local currency at the balance sheet date, and fair value 
adjustments relating to financial instruments held. The notional amounts of currency related financial in- 
struments held at December 3�, �007 were $0 m (�006: $�.5 m).

As an additional tool to manage short-term and medium-term liquidity, the Company makes use of long-term 
bank loans and asset finance, the latter primarily for equipment used to maintain and further develop its 
discovery platform. The sum of these debt elements – including their current portions – at the end of �007 
was e ��.7 m (�006: e ��.9 m). The currency of the year end debt position was e ��.6 m in Euro and  
e �9 thousand in UK Sterling (�006: e �0.5 m and e �.4 m respectively). No other financing tools, for example 
off-balance-sheet financing structures, have been used by the Company.
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Assets and Liabilities (4)

Capital Structure

New Shares Issued for Acquisition of Neuro3d

Evotec increased its share capital in the second quarter of �007 due to the issuance of 5.7 m new shares  
for the acquisition of Neuro3d S.A. in a share-for-share transaction. The price per share amounted to e 3.69. 
With Neuro3d, Evotec acquired net cash and financial investments of e �8.9 m in �007, potential further 
cash proceeds and some early-stage CNS discovery assets. As a result of this transaction, Evotec’s share 
capital increased to e 73.9 m (�006: e 68.� m), and total equity changed to e �70.6 m (�006: e �68.3 m). 
Only a relatively small number of employees exercised their employee share options during the year, such 
that the amount of share capital in issue was not significantly affected. Evotec’s equity ratio came back to  
the strong historical levels, amounting to 8�.0%, from the lower �006 level (69.�%) when a prepayment  
was received from the divestment of the Tools & Technologies business. At e ��.7 m, Evotec continues to  
hold a low amount of debt (see ‘Liquidity and Hedging’ above).

Net Assets and Liabilities

Regular Impairment Review Performed

The Company owns fixed assets consisting of property (not land) and capitalized leasehold improvements  
to property, predominantly through laboratory fit out, and scientific and technical equipment for use in these 
laboratories. In addition, the Company has offices and information technology to support both operational 
and overhead areas. Evotec seeks at all times to make the most efficient use of its property and intangible 
assets (see ‘Financial Management Principles’). 

With effective date November 30, �007, Evotec sold its Chemical Development Business including machinery, 
equipment and various transferred leases. The laboratory operations on the Oxford site were consolidated 
into two buildings from the previous three. Other operational fixed assets were added (see ‘Cash Flow’ 
section). In total, tangible fixed assets in the Group decreased to e �8.6 m (�006: e 34.7 m).

The Company performed its annual regular review of tangible and intangible assets for impairment under 
IFRS during the final quarter of �007. This has resulted in the Group taking an impairment charge of e 5.8 m 
against the carrying value of the goodwill attributable to the laboratory-based Oxford operations. This reflects 
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Evotec management’s strategic decision to prioritize proprietary drug discovery programs and collaborative 
research over significant top-line revenue growth from fee-for-service collaborations. The goodwill originates 
from the acquisition of Oxford Asymmetry International (OAI) in �000 and was allocated to the Services 
Division at this time (see also the P&L impact above). 

A review of previously impaired tangible fixed assets resulted in an unimpairment of e 0.6 m being recognized 
against certain operational assets due to improved asset utilization in one of the two remaining buildings at 
the Oxford site.

The Company also performed an impairment review under IFRS of the intangible assets acquired from 
Evotec Neurosciences (ENS) in �005. The developed technologies acquired are capitalized and carried 
forward according to IAS 38. Whereas the clinical programs EVT �0� and the EVT �00 series increased  
their value during the past years, an impairment charge of e 3.� m was taken against some of the earlier 
discovery projects that were discontinued for strategic prioritization reasons. Further e 0.� m of intangible 
assets were impaired in relation to the acquisition of Neuro3d.

Regular amortization of acquired intangible assets declined in �007 to e �.6 million (�006: e 3.3 m)  
as the amortization associated with the customer list of Takeda acquired with ENS was completed in  
September �007. Total group intangible assets (including goodwill) amounted to e 76.4 m at the end  
of �007 (�006: e 9�.9 m).

The delta working capital requirements for the Group amounted to e �.5 m for the year �007. Ignoring the 
effects from the acquisition of Neuro3d (e (�.8 m)) and the divestiture of the Chemical Development business 
(e 3.6 m), which almost offset each other, higher inventories and lower deferred revenues contributed to an 
increase in working capital diminished by an increase in trade account payables resulting from the increase 
in R&D expenditure towards the end of the year.

Maturing bank debt was either repaid or rescheduled in �007, leading to a decrease in the long-term (non-
current) portion and corresponding increase in the current portion of bank debt. Most of the other elements 
of non-current liabilities (finance leases, deferred revenues, provisions, deferred tax liabilities) were reduced 
such that non-current liabilities in total were decreased to e �3.0 m (�006: e �9.3 m).

Condensed Balance Sheet
Total Business

TE  2006 2007

Cash, cash equivalents and investments 78,7�3 93,676

Inventories  4,78� �,394

Other current assets  �0,885 �5,77�

Property, plant and equipment  34,669 �8,56�

Intangible assets and Goodwill  9�,904 76,399

Other non-current assets  �,036 �,077

Assets held for disposal  �0,��4 –

Total assets  243,123 207,878

Provisions  5,�3� 5,��3

Pre-payment ET divestment  ��,�67 –

Other current liabilities  ��,04� �9,��4

Long-term liabilities   ��,875 ��,39�

Deferred tax liabilities  6,453 �,597

Liabilities held for disposal  7,035 –

Total stockholders’ equity  �68,3�6 �70,553

Minority interest  (6) –

Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity 243,123 207,878
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Intellectual Property, Assets not Shown in Balance Sheet

Clinical Development Costs Expensed, not Capitalized

By virtue of the significant expenditure on research and development within the Company, both for the 
maintenance and enhancement of the platform technologies and for the generation of clinical assets 
internally or through in-licensing, Evotec generates intellectual property (IP) that is often not represented  
on the balance sheet as an asset. 

Pursuant to agreements with Roche, Evotec has exclusively in-licensed several drug candidates, including 
EVT �0�, EVT �0� and EVT 30�, which are protected by diverse patent families covering such drug candi-
dates as well as their use in treatment of disorders in major countries worldwide. The acquisition costs were 
directly expensed. 

Evotec actively manages its own patent portfolio from a very early-stage of an invention. Evotec seeks, when 
appropriate, protection for its technologies, product candidates, and proprietary information.

As of December 3�, �007, Evotec had more than �00 patent and utility model families under its full control.  
All of these are on file, or pending through national and/or foreign applications such as patent applications  
filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty, or applications filed with the United States Patent Office, the 
European Patent Office, or the Japanese Patent Office. Evotec reviews its patent portfolio regularly and 
decides whether to maintain or withdraw its patent applications and patents based on the importance of 
such intellectual property for its strategy and the scope of protection provided. 

In addition to the selective in-licensing of product candidates, Evotec pursues its own discovery projects and 
thereby intends to build a sustainable pipeline of drug candidates that have the potential to provide a steady 
flow of compounds for partnering. With this end in mind, Evotec monitors the activities and results of in-
house research in order to identify potentially patentable drug candidate series. Several patent applications 
for potential drug candidate compounds have been filed so far. 

Furthermore, with its deep knowledge in CNS-related diseases, Evotec has established a solid position in the 
identification and validation of molecular targets involved in Alzheimer’s disease and other neurodegenera-
tive diseases. Over the past years, Evotec has built an extensive patent portfolio that covers the use of such 
targets for diagnostic and drug discovery purposes.

Evotec has developed a number of assays, i.e. methods to measure the chemical or biological activity of any 
combination of targets and compounds, which are also patent protected.

Working Capital1)

Total Business

–6.8

–4.3

Δ in %   +36   
   2006 2007

in E m

  

 �)  Calculation method changed over 
  annual report �006, now excluding  
  current debt.

Working Capital Calculation
Total Business

TE  2006 2007

Trade accounts receivable  6,643 5,�37

Inventories  4,78� �,394

Other current assets  4,�4� �0,634

Assets  15,667 18,165

Trade accounts payable  ��,484 �5,093

Prepayments  3,388 900

Accruals  5,�3� 5,��3

Other current liabilities  �,386 �,385

Liabilities  22,490 22,501

Working Capital  (6,823) (4,336)

Δ Working Capital   2,487
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Patents and patent applications for detection and other platform technologies support Evotec’s intellectual 
property position. Evotec owns a portfolio of patent families as well as utility models on such technologies, 
many of which have been out-licensed to PerkinElmer Cellular Technologies Germany GmbH, Evotec’s re- 
named former subsidiary Evotec Technologies GmbH. Furthermore, Evotec is the holder of non-exclusive 
licenses for technologies owned by PerkinElmer Cellular Technologies Germany GmbH, Olympus Corporation 
and other third parties. 

Other assets of the Company are its broad customer network, serving approximately 40 companies each 
year, and the strong brand Evotec has built within the industry over the past years.

Human Resources 
Sharpening the Focus on Proprietary Research 
With the sale of the Chemical Development Business all employees of this business unit transferred to Aptuit 
during the second half of �007. Consequently, Evotec’s group-wide headcount decreased from 5�7 to 386 
during the year. On a like for like basis, just considering the continuing business, the number of employees 
increased by almost 8% from 358 to 386.

This growth in human capital very much reflects the transformation of Evotec into a CNS drug discovery and 
development company. Evotec continued to bring in junior and experienced senior staff from pharmaceutical 
companies to grow the number of employees supporting its own proprietary pipeline programs as well as 
research collaborations. In parallel, the Company aligned its administrative staff with the reduced services 
operations, retaining its performance and organizational flexibility.

Employees as of December 31
Continuing Business

358
386

364
3994�3

 

     2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Δ in %     –3 –9 –� 8

Headcount Analysis by Area and Qualification as of December 31, 2007
Continuing Business
        Physicists,  
     Biologists/  Physicians/ Engineers   
     Bio-  Pharma- (R&D)/
  Total Male Female chemists Chemists cologists IT experts Others

– Discovery Hamburg  �09 43 66 �6 6 3 �0 64

– Discovery Oxford �9� ��6 65 �5 �09 0 0 67

– Clinical Development 9 4 5 3 � 3 0 �

– Sales & Administration 68 37 3� 9 �6 0 9 34

– Corporate 9 4 5 � 0 0 0 7

Total  386 214 172 55 132 6 19 174 



Consolidated Key Financial Figures 
Chemical Development Business

  2006 2007

Revenues TE �6,779 ��,498

Gross profit TE 9,�83 5,47�

Gross margin % 34.3 �5.5

– Research & development

 expenses TE – –

– Selling, general &

 administrative expenses  TE 3,776 3,�35

– Amortization of intangible assets TE – –

– Impairment of goodwill TE 6,560 –

– Restructuring expenses TE – –

Other operating expenses TE �,3�� –

Operating income (loss) TE (�,474) �,337

Operating income (loss) before

amortization and impairment TE 4,086 �,337 

  

– Total assets TE ��,695 –

– Total liabilities TE 3,306 –

– Capital expenditures TE �,866 �,�90

Chemical Development Business
Discontinued Operations
The Chemical Development Business of Evotec AG consisted of the chemical development business of  
Evotec (UK) Ltd and the formulation business of Evotec (Scotland) Ltd. Effective November 30, �007 Evotec 
(Scotland) Ltd and the associated assets of the business within Evotec (UK) Ltd were sold to Aptuit Inc.  
Since the announcement of the deal in September �007 this business section was reported as  discontinued 
operations. The Chemical Development Business was part of the Services Division of the Evotec Group.

The Chemical Development Business develops and manufactures Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (API)  
and parenteral formulated drug products for the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries. The business 
has a strong emphasis on designing processes for the manufacture of New Chemical Entities (NCEs) as  
they move into the early stages of clinical development and onwards. The business works with the leading 
pharmaceutical companies through to small, virtual biotechnology companies around the world. 

Financial Report

The financials of the discontinued Chemical Development Business reported here comprise its financial 
results after consolidation. Only revenues with third parties are reported, all costs are taken net of intra- 
group margins, and its assets and liabilities are considered only where they relate to third parties.
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Results

Revenues for the period up to the effective date November 30, �007 were e ��.5 m, �0% lower than the full 
year �006 (�006: e �6.8 m) . The reduction in revenues, apart from the shorter reporting period, is primarily 
due to a strategic decision to utilize the pilot plant for internal development and manufacture of Evotec’s  
own proprietary products and a lower than anticipated growth in the formulation business based in Glasgow. 
New sterile suites in this facility were delayed leading to the lower than expected manufacturing revenue.  
The laboratory operations activity, involving custom preparation and process research and development grew 
over the �007 period. 

The gross margin for the eleven months in �007 was �5.5% versus 34.3% for full year �006. In �006, the 
pilot plant benefited from a strategic under recovery, giving a like for like margin in �006 of �9.4%, indicative 
of the reduction in third-party business in the plant due to the manufacture of internal products. In addition, 
lower than anticipated revenues in formulation against increased fixed cost following the expansion of capacity 
in �007 as well as currency effects contributed. No research & development expenses occurred in both years 
for this business area. Selling, general & administrative expenses decreased by �7% to e 3.� m (�006: e 3.8 m). 
The strategic under recovery was reported as other operating expense in �006 (e �.3 m). In �006, the labora-
tory-based development chemistry business took an impairment charge of e 6.6 m against the carrying value 
of the goodwill.

Due to the lower gross profit levels, the operating result before amortization and impairment decreased  
to e �.3 m (�006: e 4.� m).

Balance Sheet

Total consolidated assets of the discontinued operations which were sold effective November 30, �007 
amounted to e �0.6 m and included e 0.4 m of cash. The relating total consolidated liabilities amounted  
to e �.4 m.

Headcount

Overall headcount of the Chemical Development Business was �03 as of November 30, �007. Along with  
the transfer of direct operational employees �3 headcount were transferred from SG&A functions from the 
Oxford facility.

Outlook

From December �, �007 onwards it will be up to Aptuit how best to extract value from the business acquired. 
Aptuit as the new parent will add strength to the Chemical Development Business through enhanced sales 
efforts and their global strategy in drug development.

�9
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Risk Management and Risk Report (6)

Risk and Opportunity Management System
Comprehensive and Reliable Risk Management Systems in Place

To increase the chances of successfully capturing business opportunities, and at the same time limiting the 
associated risks, Evotec places substantial emphasis on risk management as an ongoing management task. 
Evotec employs a comprehensive risk management policy and risk management system which forms an 
integral part of the Group’s management processes and complies with the legal requirements as laid out in 
the German Corporate Sector Supervision and Transparency Act (KonTraG).

According to the Company’s risk management policy, Evotec engages in businesses only when this is in line 
with its strategy and with risks common within the industry, and when adequate reward potential is offered. 
At least once a year the Management Board defines the Group’s specific affinity to financial risk in accord-
ance with the prevailing business and financial condition, including in particular the definition of minimum 
cash levels and milestones critical to short and mid-term financial performance. Management engages in 
monthly financial reviews with a strong emphasis on cash and cash forecasts, and key financial performance 
drivers such as revenues, order book status and gross margins. Currency exposures are reduced through 
natural hedges and hedging vehicles. It is Company policy not to speculate on foreign exchange movements, 
but to manage the risks arising from underlying business activities, for example, to gain foreign exchange 
certainty against the value of signed customer contracts. Financial investments are made in low risk cate-
gories (products or financial institutions rated A or better (Standard & Poor’s ratings)). 

To cover other risks associated with the Company’s business, including those that would not have a short-
term financial impact, Evotec performs regular commercial, R&D project, and R&D portfolio reviews. Strict 
application of R&D project and investment approval processes, legal contract review procedures and signing 
authorities are also standardized procedures. In addition, the Company emphasizes its IT security through- 
out the Group and reviews its insurance coverage regularly. Compliance with the regulatory environment, for 
example for environment and health and safety, has high priority at all operational sites of the Group, and corres- 
ponding training programs are in place. The Company also complies with the German Corporate Governance 
Codex, with the only exception being employee share options exercisable independent of the development 
of various comparison parameters, as recommended in section 4.�.3 of the Code. 

Evotec’s risk management system is regularly reviewed in order to adjust to changing environments, risk 
profiles and business opportunities. Since January �007, preparations for an upgraded system were ongoing, 
which became effective in its current form in April �007. This system comprises the following elements:

Through Internal Ad Hoc Notifications, any risks, that might have a material impact on the Company’s  
financial performance, are raised and reported as they emerge by the manager concerned. The manager 
compiles a summary and assessment of the specific risk and the counter measures taken and reports the 
foregoing to the Group Risk Manager and to the responsible superior line management without any undue 
delay. On a regular basis, responsible line managers forward periodical risk reports which (i) give an update 
on the risks described in the interim Internal Ad Hoc Notifications, (ii) report about any other material risk 
occurred even when beneath the pre-defined thresholds, and (iii) monitor the success of any measure taken 
to deal with the previously reported risks. The Group Risk Manager evaluates and summarizes the various 
risk sheets into a quarterly report for the Management Board. In addition, all regular internal reports and 
meeting minutes that could be of relevance to important risk categories are formally included in the Com- 
pany’s risk management system (Risk Prevention System). This procedure increases general alertness to  
risk and risk management, and also emphasizes the principle of risk prevention across the Group. 
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Change-of-Control – Information Pursuant Section 315, Paragraph 4,  
of the German Commercial Code

Evotec’s management focuses on value creation. To that degree, any change-of-control or takeover offer, that 
realizes some of the embedded value of the Company for the benefit of current shareholders, is carefully 
analyzed with regard to the synergies proposed and the future value creation claimed. A change in control 
will generally have occurred if, as a result of any takeover, exchange or other transfer, a single shareholder  
or a group of shareholders acting in concert acquires more than 30% of the outstanding voting rights in 
Evotec or, if as a result of a merger or reverse merger the shareholders of Evotec prior to the effective date  
of such transaction cease to own more than 30% of the outstanding voting shares in the merged entity.

There are no specific takeover-defense measures in place. All shares are bearer shares and have the same 
voting rights, and existing stock option schemes do not allow for immediate vesting or additional issuance  
in the case of a takeover offer. Also, no binding lock-up agreements have been made with any shareholder, 
and neither stock loans, nor pre-emptive stock purchase rights are known to the Company. Also, the Com-
pany does not control voting rights of any shares owned by employees. No shareholder holds the right  
to have representatives in the Company’s Supervisory Board, or is restricted or bound to specific votes at 
annual shareholder meetings. Only two organizations, TVM V Life Science Ventures GmbH & Co. KG and  
ROI Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbH, together with its affiliates, hold each more than 5% and �0% of the shares 
respectively as at December 3�, �007. 

The Management Board (Vorstand) is elected by the Supervisory Board for a maximum of three years and 
has only customary change-of-control rights. Their individual contracts contain a change-of-control clause, 
which would allow management to terminate their current contracts in the event of a change-of-control. The 
resulting severance entitlement is one year base salary and bonus calculated on the basis of the prior year’s 
remuneration. The remuneration of the Management Board is reported in detail in Note �9f to the Financial 
Statements. As of December 3�, �007 the Company was not authorized to purchase Evotec stock to a larger 
extent. It has only been authorized by the last shareholder meeting to repurchase stock to the degree needed 
for Supervisory Board compensation. The Company was allowed to issue new stock up to 50% of existing 
capital (Authorized Capital). Any shares to be issued on this basis will be subject to the statutory subscription 
rights of Evotec’s shareholders. It can be done without pre-emptive purchase rights of existing shareholders 
only under certain well defined conditions. In addition, the shareholders of Evotec approved conditional 
capital in an amount of up to e 7,�99,380.00. The capital increase takes effect only to the extent that holders 
of stock options awarded by Evotec on the basis of a shareholders’ resolution exercise their rights to subscribe 
the new shares. Further detail regarding this capital can be found in the Company’s articles of association. 
An amendment to the Company’s articles of association requires a shareholder resolution. The sharehold-
er resolution requires an affirmative vote of at least three quarters of the Company’s share capital present 
at the general shareholder meeting.  

In summary, current shareholders are free to choose the best route to capture the value of their stock, be it 
by agreeing to a proposed take over offer or be it by holding on to it believing in an increased internal value 
creation of the Company.  
 

Systematic Management Approach to Capturing Business  
Opportunities 

Evotec’s businesses rely on its access to innovation, for example via academic partnerships or in-licensing 
and acquisition opportunities from industry partners, and to partnership business with pharmaceutical or 
biotechnology companies. Identifying and capturing opportunities therefore requires active and systematic 
management as much as the confinement of the associated risks. The Company has established regular 
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scouting for interesting technologies and projects that might qualify for in-licensing, acquisition or partnering. 
The Company’s business development teams also closely monitor the pharmaceutical and biotechnology 
industries’ R&D needs in order to provide a focused approach to their customers. 

Based on solid market intelligence, R&D and revenue budgets and mid range plans are established that then 
allow maximum entrepreneurial flexibility, to select the individual project content and content portfolio with 
the best overall risk-adjusted value generation. The timing of partnering certain drug candidates is discussed 
and decided only after balancing short-term goals and needs against longer-term financial opportunities.  
The management of all these opportunities is made possible through the various processes described above 
and in addition through the high motivation and ambition of the Company’s employees. The Management 
Team of the Company and the management bodies dedicated to discovery, development and research colla- 
borations strive for consensus decisions that will maximize the business opportunities and achieve the  
Company’s long-term aims. Such decision processes are supported by incentive schemes that align with the 
Company’s and the Management Board’s objectives.

Specific Business Risks

Evotec’s operating segments differ in their specific risk profiles, reflecting their different approaches to value 
creation within the pharmaceutical R&D sector.

Evotec’s Pharmaceuticals Division engages in proprietary discovery and development activities that promise 
significant returns when such programs are successful, but also carry higher scientific and financial risk,  
concentrated on fewer individual projects. Significant returns are expected to materialize when upfront and 
milestone payments and potential royalties from future drug sales are received. Evotec expects to achieve  
this when any one of the drug candidates is either out-licensed to a pharmaceutical or biotechnology  
company, or when Evotec decides to partner the drug whilst still retaining some marketing rights. The 
associated risks are those inherent to the biotechnology and drug development industry in general:
>  Drug discovery and development is subject to a high degree of failure, which can only partly be alleviated 

by the devotion of significant resources. Evotec acts carefully and responsibly to prove that its clinical 
product candidates are safe and effective for human use and approvable by regulatory agencies. There  
is, however, an inherent risk that such developments need to be aborted or delayed due to unpredictable 
results. Even if Evotec identifies promising compounds to valuable targets, or in-licenses or otherwise 
acquires promising projects or drug candidates, any resulting internal R&D project could experience delays 
or even fail, and it could take several years before the Company could sell or license any drug candidates,  
if at all. To reduce the dependence on the success of individual projects Evotec seeks to build a broader 
and more balanced project portfolio, to the degree affordable. 

>  The market environment and competitive landscape for licensing and licensed projects or individual drug 
candidates, as well as the regulatory and reimbursement environment, in general or for individual treat- 
ments, might change while engaging in individual projects. The timing and commercial values of, or 
financial proceeds from partnering individual projects could therefore deviate significantly from earlier 
projections, for better or worse. While the regulatory environment has become less predictable in the 
recent past, in particular in the US, the market value of licensable projects and drug candidates has in 
general significantly increased.

>  Evotec’s strategy to serve as an innovative source of drug candidates to the pharmaceutical industry makes 
it highly dependent on individual larger out-licensing or partnering events and hence on individual, typically 
larger customers. The amount of total payments and the split of these payments obtained in a future out-
licensing agreement is unknown and depends on many factors, such as degree of innovation and IP position 
as well as on external factors not to be influenced by the Company.  

>  Evotec depends on external contract research organizations as well as the professionalism and commit-
ment of its own personnel, in particular of its scientists and project managers. However, it depends to  
a lesser degree on individuals, as it has built strong discovery and development teams and processes to 
share knowledge. 
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>  Evotec’s intellectual property might be challenged by, depend upon or be restricted by third parties, or, 
when built internally, it might fail to be accepted for patent protection. This could result in sizeable 
additional expenses, project delays and absorption of management attention, and in a dramatic reduction 
of project values or even in full project abortion. To reduce these risks, Evotec puts a high emphasis on 
patent protection and patent monitoring.

>  Evotec’s expenditures on internal discovery and development programs or related acquisitions of technolo-
gies or intellectual property rights are likely to reduce its short- to mid-term profitability and cash reserves. 
Evotec intends to reduce part of this financial exposure through early partnering agreements with sizeable 
down-payments by the partner, to the degree possible and advisable when trying to maximize longer term 
returns. Evotec management defines minimum cash levels which should be maintained. If the Company 
should not be successful in partnering or new opportunities arise that require additional financing, the 
option to improve the financing situation through capital increases, be it against cash or acquired assets, 
for example as part of an in-licensing agreement, might always be considered. The Company does not 
intend to engage in projects or project phases unless appropriate funding is allocated or secured. 

The Company views the current cash reserves as sufficient under the risk management plan to cope with all 
cumulated, identified risk implications. 

Evotec’s collaborations business (Services Division) is well established within the industry, and has generated 
a steady revenue stream over the last years. The continuous drive for increasing research efficiency, com-
bined with superior service quality, allows Evotec to generate value through positive cash contributions, and  
a shared and leveraged research platform with its customers. In addition, the Service Business helps building 
customer networks, also beneficial to the Pharmaceuticals Division, for example through giving them access 
to jointly developed drug candidates. However, in this context, business specific risks also need to be managed:
>  The market environment is marked by pricing pressures, originating from funding restrictions of some  

biotechnology customers and from evolving and strengthening competition in individual drug discovery 
disciplines in low cost countries. Therefore, firm cost management, continuous enhancement of capabi- 
lities and technologies, careful market positioning and sales from high-value results-based contracts are 
mandatory. In addition, Evotec continues to explore ways to capture some of the cost advantages in countries 
like India, as exemplified in the set-up of a joint venture with RSIL to improve the cost basis of the chemical 
library business.

>  Evotec intends to employ increasing parts of its capacity for results-based deals, with the goal to keep a 
higher share of value creation. In return, there are scientific and technical delivery risks in the shorter term, 
which can expose Evotec’s financial performance and particular the service business margins to the possible 
failure or delay of certain milestone payments. Overall, this value strategy has been validated to date with 
only a few customers, and the experiences might not be transferable to other customers and contracts.

>  Even when exhibiting a steady revenue stream, fluctuating capacity utilization and resource allocation 
between different parts of the business can significantly decrease profitability, unless these are carefully 
and flexibly adjusted. In addition, dependence on individual larger customer contracts needs to be care- 
fully monitored. To date, Evotec’s revenues are fairly well split amongst a large number of customers.  
In �007, the largest volume generated with one single customer was �5% in the continuing business.

>  Some of the service contracts contain scientific or technical delivery risks, which can be only partly 
mitigated with high quality project work.

>  With a high proportion of sales denominated in US Dollar currency exposure, in particular relative to the UK 
Sterling, creates a risk to Evotec’s profitability. The Company manages this exposure through either natural 
hedges with US Dollar expenses of the Pharmaceuticals Division and, possibly, in the future through Evotec’s 
new research site in San Francisco, or through active hedging techniques during service contract work.

Overall and across the two divisions, the Company’s success depends on its ability to attract and retain  
highly skilled staff and to recognize and adapt to changing technologies and market environments as well  
as customer expectations. If Evotec fails to retain its key people and to adapt to market needs, its ability  
to create longer term value could suffer, a risk that is mitigated by the Company’s strong corporate culture 
and its presence in two biotech clusters. Financing risks are manageable through active R&D portfolio 
decisions, including termination of some of the R&D projects, and through access to external financing.
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Separate business risks of Evotec Technologies (ET) and of the Chemical Development Business (CPD) have 
been removed through the divestment of ET to PerkinElmer and of CPD to Aptuit. The surviving risks here  
are limited to customary guarantees given to the acquirer as well as the risk of terminating existing sublease 
and administrative service agreements with Evotec AG. The Company believes that these are limited and 
existing precautionary measures are sufficient. Similarly, the risks assumed in the acquisition of Neuro3d are 
limited to customary guarantees given to the old shareholders. Evotec does not foresee any material warranty 
of future liability claims. 

In conjunction with the proposed merger with Renovis Inc., Evotec faces the risk that the Renovis shareholders 
vote against the merger proposal. Evotec management believes that the proposed merger creates value  
for the combined shareholder base, independent of the Evotec share price development in the short-term. 
Capital markets in general and for CNS focused biotech companies in particular have significantly weakened 
since the date of the merger announcement in September �007. The combined entity would have a unique 
drug development portfolio and the financial strength necessary to further enhance the product pipeline 
value. The Renovis Board of Directors underscores this assessment and recommends voting for the merger.    

Management Summary Risk Assessment 

The Company’s management believes that the business opportunities outweigh the foreseeable risks and 
that it is able to create long-term value through building its own pipeline of drug candidates and maintaining 
a highly competitive research collaborations business. With the Company’s efficient infrastructure and its 
high level and breadth of skills, supported by adequate risk and opportunity management systems, Evotec  
is well prepared to deliver on its strategy. 

This self-assessment is supported by the perception of relevant participants in the financial markets. Despite 
not being profitable in its Pharmaceuticals Division and on a Group level, Evotec continues to receive regular 
debt finance by its banks, underlining the trust in the business. Also, since launch of the Pharmaceuticals 
Division in early �005, equity investors have repeatedly supported Evotec’s strategy through their participa-
tion in capital increases, most recently in April �006. Management believes that this generally positive attitude 
of the equity capital markets will continue, whilst Evotec’s corporate milestones are being met, in particular 
the progression of the majority of its proprietary drug candidates through clinical development.  
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 Post-Balance Sheet Events and Outlook 

Post-Balance Sheet Events (5)

On January 7, �008, Evotec reported on the successful completion of a Phase I safety and tolerability study 
with EVT 30�. EVT 30�, a reversible and highly selective inhibitor of MAO-B in development for smoking 
cessation, was well tolerated up to the highest dose levels. EVT 30� further strengthens Evotec’s pipeline  
and adds another value driver to the portfolio. The first Phase II study is expected to start in Q� �008.
  
On February �4, �008, Evotec reported a three-year contract extension with CHDI for integrated drug dis- 
covery support in the search of novel drug candidates for the treatment of Huntington’s Disease. This  
contract extension is worth up to $37 m in research payments for Evotec and covers Evotec’s entire drug 
discovery offering, including its expertise in medicinal chemistry, biology and compound sourcing. 

Outlook (7)

Forward Looking Statements 
Information set forth in this management report contains forward-looking statements, which involve a number of 
risks and uncertainties. Such forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, statements about  
the anticipated benefits of Evotec’s products and services, the amount and timing of payments that Evotec may 
receive under its collaboration agreements, the anticipated timing and results of Evotec’s clinical and pre-
clinical programs, and other statements that are not historical facts.  Evotec cautions readers that any forward-
looking information is not a guarantee of future performance and that actual results could differ materially  
from those contained in the forward-looking information as a result of risks and uncertainties. These include  
risks and uncertainties relating to: Evotec’s ability to complete its merger with Renovis because conditions to 
the closing of the merger may not be satisfied; the failure to successfully integrate the businesses of Renovis 
following the merger; unexpected costs or liabilities resulting from the merger; the risk that synergies from  
the merger may not be fully realized or may take longer to realize than expected; disruption from the merger 
making it more difficult to maintain relationships with customers, employees or suppliers; competition and  
its effect on pricing, spending, third-party relationships and revenues; the need to develop new products and 
adapt to significant technological change; implementation of strategies for improving internal growth; develop-
ment, use and protection of intellectual property; general worldwide economic conditions and related uncer-
tainties; future legislative, regulatory, or tax changes as well as other economic, business and/or competitive 
factors; and the effect of exchange rate fluctuations on international operations. 

The risks included above are not exhaustive. The section entitled ‘Risk Management and Risk Report’ and 
elsewhere throughout this Management Report contains additional factors that could impact the combined 
company’s businesses and financial performance. Evotec expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking  
to publicly update or revise any such statements to reflect any change in its expectations or any change in 
events, conditions or circumstances on which any such statement is based. 

Additional Information 
Evotec has filed a Registration Statement on Form F-4 with the US Securities and Exchange Commission in 
connection with its proposed merger with Renovis, Inc. Evotec and Renovis expect to mail a joint proxy state-
ment/prospectus, which forms part of the Registration Statement on Form F-4, to shareholders of Renovis  
in connection with the proposed merger. The proxy statement/prospectus will contain important information 
about the merger and should be read before any decision is made with respect to the merger. Investors and 
stockholders will be able to obtain free copies of this document and any other documents filed or furnished by 
Evotec or Renovis through the website maintained by the Securities and Exchange Commission at www.sec.gov. 
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Investor Relations department at Schnackenburgallee ��4, ��5�5 Hamburg, Germany, or from Renovis, by 
directing a request to Renovis’ Investor Relations department at Two Corporate Drive, South San Francisco, 
California 94080. In addition to the documents referenced above, Renovis files or furnishes annual, quarterly 
and current reports, proxy statements and other information with the Securities and Exchange Commission. 
You may read and copy any reports, statements or other information filed or furnished by Renovis at the 
SEC’s Public Reference Room at Station Place, �00 F Street, N.E., Washington, D.C. �0549. You can request 
copies of these documents by writing to the SEC and paying a fee for the copying cost. Please call the  
SEC at �-800-SEC-0330 for more information about the operation of the Public Reference Room. Renovis’s  
SEC filings are also available to the public at the SEC’s web site at www.sec.gov, or at their web site at  
www.renovis.com.

Business Direction

Transformation into a CNS Focused Biopharmaceutical Company
During the past two years Evotec executed on a strategy to complete its transformation into a fully integrated 
drug discovery and development company. The Company divested non-core activities for cash and  
announced an agreement to acquire Renovis Inc. and thereby, enhance its proprietary pipeline. Evotec’s 
business is now based on two pillars: internal development programs for proprietary drug candidates  
and innovative research collaborations in which customers fund research. The focus of Evotec’s internal 
programs is predominantly diseases of, or related to, the central nervous system (CNS) and inflammation.  
In its research collaborations, the Company works with customers on a wide variety of disease areas and 
target classes. Evotec is working towards increasing its level of participation through results-based partner-
ships with pharmaceutical companies, resulting in milestones and royalties for Evotec in addition to research 
payments. The customer segments addressed include pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies as well  
as academia and not-for-profit organizations. Geographically, North America and Europe are expected to 
contribute more than 80% to revenues, as these are the largest markets for drug discovery and development.  

Evotec has a broad spectrum of integrated drug discovery and development skills and assets. To maintain its 
competitive advantage, Evotec will continue to leverage advanced technologies, superior know-how and 
expertise in areas such as fragment-based drug discovery, multiple target classes, in particular ion channels 
and GPCRs, and profound domain knowledge in CNS related diseases. 

Acquisition of Renovis to Further Strengthen CNS Pipeline
On September �8, �007, Evotec signed a definitive agreement to acquire the shares of Renovis, the US-based 
biopharmaceutical company, in a share-for-share transaction. Renovis has multiple preclinical programs  
for the treatment of pain and inflammatory conditions, two of which are expected to progress into clinical 
trials in �008. The combination with Renovis creates what could be considered one of the strongest CNS 
related pipelines in the biotech industry. In addition, at the time of the merger announcement Renovis had  
$86 m in cash – sufficient to see the development of their programs through to anticipated value-enhancing 
milestones. 

Upon the successful closing of this transaction, Evotec will issue to Renovis shareholders American Depository 
Shares (ADSs) representing �.054� Evotec shares in exchange for each outstanding share of Renovis. After 
the closing of the transaction, current Evotec stockholders would own approximately 68.8% of the combined 
company and Renovis stockholders would own up to 3�.�%. The transaction is expected to close during the 
second quarter of �008 and is subject to the approval of Renovis’ stockholders, approval of Evotec’s NASDAQ 
listing and antitrust regulatory clearance, as well as other customary closing conditions. 
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Market Environment

Well Positioned in a More Adverse Market Environment
The business environment in the biotechnology sector in �007 including future trends and the impact on 
Evotec’s business strategy are described in detail in the section ‘Business and Operating Environment’ above. 

In summary, with its pipeline of CNS drug candidates and its large cash position Evotec expects to be well 
positioned in difficult financial markets and a more challenging regulatory environment. The pharmaceutical 
industry remains under pressure to increase R&D productivity and the prices for drug candidates continue  
to rise due to increased licensing competition. Analysts expect this trend to continue. Companies supplying 
product candidates and delivering innovation and R&D productivity in research collaborations, such as 
Evotec, can benefit enormously.

Profitability Outlook

Evotec’s financial objectives in this outlook section are those of the combined new Evotec Group based  
on the assumption that the merger with Renovis will close in the first half of �008. Actual results as well  
as individual contributions from revenues and costs could materially deviate from these projections.

Evotec continues to invest in research & development (R&D). The Company expects R&D expenses before 
employee stock compensation to amount to e 46 to e 5� m in �008. The increase is mainly driven by 
progress in the clinical pipeline and the Renovis acquisition. Evotec expects to create value by advancing two 
drug candidates into the clinic and start Phase II development of EVT 30� and EVT �0�. Evotec is seeking  
to out-license its lead insomnia compound EVT �0� to a pharmaceutical partner in �008, but also considers 
co-development arrangements with pharmaceutical partners or further in-house differentiation studies in 
order to enhance value creation for EVT �0� in future partnering discussions. It plans to partner EVT 30� 
upon proof-of concept in �009. The Company expects to continue to run internal discovery projects to 
support results-based collaborations with customers and to feed into its proprietary pipeline. However, 
assuming no further in-licensing, R&D expenses in �009 are expected to decline due to reduced clinical 
development costs. Evotec anticipates that at least part of its R&D expenditures will be offset by income from 
out-licensing payments and milestones obtained from various collaborations and license agreements.

Evotec’s Group operating result for the year �008, before out-licensing income and assuming no �008 
impairment charge, is expected to be in the approximate range of �007. With successful out-licensing of 
clinical candidate profitability could significantly improve. 

In �008, total Group revenues before out-licensing income are expected to reach e 34 to e 36 m. These 
assumptions are based on the current order book, expected new contracts and contract extensions as well 
as, to a lesser extent, the achievement of certain research milestones. Depending on the contribution from 
out-licensing and additional milestone income, revenues may also be substantially higher. However, such 
income is uncertain and subject to successful research and development activities. While revenues from 
collaborations are expected to remain stable over the next two years, both results-based deals and clinical 
out-licensing are likely to lead to more revenue volatility in �008 and in the mid-term. 

Gross margins are also expected to become more volatile, as they are dependent upon contributions from 
high margin milestones or out-licensing payments. SG&A expenses are influenced by the recent transactions 
and expected to increase following the addition of Renovis and cost reductions in all parts of the Group.

A future payment of dividends is dependent upon Evotec’s financial situation and liquidity requirements, the 
general market conditions, and statutory, tax and regulatory requirements. Evotec currently intends to retain 
any profits generated when out-licensing its clinical candidates, and to re-invest to build pipeline value. 
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Finance Outlook

The Evotec Group (excluding Renovis) started the year �008 with e 93.7 m in cash reserves. On a pro-forma 
basis, including Renovis after anticipated transaction costs, the cash position would amount to e �4� m. 
Including cash expected to be generated by the Services Division, this amount is expected to be sufficient to 
develop Evotec’s post-merger pipeline projects, provided that the Company successfully out-licenses its 
clinical assets after proof-of-concept. The principal assumptions for milestones and out-licensing fees in �008 
are partnering the lead insomnia drug EVT �0� and payments associated with milestones related to the 
Boehringer Ingelheim collaboration. 

In the absence of financing events, Evotec’s liquidity position is expected to develop to a large degree in  
line with operating result before amortization, stock compensation or impairment charges, if any. It is there-
fore likely to show a certain degree of volatility – decreases due to R&D spending, and increases due to  
out-licensing or milestone revenues. Liquidity at the end of �008, after the merger with Renovis, is targeted  
to exceed e 85 m excluding out-licensing payments. Assuming the Company’s ambitious portfolio develop- 
ment goals, as explained under research & development above, and assuming no major out-licensing event,  
the cash position is currently expected to be sufficient to fund Evotec’s development programs over the next 
three years.

Management’s Mid-Term Assessment

Evotec has executed transactions during the last two years that allow the Company to benefit from the value-
creation opportunities in the pharmaceutical industry more than it has in the past. Evotec is responding  
to the pharmaceutical industry’s urgent need (i) for clinical drug candidates that complement the industry’ 
drug pipelines, and (ii) for collaborations that give access to innovation and research productivity.

Competing demand for Evotec’s products and collaborative product offerings could therefore result in higher 
retained value for the Company. In the light of an aging population and increasing incidences of CNS-related 
dysfunction, the lack of attractive R&D assets for new CNS therapeutics will remain one of the key bottlenecks 
within the pharmaceutical industry. 

Evotec is well positioned to address these needs. Management’s core strategy is for Evotec to continue to 
provide high R&D productivity and to develop differentiated solutions for important medical needs. Should 
Evotec be able to leverage those assets and successfully manage the build-up of (i) its pipeline of proprietary, 
differentiated clinical candidates, and (ii), multiple results-based collaborations, the Company has an oppor- 
tunity to build very significant long-term value for its shareholders. 
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1) ��7,9�7,39� and �07,�88,373 shares, �.00 € nominal amount, authorized at December 3�, �007 and �006, respectively 73,868,447 and 
 68,078,8�9 shares issued and outstanding in �007 and �006, respectively.    

Evotec AG and Subsidiaries
Consolidated Balance Sheets as of December 31, 2007

     as of as of
Te except  Footnote Dec 31, 2007 Dec 31, 2006
share data reference  restated

Assets       

Current Assets       

– Cash and cash equivalents (6) 37,99� 58,�96

– Investments (6) 55,685 �0,5�7

– Trade accounts receivables (7) 4,908 6,�89

– Accounts receivables due from related parties (�7) ��9 454

– Inventories (8) �,394 4,78�

– Current tax receivables  4,030 �,��7

– Other current financial assets (9) �,45� –

– Prepaid expenses and other current assets  4,�53 3,��5

– Assets classified as held for sale  – �0,��4

Total current assets  111,841 114,514

Non-current assets     

– Long-term investments (�0) �0 –

– Long-term investments accounted for using the equity method (�0) 648 –

– Property, plant and equipment (��) �8,56� 34,669

– Intangible assets, excluding goodwill (��) 37,4�� 4�,989

– Goodwill (��) 38,978 48,9�5

– Other non-current financial assets (�3) 4�9 �,036

Total non-current assets  96,037 128,609

Total assets  207,878 243,123

Liabilities and stockholders’ equity

Current liabilities       

– Current maturities of long-term loans (�5) �,�97 �,586

– Current portion of finance lease obligations (�6) 539 �,�97

– Trade accounts payable  �4,655 ��,480

– Accounts payable to related parties (�7) 438 4

– Advanced payments received  47 4�3

– Provisions (�7) 5,��3 5,�3�

– Deferred revenues  853 �,975

– Current income tax payables (�9) 344 –

– Other current financial liabilities  630 �,037

– Other current liabilities (�8) 4�� �3,5�6

– Liabilities classified as held for sale  – 7,035

Total current liabilities  24,337 55,475

Non-current liabilities        

– Long-term loans (�5) 9,��5 6,�96

– Long-term finance lease obligations (�6) 700 �,8�7

– Deferred tax liabilities (�9) �,597 6,453

– Deferred revenues  550 �,��9

– Provisions (�7) �,0�6 �,653

– Other non-current financial liabilities  – �,980

Total non-current liabilities  12,988 19,328

Stockholders’ equity   

– Share capital 1) (��) 73,868 68,079

– Treasury shares  (99) (83)

– Additional paid-in capital  6�8,6�9 6��,476

– Reserve  (36,75�) (�8,�08)

– Accumulated deficit  (495,094) (483,938)

– Equity attributable to shareholders of Evotec AG  170,553 168,326

– Minority interests  – (6)

Total stockholders’ equity  170,553 168,320

Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity  207,878 243,123
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See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.

Evotec AG and Subsidiaries
Consolidated Statements of Operations for the period January 1 to December 31, 2007

        Continuing  Discontinued 
        operations  operations  Total        

       Footnote Years ended December 31,  Years ended December 31,  Years ended December 31,
Te except share reference 2007 2006 2007 2006 2007 2006
and per share data   restated  restated  restated

 Revenue       

– Drug discovery products & 

   development of technologies  �� �� – �7,3�7 �� �7,339

– Drug discovery services  3�,873 40,563 ��,498 �6,779 54,37� 67,34�

Total revenue  32,885 40,575 21,498 44,106 54,383 84,681

Costs of revenue

– Drug discovery products & 

   development of technologies  7 5 – 9,667 7 9,67�

– Drug discovery services  �4,855 �6,80� �6,0�6 �7,596 40,88� 44,398

Total costs of revenue  24,862 26,807 16,026 27,263 40,888 54,070

Gross profit  8,023 13,768 5,472 16,843 13,495 30,611

Operating costs and expenses

– Research and development expenses  36,938 30,307 – 3,�36 36,938 33,443

– Selling, general and administrative expenses   �7,806 �5,0�9 3,�35 9,�66 �0,94� �4,�95

– Amortization of intangible assets (��) �,589 3,�56 – 8�� �,589 4,067

– Impairment of goodwill (��) 5,8�9 – – 6,560 5,8�9 6,560

– Impairment of intangible assets (��) 3,3�6 – – – 3,3�6 –

– Reversal of impairment (��) (589) (593) – – (589) (593)

– Restructuring expenses  356 – – 606 356 606

– Other operating income  (�,�6�) – – – (�,�6�) – 

– Other operating expenses  �,065 �85 – �,3�� �,065 �,607

Total operating costs and expenses  66,138 48,284 3,135 21,601 69,273 69,885

Operating income (loss)   (58,115) (34,516) 2,337 (4,758) (55,778) (39,274)

Other non-operating income (expense)

– Interest income  �,960 �,�7� �64 ��� �,��4 �,39�

– Interest expense  (483) (578) (75) (��8) (558) (706) 

– Loss from equity investments  (�0) (��)  – – – (��) –

– Other income from financial assets  5�8 5 36,39� – 36,9�0 5

– Foreign currency exchange gain (loss), net  �,578 (��8) �07 (48) �,785 (�76)

– Other non-operating expense  (�0) (�80) – (�68) (�0) (548)

– Other non-operating income  �69 555 – 6,87� �69 7,4�7

Total non-operating income  3,710 845 36,688 6,549 40,398 7,394

Income (loss) before taxes  (54,405) (33,671) 39,025 1,791 (15,380) (31,880)

– Current tax income (expense) (�9) (53) (3��) (366) (497) (4�9) (8�8)    

– Deferred tax benefit (�9) 6,405 4,99� (�,76�) � 4,643 4,993

Net income (loss)  (48,053) (29,000) 36,897 1,295 (11,156) (27,705)

Weighted average shares outstanding  71,828,980 66,355,593 71,828,980 66,355,593 71,828,980 66,355,593

Net income (loss) per share (basic and diluted)  (0.67) (0.44) 0.51 0.02 (0.16) (0.42)
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Evotec AG and Subsidiaries
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows for the Year ended December 31, 2007

       Years ended Dec 31, 
      2007 2006
Te     restated

Cash flows from operating activities:  

Net loss      (��,�56) (�7,705)

Adjustments to reconcile net loss to net cash used in operating activities: 

– Depreciation of property, plant and equipment    5,985 6,875

– Amortization of intangible assets     �,589 4,067

– Change in valuation allowances for current assets    55 �4�

– Depreciation of current assets     368 –

– Reversal of impairment of tangible assets    (589) (593)

– Impairment of goodwill     5,8�9 6,560

– Impairment of intangible assets     3,3�6 –

– Net loss from equity investments     �� –

– Stock compensation expense     �,0�4 �,��7

– Gain on sale of shares in subsidiaries     (��,69�) (5)

– Gain on sale of the chemical development business    (�5,��7) –

– Loss on sale of property, plant and equipment    6� 9�

– Gain on sale of property, plant and equipment    (�) (4)

– Deferred tax benefit     (4,643) (4,993)

Decrease (increase) in:  

– Accounts receivable     �,�65 3,�97

– Inventories     �,779 (�,3��)

– Other assets     (4�) (�,4�6)

Increase (decrease) in:     

– Accounts payable     3,709 4,409

– Advanced payments received     (366) 468

– Deferred revenues     (�,444) 38

– Provisions     (483) �,643

– Current non-income taxes payable     344 4�� 

– Other liabilities     (358) �,85�

Cash paid during the year for:      

– Interest     (370) (560)

– Taxes     (536) (�63)

Net cash used in operating activities     (31,672) (5,780)

Cash flows from investing activities:

– Acquisition costs     (�8�) –

– Purchase of current investments     (�6,55�) (4,66�)

– Purchase of long-term investments     (�,375) (�66)

– Purchase of property, plant and equipment    (4,���) (3,399)

– Purchase of intangible assets     (�37) (�,5�5)

– Cash acquired in connection with the acquisition of Neuro3d   33� –

– Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment    – �4

– Proceeds from sale of discontinued operations    4�,5�6 ��,�67

– Proceeds from sale of shares in associated companies    500 5

– Proceeds from sale of current investments    496 –

Net cash provided by investing activities     21,298 12,355

Cash flows from financing activities:

– Proceeds from capital increase     �47 �8,766

– Transaction costs     (�,���) (7�7)

– Proceeds from issuance of loans     6,043 7,900

– Purchase of own stock     (59) (83)

– Repayment of loans     (6,0�0) (�0,006)

Net cash used in financing activities     (1,000) 15,850

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents    (��,374) ��,4�5

Exchange rate difference     (8,83�) (59)

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year    58,196 37,998 

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year     37,991 60,364

thereof included in assets held for sale     – �,�68
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Evotec AG and Subsidiaries
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows for the Year ended December 31, 2007

       Years ended Dec 31, 
     2007 2006
Te     restated

Supplemental schedule of non-cash activities:     

– Acquisition of long-term investments ��,��9 –

– Additions to finance leases ��8 936 

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.

Evotec AG and Subsidiaries
Consolidated Statements of Changes in Stockholders’ Equity for the Year ended December 31, 2007

    Reserve 
                  Equity
         Share capital Additional    Unearned Foreign  Asset  attributable to  Total
       Footnote   paid-in  Treasury   compen- currency Revaluation Accumulated shareholders Minority stockholders’
Te except share data    reference Shares Amount capital shares   sation translation reserve deficit of Evotec AG interests equity

Balance at January 1, 2006, as previously reported     62,759,424 62,759 596,525 –   (1,622) (35,856) 1,271 (474,408) 148,669 – 148,669

Restatements    (3) 

Revaluation reserve     – – – –   – – (744) 744 – – – 

Decrease of depreciation of certain fixed assets    – – – –   – – (5�7) 5�7 – – – 

Increased management compensation     – – – –   – 3 – (�,�4�) (�,�38) – (�,�38)

Share capital in ENS Holdings, Inc.     – – �,�5� –   – – – – �,�5� – �,�5�

Acquisition of ENS Holdings, Inc.     – – �53 –   – – 7,060 – 7,��3 – 7,��3  

Decrease in impairment of goodwill     – – – –   – – – �8,478 �8,478 – �8,478

Income tax effects     – – – –   – – – (399) (399) – (399)

Balance at January 1, 2006, as restated     62,759,424 62,759 598,930 –   (1,622) (35,853) 7,060 (456,199) 175,075 – 175,075

Capital increase     (��) 5,��8,70� 5,��9 ��,605 –   – – – – �7,834 – �7,834

Capital increase (stock options)    (�0) 90,694 9� ��4 –   – – – – �05 – �05

Stock option plan    (�0) – – 8�7 –   3�0 – – – �,��7 – �,��7 

Purchase of treasury stock      – – – (83)   – – – – (83) – (83)

Minority interests      – – �0 –   – – – (4) 6 (6) –

Recognized income and expense:    

– Foreign currency translation     – – – –   – �,897 – – �,897 – �,897

– Revaluation     – – – –   – – – (30) (30) – (30) 

Total income and expense recognized directly in equity    – – – –   – 1,897 – (30) 1,867 – 1,867 

Net loss as restated      – – – –   – – – (27,705) (27,705) – (27,705)

Total recognized income and expense     – – – –   – – – – (25,838) – (25,838) 

Balance at December 31, 2006, as restated     68,078,819 68,079 612,476 (83)   (1,312) (33,956) 7,060 (483,938) 168,326 (6) 168,320

Capital increase    (��) 5,7�6,0�� 5,7�6 �5,403 –   – – – – ��,��9 – ��,��9

Capital increase (stock options)    (�0) 63,6�6 63 85 –   – – – – �48 – �48

Stock option plan    (�0) – – 665 –   359 – – – �,0�4 – �,0�4

Purchase of treasury stock     – – – (58)   – – – – (58) – (58)

Transfer of treasury shares     – – – 4�   – – – – 4� – 4�

Minority interests     – – – –   – – – – – 6 6

Income and expense recognized directly in equity:    

– Foreign currency translation     – – – –   – (8,87�) – – (8,87�) – (8,87�)

– Revaluation     – – – –   – – (3�) – (3�) – (3�)

Total income and expense recognized directly in equity    – – – –   – (8,871) (31) – (8,902) – (8,902)

Net loss     – – – –   – – – (11,156) (11,156) – (11,156)

Total recognized income and expense     – – – –   – – – – (20,058) – (20,058) 

Balance at December 31, 2007     73,868,447 73,868 628,629 (99)   (953) (42,827) 7,029 (495,094) 170,553 – 170,553
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See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.

Evotec AG and Subsidiaries
Consolidated Statements of Changes in Stockholders’ Equity for the Year ended December 31, 2007

    Reserve 
                  Equity
         Share capital Additional    Unearned Foreign  Asset  attributable to  Total
       Footnote   paid-in  Treasury   compen- currency Revaluation Accumulated shareholders Minority stockholders’
Te except share data    reference Shares Amount capital shares   sation translation reserve deficit of Evotec AG interests equity

Balance at January 1, 2006, as previously reported     62,759,424 62,759 596,525 –   (1,622) (35,856) 1,271 (474,408) 148,669 – 148,669

Restatements    (3) 

Revaluation reserve     – – – –   – – (744) 744 – – – 

Decrease of depreciation of certain fixed assets    – – – –   – – (5�7) 5�7 – – – 

Increased management compensation     – – – –   – 3 – (�,�4�) (�,�38) – (�,�38)

Share capital in ENS Holdings, Inc.     – – �,�5� –   – – – – �,�5� – �,�5�

Acquisition of ENS Holdings, Inc.     – – �53 –   – – 7,060 – 7,��3 – 7,��3  

Decrease in impairment of goodwill     – – – –   – – – �8,478 �8,478 – �8,478

Income tax effects     – – – –   – – – (399) (399) – (399)

Balance at January 1, 2006, as restated     62,759,424 62,759 598,930 –   (1,622) (35,853) 7,060 (456,199) 175,075 – 175,075

Capital increase     (��) 5,��8,70� 5,��9 ��,605 –   – – – – �7,834 – �7,834

Capital increase (stock options)    (�0) 90,694 9� ��4 –   – – – – �05 – �05

Stock option plan    (�0) – – 8�7 –   3�0 – – – �,��7 – �,��7 

Purchase of treasury stock      – – – (83)   – – – – (83) – (83)

Minority interests      – – �0 –   – – – (4) 6 (6) –

Recognized income and expense:    

– Foreign currency translation     – – – –   – �,897 – – �,897 – �,897

– Revaluation     – – – –   – – – (30) (30) – (30) 

Total income and expense recognized directly in equity    – – – –   – 1,897 – (30) 1,867 – 1,867 

Net loss as restated      – – – –   – – – (27,705) (27,705) – (27,705)

Total recognized income and expense     – – – –   – – – – (25,838) – (25,838) 

Balance at December 31, 2006, as restated     68,078,819 68,079 612,476 (83)   (1,312) (33,956) 7,060 (483,938) 168,326 (6) 168,320

Capital increase    (��) 5,7�6,0�� 5,7�6 �5,403 –   – – – – ��,��9 – ��,��9

Capital increase (stock options)    (�0) 63,6�6 63 85 –   – – – – �48 – �48

Stock option plan    (�0) – – 665 –   359 – – – �,0�4 – �,0�4

Purchase of treasury stock     – – – (58)   – – – – (58) – (58)

Transfer of treasury shares     – – – 4�   – – – – 4� – 4�

Minority interests     – – – –   – – – – – 6 6

Income and expense recognized directly in equity:    

– Foreign currency translation     – – – –   – (8,87�) – – (8,87�) – (8,87�)

– Revaluation     – – – –   – – (3�) – (3�) – (3�)

Total income and expense recognized directly in equity    – – – –   – (8,871) (31) – (8,902) – (8,902)

Net loss     – – – –   – – – (11,156) (11,156) – (11,156)

Total recognized income and expense     – – – –   – – – – (20,058) – (20,058) 

Balance at December 31, 2007     73,868,447 73,868 628,629 (99)   (953) (42,827) 7,029 (495,094) 170,553 – 170,553
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1) net of accumulated amortisation as of 3� December �00� of T€ �6�,�95 and impairment as of �00�, �004 and 
 �006 of T€ �09,389, T€ 55,8�4 and T€ 6,600, respectively.

The consolidated fixed asset schedule is part of the notes to the consolidated financial statement.

Evotec AG and Subsidiaries
Consolidated Fixed Asset Movement Schedule for the Year ended December 31, 2007

 Acquisition and manufacturing costs Depreciation, amortization and writedowns Net book value

    Foreign  Discontinued  Business      Foreign  Discontinued
Te  Jan 1, 2007 exchange  operations Additions combination Disposals Reclass Dec 31, 2007 Jan 1, 2007 exchange  operations Additions Disposals Impairment Dec 31, 2007 Dec 31, 2007 Dec 31, 2006

I. Intangible assets

 �. Patents and licences 5,543 – –  �37 – – – 5,780 3,507 – – 359 – – 3,866 �,9�4 �,036

 �. Goodwill 48,9�5�) (3,833) �85 – – 5,8�9 – 38,978 – – – – – – – 38,978 48,9�5

 3. Developed technology 69,3�3 – – – �00 – – 69,4�3 30,785 – –  – – 3,3�6 34,�0� 35,3�� 38,5�8

 4. Customer list �7,9�7 – – – – – – �7,9�7 �5,49� – –  �,�30 – – �7,7�� �95 �,4�5

   151,688 (3,833) 285 237 100 5,819 – 142,088 59,784 – – 2,589 – 3,316 65,689 76,399 91,904

II. Property, plant and 

  equipment

 �. Buildings and leasehold 

  improvements �8,�66   (�,408)  �3,45�     �6  – �,6�7 3 �0,8�9   �5,�08   (�,443)  9,486     �,300 890 (�48)   4,44� 6,378   �3,058

 �. Plant, machinery and 

  equipment 5�,�43   (3,667)  �9,���    �,�05   – 6,566 – �3,994   35,540   (�,649)  �5,556     �,638 3,736  (34�)   �4,896 9,098   �5,703

 3. Furniture and fixtures ��,905 (869)  �,935     6�8   – �,�46 – 7,573   �0,08�   (8�0)  �,776    665  �,993 –   6,�67 �,406   �,8�4

 4. Purchased software �,�88   –    –  �4   –   8� – �,��0   �,048   –   –    5� 8� –   �,0�7 �03   �40

 5. Finance leases 6,339   (547)  �,646      –   –   – – 3,�46  3,430   (377)  �,0�4     94� –   –  �,980 �,�66   �,909

 6. Assets under construction �,035   (��9)  900   4�0   – �3 (3) 4�0   –   –   –   – – –   –  4�0   �,035

   99,976  (7,610)  38,053   3,183   –   10,434 – 47,062   65,307   (5,279)  28,832   4,595   6,701 (589)   28,501   18,561 34,669

   251,664 (11,443)  38,338    3,420   100   16,253 – 189,150   125,091   (5,279)  28,832   7,184   6,701 2,727   94,190   94,960   ��6,573
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Evotec AG and Subsidiaries
Consolidated Fixed Asset Movement Schedule for the Year ended December 31, 2007

 Acquisition and manufacturing costs Depreciation, amortization and writedowns Net book value

    Foreign  Discontinued  Business      Foreign  Discontinued
Te  Jan 1, 2007 exchange  operations Additions combination Disposals Reclass Dec 31, 2007 Jan 1, 2007 exchange  operations Additions Disposals Impairment Dec 31, 2007 Dec 31, 2007 Dec 31, 2006

I. Intangible assets

 �. Patents and licences 5,543 – –  �37 – – – 5,780 3,507 – – 359 – – 3,866 �,9�4 �,036

 �. Goodwill 48,9�5�) (3,833) �85 – – 5,8�9 – 38,978 – – – – – – – 38,978 48,9�5

 3. Developed technology 69,3�3 – – – �00 – – 69,4�3 30,785 – –  – – 3,3�6 34,�0� 35,3�� 38,5�8

 4. Customer list �7,9�7 – – – – – – �7,9�7 �5,49� – –  �,�30 – – �7,7�� �95 �,4�5

   151,688 (3,833) 285 237 100 5,819 – 142,088 59,784 – – 2,589 – 3,316 65,689 76,399 91,904

II. Property, plant and 

  equipment

 �. Buildings and leasehold 

  improvements �8,�66   (�,408)  �3,45�     �6  – �,6�7 3 �0,8�9   �5,�08   (�,443)  9,486     �,300 890 (�48)   4,44� 6,378   �3,058

 �. Plant, machinery and 

  equipment 5�,�43   (3,667)  �9,���    �,�05   – 6,566 – �3,994   35,540   (�,649)  �5,556     �,638 3,736  (34�)   �4,896 9,098   �5,703

 3. Furniture and fixtures ��,905 (869)  �,935     6�8   – �,�46 – 7,573   �0,08�   (8�0)  �,776    665  �,993 –   6,�67 �,406   �,8�4

 4. Purchased software �,�88   –    –  �4   –   8� – �,��0   �,048   –   –    5� 8� –   �,0�7 �03   �40

 5. Finance leases 6,339   (547)  �,646      –   –   – – 3,�46  3,430   (377)  �,0�4     94� –   –  �,980 �,�66   �,909

 6. Assets under construction �,035   (��9)  900   4�0   – �3 (3) 4�0   –   –   –   – – –   –  4�0   �,035

   99,976  (7,610)  38,053   3,183   –   10,434 – 47,062   65,307   (5,279)  28,832   4,595   6,701 (589)   28,501   18,561 34,669

   251,664 (11,443)  38,338    3,420   100   16,253 – 189,150   125,091   (5,279)  28,832   7,184   6,701 2,727   94,190   94,960   ��6,573
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1) net of accumulated amortisation as of 3� December �00� of T€ �6�,�95 and impairment as of �00�, �004 of T€ �09,389 and T€ 55,8�4, 
 respectively.

The consolidated fixed asset schedule is part of the notes to the consolidated financial statement.

Evotec AG and Subsidiaries
Consolidated Fixed Asset Movement Schedule for the Year ended December 31, 2006

 Acquisition and manufacturing costs Depreciation, amortization and writedowns Net book value

      Foreign  Discontinued      Foreign  Discontinued   Reversal of
Te    Jan 1, 2006 exchange operations Additions Disposals Dec 31, 2006 Jan 1, 2006 exchange  operations Additions Disposals Impairment Dec 31, 2006 Dec 31, 2006 Dec 31, 2005

I. Intangible assets 

 �. Patents and licences   6,�5� –  (708) – – 5,543 3,�48 – (45) 304 – – 3,507 �,036 3,003  

 �. Goodwill   54,3�7�) �,�98 – – 6,600 48,9�5 – – – – – – – 48,9�5 54,3�7 

 3. Capitalised development    

  expenses   �,�77 – (�,�77) – – – �63 – (�63) – – – – – �,0�4

 4. Developed technology   69,�7� 6�8  (577) – – 69,3�3 30,�44 6�8  (77) – – – 30,785 38,5�8 39,0�8

 5. Customer list   �8,758 450  (�,�9�) – – �7,9�7 ��,348 450  (�58) �,95� – – �5,49� �,4�5 6,4�0

     159,775 2,266 (3,753) – 6,600 151,688 56,003 1,068  (543) 3,256 – – 59,784 91,904 103,772 

II. Property, plant and 

  equipment

 �. Buildings and leasehold 

  improvements   �7,663 607 – ��7 ��� �8,�66 �3,984 34� – �,4�0 ��0 (408) �5,�08 �3,058 �3,679 

 �. Plant, machinery and 

  equipment   57,�64 �,074  (�,855) 80� 5,94� 5�,�43 38,6�7 776  (709) �,796 5,755 (�85) 35,540 �5,703 �8,547

 3. Furniture and fixtures   ��,937 ��6  (56�) 57� �58 ��,905 9,595 �98  (447) 98� �46 – �0,08� �,8�4 �,34�

 4. Purchased software   �,355 – (�75) �08 – �,�88 �,�0� – (��3) 60 – – �,048 �40 �54

 5. Finance leases   5,753  ��8  (467)  9�5 – 6,339 �,354 66  (7�) �,08� – – 3,430 �,909 3,399

 6. Assets under construction   4� �3  – 988 8 �,035 – – – – – – – �,035 4�

     

      103,914  2,038  (3,159)  3,512 6,329 99,976 65,751 1,382  (1,441) 6,329 6,121 (593) 65,307 34,669 38,163 

     

     263,689 4,304 (6,912)  3,512 12,929 251,664 121,754 2,450  (1,984) 9,585 6,121 (593) 125,091 126,573 141,935   
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Evotec AG and Subsidiaries
Consolidated Fixed Asset Movement Schedule for the Year ended December 31, 2006

 Acquisition and manufacturing costs Depreciation, amortization and writedowns Net book value

      Foreign  Discontinued      Foreign  Discontinued   Reversal of
Te    Jan 1, 2006 exchange operations Additions Disposals Dec 31, 2006 Jan 1, 2006 exchange  operations Additions Disposals Impairment Dec 31, 2006 Dec 31, 2006 Dec 31, 2005

I. Intangible assets 

 �. Patents and licences   6,�5� –  (708) – – 5,543 3,�48 – (45) 304 – – 3,507 �,036 3,003  

 �. Goodwill   54,3�7�) �,�98 – – 6,600 48,9�5 – – – – – – – 48,9�5 54,3�7 

 3. Capitalised development    

  expenses   �,�77 – (�,�77) – – – �63 – (�63) – – – – – �,0�4

 4. Developed technology   69,�7� 6�8  (577) – – 69,3�3 30,�44 6�8  (77) – – – 30,785 38,5�8 39,0�8

 5. Customer list   �8,758 450  (�,�9�) – – �7,9�7 ��,348 450  (�58) �,95� – – �5,49� �,4�5 6,4�0

     159,775 2,266 (3,753) – 6,600 151,688 56,003 1,068  (543) 3,256 – – 59,784 91,904 103,772 

II. Property, plant and 

  equipment

 �. Buildings and leasehold 

  improvements   �7,663 607 – ��7 ��� �8,�66 �3,984 34� – �,4�0 ��0 (408) �5,�08 �3,058 �3,679 

 �. Plant, machinery and 

  equipment   57,�64 �,074  (�,855) 80� 5,94� 5�,�43 38,6�7 776  (709) �,796 5,755 (�85) 35,540 �5,703 �8,547

 3. Furniture and fixtures   ��,937 ��6  (56�) 57� �58 ��,905 9,595 �98  (447) 98� �46 – �0,08� �,8�4 �,34�

 4. Purchased software   �,355 – (�75) �08 – �,�88 �,�0� – (��3) 60 – – �,048 �40 �54

 5. Finance leases   5,753  ��8  (467)  9�5 – 6,339 �,354 66  (7�) �,08� – – 3,430 �,909 3,399

 6. Assets under construction   4� �3  – 988 8 �,035 – – – – – – – �,035 4�

     

      103,914  2,038  (3,159)  3,512 6,329 99,976 65,751 1,382  (1,441) 6,329 6,121 (593) 65,307 34,669 38,163 

     

     263,689 4,304 (6,912)  3,512 12,929 251,664 121,754 2,450  (1,984) 9,585 6,121 (593) 125,091 126,573 141,935   
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(1) Business description and basis of presentation 

Evotec AG, Schnackenburgallee ��4, ��5�5 Hamburg, Germany and subsidiaries (“Evotec” or the “Com-
pany”) is a biotechnology group dedicated to the discovery and development of novel small molecule drugs 
through both its own discovery programs and through research collaborations. The Company provides 
innovative and integrated solutions from target to clinic through a range of capabilities, including early stage 
assay development and screening through to medicinal chemistry and drug manufacturing. In proprietary 
projects, Evotec specializes in finding new treatments for diseases of the Central Nervous System (CNS). The 
Company’s Instrument Business, sold effective January �, �007, is shown in the discontinued operations and 
is focused on high-end technologies for automated cell biology. Also included in discontinued operations is 
the Chemical Development Business, sold effective November 30, �007, which comprises Evotec’s capabilities 
in process research & development, custom preparation, analytical development, pilot plant manufacturing 
and formulation. 

Evotec was founded on December 8, �993 as EVOTEC BioSystems GmbH. Evotec completed an initial public 
offering in Germany on November �0, �999.
 
All amounts herein are shown in thousands of Euro (T€), unless indicated otherwise. 
The Euro is the functional currency of the Company.

On February �7, �008 the Management Board authorized the consolidated financial statements for issue.

 (2) Summary of significant accounting policies 

The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRS), as adopted by the EU, and the additional requirements of German commercial 
law pursuant to § 3�5a par. � HGB (German Commercial Law). The consolidated financial statements have 
been prepared on the historical cost basis except for derivative financial instruments and available-for-sale 
financial instruments which are measured at fair value. The following is a summary of significant accounting 
policies followed in the preparation of the accompanying consolidated financial statements. 

Principles of consolidation 
The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of Evotec and all companies which are under its 
control. All intercompany transactions and balances have been eliminated in consolidation. Because of the 
sale of Evotec Technologies GmbH (ET) including their subsidiary Evotec Technologies Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio, 
USA, effective January �, �007, and the sale of the Chemical Development Business which includes Evotec 
(Scotland) Ltd., Glasgow, UK, and also a part of Evotec (UK) Ltd. operations, effective November 30, �007, the 
consolidated financial statements of �007 and �006 are not fully comparable. 

Investments where Evotec does not have a controlling interest, but is in a position to influence the operating 
or capital decisions of the investee are carried at equity.

Evotec AG and Subsidiaries
Notes to Consolidated Financial 
Statements for the Year �007
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Cash and cash equivalents 
The Company considers all highly liquid short-term investments with original maturities of three months or 
less to be cash equivalents. 

Non-derivative financial instruments 
Non-derivative financial instruments consist of certain long-term and short-term investments, trade accounts 
and other receivables, cash and cash equivalents, loans, finance lease obligations, trade accounts and other 
payables. These instruments are recognized if Evotec becomes party to the contractual provisions of the finan- 
cial instrument. Evotec accounts for financial assets at settlement date.
 
Financial assets are derecognized if either the rights to the cash flows arising from the instrument have 
expired or substantially all risk and rewards attributable to the instrument have been transferred. Financial 
liabilities are derecognized if the obligations have expired or have been discharged or cancelled. 
 
At initial recognition, non-derivative financial instruments are measured at fair value plus transactions costs 
unless the financial instruments are classified at fair value through profit and loss. The Company does not 
have any non-derivative financial instruments classified at fair value through profit and loss or held-to-matu- 
rity. The subsequent measurement of the financial instruments at Evotec depends on the designation of the 
financial instruments to the following categories as defined in IAS 39: 

Loans and receivables 
Financial instruments of this category are measured at amortized cost using the effective interest method 
less any impairment losses. Loans and receivables include trade accounts and other receivables. 
 
Available-for-sale financial assets 
Evotec’s long-term and short-term investments unless accounted for under the equity method in accordance 
with IAS �8 are classified as available-for-sale financial assets. Available-for-sale financial assets are measured 
at fair value at the balance sheet date or, if this value cannot be determined, at amortized cost. Unrealized 
gains and losses resulting from changes in fair value are reported in equity, net of any tax effect. Changes in 
fair value are not recognized in the statement of operations until the asset is sold or until an impairment loss 
is recorded. Investments that qualify as equity instruments are measured at amortized cost if their fair value 
cannot be determined based on quoted prices or by reference to the current fair value of comparable instru- 
ments, or by using appropriate pricing models (in cases where cash flows are volatile or cannot be reliably 
determined). 

Derivative financial instruments 
The Company uses foreign currency derivative financial instruments to hedge its exposure to foreign exchange 
risks. In accordance with its treasury policy, the Company does not hold or issue derivative financial instru-
ments for trading purposes. 

Derivative financial instruments are recognized initially at cost. Subsequent to initial recognition, derivative 
financial instruments are stated at fair value. Accounting for the change in fair value of derivatives depends 
on whether they are designated as hedging instruments and qualify as part of a hedge relationship under  
IAS 39. If these conditions are not met, even if there is an economic hedge relationship with an underlying 
transaction, changes in fair value of the derivatives are recognized directly in income. 

Evotec’s foreign currency derivative financial instruments are economic hedges, however, they are not 
accounted for as hedges in accordance with IAS 39. Therefore, all changes in the fair value of the foreign 
currency derivative financial instruments are recognized in foreign currency exchange gains and losses. 

Inventories 
In accordance with IAS �, inventories are valued at the lower of cost or net realizable value, with cost being 
generally determined on the basis of an average method. Net realizable value is the estimated selling price in 
the ordinary course of business, less the estimated costs of completion and selling expenses. Cost consists of 
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purchased component costs and manufacturing costs, which are comprised of direct material and labor 
costs and systematic allocated costs. Costs are removed from inventories to costs of revenue based on 
specific identification. 

Property, plant and equipment 
Property, plant and equipment acquisitions, including leasehold improvements, are recorded at cost less any 
vendor rebates. Depreciation of leasehold improvements is calculated using the straight-line method over the 
shorter of the related lease term or the estimated useful life. Leased property, plant and equipment meeting 
certain criteria are capitalized and the present value of the related lease payments are recorded as a liability.  

Depreciation of property, plant and equipment, which includes depreciation of assets under finance leases,  
is calculated using the straight-line method over the estimated useful lives of the assets as follows: 

The depreciation period and method is reviewed at each balance sheet date. Differences from previous 
estimates are accounted for as a change in an accounting estimate in accordance with IAS 8. The costs 
included in property, plant and equipment related to assets under construction are not depreciated until  
the assets are placed into service by the Company. Upon sale or retirement, the costs and the related 
accumulated depreciation are removed from the respective accounts, and any gain or loss is included in 
other operating income and expense. Maintenance and repairs are expensed as incurred. 

Intangible assets, excluding goodwill 
Intangible assets, excluding goodwill, consist of separately identified intangible assets such as developed 
technologies, customer lists and patents which were acquired in business combinations, purchased licenses 
and patents.

Intangible assets with definite useful lives are recorded at cost and are amortized using the straight-line 
method over the estimated useful lives of the assets: 

Developed technologies acquired in the business combination with ENS Holdings, Inc. (ENS) are not amor-
tized until the intangible assets are likely to generate benefits. 

The amortization period and method is reviewed at each balance sheet date. 

Goodwill 
Goodwill acquired in a business combination represents the exceeding amount of a payment made by the 
Company in anticipation of future economic benefits not capable of being individually identified and sepa-
rately recognized. The Company recognizes separately the acquired identifiable assets, liabilities and contin-
gent liabilities at the acquisition date. The Company’s goodwill results mainly from its acquisition of Oxford 
Asymmetry International plc. in October �000. Additional goodwill acquired in a business combination has 
arisen from the acquisition of ENS in May �005. The balance sheet as of December 3�, �006 includes an 
additional goodwill arisen from the acquisition of the remaining minority interests in Evotec (Scotland) Ltd. 
from its founding directors in May �004 and from the University of Strathclyde in September �005. 

Buildings and leasehold improvements ��–35 years

Plant, machinery and equipment 3–�0 years

Furniture and fixtures 3–�5 years

Computer equipment and software 3–5 years

Assets under finance lease 3–5 years

Developed technologies 3–5 years

Customer list �–5 years

Patents and licenses �5 years or shorter life

Capitalised development expenditures

(included in discontinued operations) 3–5 years
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Basis for determining fair values
The following summarizes the significant methods and assumptions used in estimating the fair values  
of financial instruments.

The fair value of financial assets at fair value through profit or loss and available-for-sale financial assets  
is determined by reference to their quoted bid price at the reporting date.
 
The fair value of forward exchange contracts is based on their listed market price, if available. If a listed 
market price is not available, then fair value is estimated by discounting the difference between the contrac-
tual forward price and the current forward price for the residual maturity of the contract using a risk-free 
interest rate.

Unless otherwise reported the fair values of financial instruments equal the carrying amounts.
 
Discontinued operations 
The discontinued operation is a component of the Company being disposed of, and represents a separate 
major line of business operations. According to IFRS 5, discontinued operations are separately disclosed from 
the continuing operations. From the date of a decision to dispose a major line of business onwards, the assets 
and liabilities relating to discontinued operations are separately disclosed in the balance sheet. The relating 
income and expenses for discontinued operations are retrospectively separated in the statements of opera-
tions. The Company decided in the fourth quarter of �006 to dispose of the Instrument Business and in the 
third quarter of �007 to dispose of the Chemical Development Business. Due to the decisions of disposing 
these major lines of business all data presented for the statements of operations was restated to account for 
these businesses as discontinued operations. The assets and liabilities of the Instrument Business are re- 
ported as held for sale at December 3�, �006. Therefore, the consolidated balance sheets are not fully com- 
parable. Discontinued operations are described on the face of the statement of operations and in Note �4. 

Revenue recognition 
The Company recognizes revenue from service contract arrangements and chemical compound sales within 
its Services Division and long-term collaborative agreements within its Pharmaceuticals Division; and 
diagnostic equipment sales within its Tools and Technologies Segment that is included in discontinued 
operations in �006. 

Revenue is recognized when it is probable that the economic benefits associated with the transaction will 
flow to the Company based upon the performance requirements of the respective agreements. Advance 
payments received in excess of amounts earned are recorded as deferred revenue. 

Product and chemical compound sales are recorded as revenue upon delivery if the Company has received  
a customer order, the price is determinable and collectibility is reasonably assured. The Company assesses 
collectibility based on a number of factors, including past transaction history with the customer and the 
customer’s credit-worthiness. 
 
Service revenues generated from contracted services are recognized as the services are rendered. Revenue 
from compound access fees is recognized ratably over the related forecasted service period. Payments for 
contracted services are generally paid in advance and recorded as deferred revenue until earned. 

Revenue under long-term collaborative agreements includes, but is not limited to, the following: 
�.    Database Access Fees—revenue from database access fees is recognized ratably over the related contract 

period. 

�.    Research Payments—revenue from research payments finances both direct costs incurred in connection 
with the Company’s ongoing research and development activities and indirect costs incurred as part of  
an allocation of certain other administrative expenses. Revenue from research payments is recognized 
ratably over the related forecasted research period as services are provided. 
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3.    Success Payments—revenue contingent upon the attainment of certain milestones is recognized in the 
period the milestone is successfully achieved. This typically occurs when the Company’s contract partner 
agrees that the requirements stipulated in the agreement have been met. 

Part of the discontinued operations revenues are generated from the sale of systems, equipment and devices. 
Such revenues are recognized when the amount of revenue can be measured reliably and it is probable  
that the economic benefits associated with the transaction will flow to the Company. For the recognition of 
revenue Evotec has transferred to the buyer the significant risks and rewards of ownership of the goods,  
with Evotec retaining neither continuing managerial involvement to the degree usually associated with owner- 
ship nor effective control over the goods sold. In addition, the costs incurred or to be incurred in respect  
of the transaction can be measured reliably. Revenues from the sale of systems, equipment and devices are 
recorded at the time of delivery, title transfer or upon final acceptance by the customer as required by 
agreement. Advance payments received are recorded as prepayments received. 
  
The Company has entered into multiple-element contracts and carefully determined whether the different 
revenue-generating elements are sufficiently separable and whether there exists sufficient evidence of  
their fair values to separately account for some or all of the individual elements of the contracts. Only if an 
element is considered to meet these criteria it represents a separate unit of accounting. The Company  
has no refund obligations included in their service agreements. 

Under the terms of various contractual arrangements, Evotec receives royalty payments which are incremen-
tal to the other company’s respective product sales. Royalty income of T€ �,6�8 and T€ 5�3 is included in 
revenue from continuing operations for �007 and �006, respectively. 

Finance income and expense 
Interest is recorded as expense or income in the period to which it relates. The Company does not capitalize 
interest expenses incurred in connection with the purchase or production of assets. The interest expense 
component of finance lease payments is recognized in the statement of operations using the effective inter- 
est rate method. 

Interest income is recognized in the statement of operations as it accrues, using the effective interest 
method. Dividend income is recognized in the statement of operations on the date the entity’s right to 
receive payments is established. 

Income taxes 
Income taxes comprise the current taxes on income in the individual countries as well as the deferred taxes. 
Income taxes are recorded in the statement of operations except for those items recorded directly in stock-
holders’ equity. 

Under the liability method, deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognized for the future tax consequences 
attributable to differences between the financial statement carrying amounts of existing assets and liabilities 
and their respective tax bases as well as for tax loss carry forwards. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are 
measured using tax rates expected to apply to taxable income in the years in which those temporary differ- 
ences are expected to be realized or settled based on enacted or substantially enacted tax rates. 
 
The effect on deferred tax assets and liabilities of a change in tax rates is recognized in the period that in- 
cludes the date of enactment or substantial enactment. In assessing the recoverability of deferred tax assets, 
management considers whether it is probable that some portion or all of the deferred tax assets will not  
be realized. Deferred tax assets are not recognized to the extent that it is not probable that the related tax 
benefit will be realized. 

Research and development 
Research and development costs that are generated for internal projects are capitalized or expensed de-
pending on whether the expenditure incurred falls under the classifications of research or development 
expenditure given by IAS 38. When it is not certain that research and development projects will generate 
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probable future economic benefits to the Company, such costs are expensed as incurred. Those projects 
which are expected to generate probable future economic benefits are capitalized as an intangible asset  
and amortized if all criteria set out in IAS 38 are met. This principle is also used for the accounting of 
developed software. However, the software included in property, plant and equipment consists only of 
purchased software. Evotec did not capitalize any research and development costs in �007.
 
The Company receives grants from government authorities for the support of specific research and develop-
ment projects. The grants are requested when qualifying expenses have been incurred and are recognized  
as a reduction of research and development expense when they are received. No grants were received for capi- 
talized development expenditures. The amounts recognized as a reduction of the Company’s research and 
development expense from continuing operations were T€ �69 and T€ �87 in �007 and �006, respectively. 

Under the terms of the grants, governmental agencies generally have the right to audit qualifying expenses 
submitted by the Company. 

Translation of foreign operations and foreign currency denominated transactions 
The assets and liabilities of foreign subsidiaries with functional currencies other than the Euro are translated 
into Euro using period-end exchange rates, while the revenues and expenses of such subsidiaries are trans- 
lated using rates of the date of the transaction during the period. Gains or losses resulting from translating 
foreign functional currency financial statements are reported as a separate component of stockholders’ 
equity. 

Transactions in foreign currencies are translated into Euro using the foreign exchange rate ruling at the date 
of the transaction. Assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies at the balance sheet date are 
translated into Euro using period-end exchange rates. Gains or losses resulting from foreign currency denom-
inated transactions are included in other non-operating income and expense. 

Impairment of long-lived assets and goodwill 
The Company reviews long-lived assets (tangible and intangible assets including goodwill) for impairment,  
to estimate the value in use or the fair value less cost to sell, in accordance with IAS 36. An impairment 
review is performed annually for intangible assets with indefinite useful lives and goodwill, or whenever 
events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of an asset or a group of assets may 
not be recoverable. In line with our policy in previous years concerning the impairment of long-lived assets 
and goodwill, the Company carried out an impairment test in the fourth quarter of �007 (see Note ��). 
An impairment loss is recognized if the carrying amount of an asset (or a group of assets when considering  
a cash generating unit) in the accounts exceeds the greater of its fair value less costs to sell or value in use. 
The value in use for an asset or cash generating unit is calculated by estimating the pre-tax net present value 
of future cash flows arising from that asset or cash generating unit. The pre-tax discount rate used to cal- 
culate the value in use is determined to reflect the risks inherent for each asset or cash generating unit. The 
evaluation of the net cash flow of the further use is based on a five year forecast. Considerable management 
judgment is necessary to estimate discounted pre-tax future cash flows. 
 
Any impairment is reported as a separate component of operating costs and expenses in the consolidated 
statement of operations. An impairment of tangible assets and intangible assets excluding goodwill is re- 
versed if there has been a change in the estimates used to determine the value in use leading to an increase 
in value for a previously impaired asset. It is reversed only to the extent that the asset’s carrying amount  
does not exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined, net of depreciation or amortization, 
if no impairment loss had been previously recognized. Impairments of goodwill are not reversed. 

Stock compensation 
The Company applies the provisions of IFRS � in accounting for options granted under its stock option plan. 
Compensation cost from the issuance of employee stock options is measured using the fair value method  
at the measurement date and is charged straight-line to expenses over the vesting period in which the em- 
ployee renders services. 
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Pension and similar obligations 
The Company’s net obligation for defined benefit and other postretirement benefit plans have been calculated 
using the projected unit credit method. Actuarial gains and losses are recognized using the �0% corridor. 

Service cost and interest costs for pensions and other postretirement obligations are recognized as an 
expense in income from operations. 

The Company obligations for contributions to defined contribution plans are recognized as expense as 
incurred. 

Provisions 
Provisions are recognized when the Company has a present obligation as a result of a past event which will 
result in a probable outflow of economic benefits that can be reasonably estimated. The amount recognized 
represents the best estimate of the settlement amount of the present obligation as of the balance sheet  
date. Expected reimbursements of third parties are not offset, but recorded as a separate asset if it is virtually 
certain that the reimbursements will be received. Where the effect of the time value of money is material, 
provisions are discounted using a risk adjusted market rate. 

A provision for warranties is recognized when the underlying products or services are sold. The provision  
is based on historical warranty data and a weighting of all possible outcomes against their associated 
probabilities. 

Provisions for restructuring costs are recognized when the Company has a detailed formal plan for the 
restructuring and has notified the affected parties. 

A provision for onerous contracts is recognized when the expected benefits to be derived by the Group  
from a contract are lower than the unavoidable cost of meeting its obligations under the contract. 

The Company accrues for estimated losses from legal actions or claims, including legal expenses, when 
events exist that make the realization of the losses or expenses probable and they can be reasonably 
estimated. 

Net loss per share 
Basic net loss per share is calculated by dividing the net loss by the weighted-average number of common 
shares outstanding for the period, without consideration for common stock equivalents. Diluted net loss  
per share is computed by dividing the net loss by the weighted-average number of common share and share 
equivalents outstanding for the period determined using the treasury-stock method. For purposes of this 
calculation, stock options are considered to be common stock equivalents and are only included in the cal- 
culation of diluted net loss per share when their effect is dilutive. There are no dilutive shares in �007 and 
�006 as a result of net losses from continuing operations. Anti-dilutive common stock equivalents consist  
of �66,5�5 and 48�,849 stock options in �007 and �006, respectively. 

Use of estimates 
The preparation of the accompanying consolidated financial statements requires management to make esti- 
mates and assumptions that affect both the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and the disclosure  
of contingent assets and liabilities as of the date of the main financial statements as well as the reported 
amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. Main estimates and assumptions affect im- 
pairment testing (Note ��), provisions (Note �7), measurement of compensation expenses (Note �0) and  
the recognition of deferred tax assets (Note �9). Actual results could differ from management’s estimates.  
In addition, changes in the current economic conditions and other events could also have a significant effect  
on reported amounts. 
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Recent pronouncements 
All of the following IFRS pronouncements that were issued by the IASB and the IFRIC and were not effective 
as of December 3�, �007, have not been applied in the preparation of the consolidated financial statements 
as of December 3�, �007.

In November �006, the IASB issued IFRS 8 “Operating Segments,” which replaces IAS �4 “Segment Report-
ing.” IFRS 8 has been endorsed by the EU in November �007. Pursuant to IFRS 8, reporting on the financial 
performance of the segments has to be prepared in accordance with the so-called management approach. 
Accordingly, the identification of the segments and the disclosures for these segments are based on the infor- 
mation which is used internally by management in evaluating segment performance and deciding how to 
allocate resources. The application of this standard is compulsory for financial years beginning on or after 
January �, �009. Currently, Evotec does not expect the adoption of the standard to have a material impact  
on the Company’s consolidated financial statements. 

In March �007, the IASB issued a revised version of IAS �3 “Borrowing Costs” which is not yet endorsed by 
the EU. Accordingly, borrowing costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or produc-
tion of a qualifying asset should be capitalized as part of the cost of the asset. The current option of immedi-
ately recognizing borrowing costs as an expense will be removed. The application of the revised Standard 
is compulsory for financial years beginning on or after January �, �009. The revision will have no significant 
impact on the consolidated financial statements.
 
In September �007, the IASB issued IAS � “Presentation of Financial Statements” (revised �007) which  
is not yet endorsed by the EU. The revision is aimed at improving a user’s ability to analyze and compare  
the information given in financial statements. IAS � sets requirements for the presentation of financial 
statements, guidelines for their structure and minimum requirements for their content. The new standard  
is effective for financial periods beginning on or after January �, �009, early adoption being permitted.  
The Company will determine the expected effect of the revised IAS � and determine an adoption date. 

In November �006, the IFRIC issued IFRIC �� “IFRS �—Group and Treasury Share Transactions.” IFRIC �� 
has been endorsed by the EU in June �007. This interpretation addresses how to apply IFRS � “Share-based 
Payment” to share-based payment arrangements involving an entity’s own equity instruments or equity 
instruments of another entity in the Group. The application of the interpretation is compulsory for financial 
years beginning on or after March �, �007, while earlier application is permitted. The Company does not 
expect the adoption of this interpretation to have a material impact on the consolidated financial statements. 

In November �006, the IFRIC issued IFRIC �� “Service Concession Arrangements”, which is not yet endorsed 
by the EU, to provide guidance to private sector entities on certain recognition and measurement issues that 
arise in accounting for public-to-private service concession arrangements. Service concession arrangements 
are arrangements whereby a government or other body grants contracts for the supply of public services to 
private operators. The application of the interpretation is compulsory for financial years beginning on or after 
January �, �008, while earlier application is permitted. The Company does not expect the adoption of the 
Interpretation to have an impact on the consolidated financial statements. 

In June �007, the IASB published interpretation IFRIC �3 “Customer Loyalty Programmes” dealing with the 
recognition and measurement of such programs. This regulation is not yet endorsed by the EU. The appli-
cation of the interpretation is compulsory for financial years beginning on or after July �, �008, while earlier 
application is permitted. This interpretation does not have any impact on the Company’s consolidated 
financial statements. 

In July �007, the IFRIC issued IFRIC �4 “IAS �9—The Limit on a Defined Benefit Asset, Minimum Funding 
Requirements and their Interaction” which is not yet endorsed by the EU. The application of the interpre- 
tation is compulsory for financial years beginning on or after January �, �008, while earlier application  
is permitted. Since the Company does not have any funded defined benefit plan, management does not  
expect the adoption of the Interpretation to have an impact on the consolidated financial statements. 
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In February �008, the IASB issued IAS 3� “Presentation of Financial Instruments” (revised �007) which is 
not yet endorsed by the EU. The revision amended IAS 3� for puttable instruments and obligations arising  
on liquidation. IAS 3� sets requirements for the presentation of financial instruments, guidelines for their 
structure and minimum requirements for their content. The new standard is effective for financial periods be- 
ginning on or after January �, �009. The Company will determine the expected effect of the revised IAS 3� 
and determine an adoption date.

In January �008, the IASB issued a revised version of IFRS 3 “Business Combinations” and an amended 
version of IAS �7 “Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements” which are both not yet endorsed by the 
EU. The revised version of IFRS 3 and the amended version of IAS �7 sets requirements for the presentation 
of business combinations and financial instruments, guidelines for their structure and minimum requirements 
for their contents. The new standards are effective for financial periods beginning on or after July �, �009. 
The Company will determine the expected effect of the revised version of IFRS 3 and the amend version of 
IAS �7 and determine an adoption date.

(3) Restatement of consolidated financial statements 

The consolidated statements of operations and consolidated balance sheets have been restated to reflect 
certain adjustments to previously reported financial information for the correction of an error mainly related 
to the accounting for the acquisition of ENS Holdings, Inc., the revaluation of certain fixed assets, deferred 
income taxes and the presentation of certain investments and cash equivalents and the earn out of founding 
shareholders in the context of the acquisition of Evotec (Scotland) Ltd. 

The Company has retrospectively adjusted the presentation of the acquisition of ENS Holdings, Inc. under 
IFRS. As part of the purchase price allocation, goodwill in the amount of T€ �8,478 had been capitalized  
and immediately impaired in the consolidated financial statements according to IFRS for the year ended De- 
cember 3�, �005, which resulted in a charge against earnings. Following a review of the accounting of the 
business combination, the purchase price exceeding the net assets acquired was allocated mainly to devel- 
oped technologies acquired (“In-process Research and Development”) in the amount of T€ 38,5�8, in 
particular to Evotec’s clinical programs EVT �0� and the EVT �00 series, which according to IFRS has to be 
capitalized and carried forward according to IAS 38. T€ 7,��4 was allocated to customer list and T€ 46�  
to goodwill. The capitalization of intangible assets from a business combination resulted in net deferred tax 
liabilities of T€ �3,9�3. Additionally, an asset revaluation surplus in the amount of T€ 7,060 relating to the 
interest in ENS held by Evotec before the acquisition was recognized. 

Subsequently, Evotec recognized a tax benefit for net operating losses generated after consummation, which 
can be used by the reversal of the deferred tax liabilities recognized in the business combination for ENS. 
In addition, the Company had previously recorded changes in estimated useful lives or residual values of 
property, plant and equipment in revaluation reserves directly in equity. However, such changes in estimates 
have to be considered prospectively in determining depreciation expense. An earn-out agreement with the 
founding shareholders of Evotec (Scotland) Ltd. who sold their interest to Evotec AG is recorded as compen-
sation expense rather than goodwill. 

The Company previously reported investments in mutual funds, which invest in debt instruments, including 
debt instruments with maturities beyond 3 months as cash equivalents. Such investments are now reported 
separately and outside cash and cash equivalents in the consolidated balance sheet and the consolidated 
statement of cash flows. 
  
The following tables summarize the effects of the adjustments on previously reported financial information. 
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Consolidated statements of operations: 

Consolidated balance sheets: 

Consolidated statements of cash flows: 

 

(4) Acquisitions 

The Company acquired in a share-for-share transaction �00% of shares in Neuro3d S.A., Mulhouse, France,  
a company previously operating in the field of drug discovery and development in CNS, which had ceased 
operations prior to the transaction. This acquisition was effective as of April �, �007. Evotec issued 5,7�6,0�� 
shares to acquire the underlying shares. 

The pre-acquisition carrying amounts of Neuro3d, which equal the recognized amounts as of the date of  
the acquisition, for total assets were T€ ��,799 including cash and investments in the amount of T€ �8,9�5,  
and the total liabilities were T€ �,059. Fair value adjustments have been recorded for potential future obli- 
gations in context of the Neuro3d acquisition in the amount of T€ 7�� as well as an amount of T€ �00 for 
proprietary assays and know-how. The cost of T€ ��,��9 comprises the fair value of the shares issued of  
€ 3.69 per share which was determined based on the stock price of Evotec at the date of acquisition. The  
net loss of Evotec for �007 included a net income of T€ 9 from Neuro3d. 

T€ exept per share data 2006

Net loss previously reported (3�,468)

Increased management compensation (��9)

Income tax effects 4,99�

Net loss as restated (27,705)

Net loss as restated per share 0.42

T€ Dec 31, 2006 Jan 1, 2006

Decrease in cash and cash equivalents (�0,5�7) (�5,5��)

Increase in current investments �0,5�7 �5,5��

Increase in assets held for sale 695 –

Increase in intangible assets 38,5�8 38,5�8

Decrease in goowill (�,6�6) (677)

Increase in other non-current

financial assets �,980 –

Decrease in other non-current assets (�,980) –

Total assets 37,597 37,851

Increase in deferred tax liabilities 6,453 ��,445

Increase in equity attributable to 

shareholders of Evotec AG 3�,�44 �6,406

Total liabilities and stockholder’s

equity 37,597 37,851

T€ 2006

Net Cash provided by (used in) investing activities

previously reported �6,080

Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities, 

as restated ��,355
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(5) Use restrictions on the Company’s technology 

Evotec was subject to certain restrictions concerning technologies arising in the course of its cooperations 
with Glaxo SmithKline (GSK) and Novartis. 

A fourth amendment to the contract with GSK, entered into in May �00�, allows Evotec through its Instrument 
Business, sold effective January �, �007, to sell detection systems and liquid handling devices, which have a 
restricted throughput of compounds per day. As part of the amendment, GSK grants Evotec the right to enter 
into other collaborative agreements with two additional funding partners. 
 
Pursuant to its agreement with Novartis, Evotec is obligated to pay royalties equal to 5% of qualifying revenue 
to Novartis for a period of ten years. This obligation terminates on March �6, �008. The Company has recorded 
related royalty expenses of T€ 53 and T€ 3� in �007 and �006, respectively. 

Evotec was subject to certain restrictions concerning intellectual property arising in the course of its collabo-
ration with Takeda. During the period of Takeda’s exclusive access to Evotec’s target database, Evotec will  
not grant access to the target database to any third party for purposes of exploration in the field of neuro- 
degenerative disease. This exclusivity period access has ended on August �8, �007. 

(6) Cash and cash equivalents and investments 

Of December 3�, �007 and �006, an amount of T€ �75 and T€ �75, respectively of cash and cash equivalents 
was pledged as security. 

Investments in mutual funds, which invest in debt instruments to manage the fund investors’ liquidity, 
including debt instruments with a maturity beyond three months, are reported as current investments and 
carried at cost that approximates their fair value. Those investments are classified as available-for-sale 
financial assets.

(7) Trade accounts receivables 

The Company has assessed the non-payment risk of all trade accounts receivables which resulted in an 
allowance of T€ 55 and T€ ��3 in �007 and �006, respectively. There are no use restrictions on trade 
accounts receivable. 

T€
April 1, 2007  

Carrying Amount
April 1, 2007  

Fair Value

Cash and cash equivalents 33� 33�

Investments �8,583 �8,583

Developed Technology – �00

Other assets 3,884 3,884

Other current liabilities (773) (�,484)

Accounts payable (�86) (�86)

Net assets 21,740 21,129

Less cash and cash equivalents  

acquired – (33�)

Less fair values of shares issued – (��,��9)

Cash Inflow (-) from acquisition – (33�)
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The aging of trade receivables at the year end was:

(8) Inventories
 
Inventories consist of the following: 

Raw materials consist of biological materials and substances as well as chemicals. Work-in-progress in �007 
and in �006 primarily consists of costs incurred on customer projects which were not completed at year  
end. The Company carries an allowance on raw materials of T€ �,58� and T€ �,360, included in the amounts 
above, as of December 3�, �007 and �006, respectively. No allowance on work-in-progress as of December 3�, 
�007 and �006 is included in the amounts above. Write-ups of previously written down inventories did not 
occur. 

(9) Other current financial assets

Other current financial assets mainly consist of the portion of the purchase price for the sale of Evotec Tech- 
nologies GmbH including their subsidiary Evotec Technologies Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio, USA, in the amount  
of T€ �,980, which is transferred to an escrow account. 

(10) Long-term Investments
 
Long-term investments consist of the following: 

On October �8, �007, Evotec acquired a 49% ownership interest in the common stock of Evotec RSIL Ltd. 
(RSIL), Maharashtra, India, which is accounted for under the equity method of accounting. The Company’s 
share of the net loss of RSIL amounted to T€ �� in �007. As of December 3�, �007, the carrying amount of 
the investment is T€ 648.

In �007, Evotec founded together with the City of Hamburg the European ScreeningPort GmbH i. Gr., Ham- 
burg, with an ownership of �9.9% interest. As of December 3�, �007 the carrying amount of the investment 
is T€ �0. This investment is classified as available-for-sale financial asset. The European ScreeningPort GmbH 
i. Gr. is still in the formation phase.

T€ 2007 2006

Not past due �,��� 5,�64

Past due 0–30 days �,353 749

Past due 3�–��0 days 644 �76

More than ��0 days 689 –

Total 4,908 6,189

T€ Dec 31, 2007 Dec 31, 2006

Raw materials �,768 �,94�

Work-in-progress 6�6 �,840

Total inventories 2,394 4,782

T€ Dec 31, 2007 Dec 31, 2006

Evotec RSIL Ltd., Maharashtra (Thane),

India 648 –

European ScreeningPort GmbH i. Gr., 

Hamburg �0 –

Total long-term investments 658 –
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In �00�, Evotec acquired a 3.88% ownership interest in the common stock of Prolysis Ltd. as part of a three 
year drug discovery agreement whereby Evotec received the shares as consideration for performing certain 
services for Prolysis. A financing round diluted Evotec’s share in Prolysis to �.38%. An additional capital 
increase of Prolysis in �006 diluted Evotec’s share in Prolysis to �.�%. Due to a warrants exercise in Novem-
ber �007 Evotec’s share in Prolysis was diluted to �.93%. The shares are held as a long-term investment  
at cost and are subject to a regular fair value impairment review, at least once a year. In December �004, the 
value of the investment was fully impaired. This impairment amounted to T€ 354 in �004. As of December 3�, 
�007 and �006, the carrying amount of the investment is T€ 0. 

In November �005, Evotec transferred their shares in Sirenade Pharmaceuticals AG to KeyNeurotek AG 
(“KeyNeurotek”), Magdeburg in return against shares in KeyNeurotek. The original investment was partly 
paid by services provided in a drug discovery agreement between Evotec and SiREEN AG. Following this 
transfer, Evotec became the holder of 98 shares in KeyNeurotek, Magdeburg, representing a shareholding in 
KeyNeurotek of 0.06%. This investment is accounted for at cost. The impairment review in �005 concluded 
that the value of the investments is uncertain and that the investment should be fully impaired, due to 
certain financial risks. As of December 3�, �007 and �006 the carrying amount of the investment is T€ 0. 

Evotec had a ��.7�% voting interest by virtue of a 65.0% investment in the common stock of DIREVO Biotech 
AG (“Direvo”), which was accounted for under the equity method of accounting. Due to the redeemable fea- 
ture of the preferred shares, the Company reduced the investment in Direvo to zero in �00�. The Company’s 
share of the net loss of Direvo amounted to T€ 0 in �007 and �006. In �007 the investment was sold. The sales 
price was T€ 500 and resulted in other income from financial assets of T€ 500.

Evotec acquired a 46.36% investment in the common stock of Vmax Ltd. (“Vmax”) on August ��, �00�, which 
was accounted for under the equity method of accounting. Due to a capital increase by Vmax in �004 the 
ownership interest of Evotec decreased from 46.36% to 30.6%. In �006, Vmax was liquidated by winding up. 
On winding up, Vmax Evotec received a partial repayment of the assets and agreed to waive the remaining 
balance of loan stock. 

The long-term investments of Evotec continue to have losses and, therefore, do not have undistributed profits. 

The Company has recorded no revenues in the ordinary course of business with the investments in Sirenade 
Pharmaceuticals AG as the predecessor of KeyNeurotek and Prolysis Ltd. in �007 and �006. No further mate- 
rial transactions with investments of the Company were recorded. 

 (11) Property, plant and equipment 

With respect to the development of property, plant and equipment, please refer to consolidated fixed asset 
movement schedule. 

The main additions in the continuing operations in �007 relate to assets acquired in the nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) field from Combinature Biopharm AG with effective date June �, �007, amounting to  
T€ 733 for machinery and equipment, T€ �47 for laboratory equipment. Upon completion of the assets 
under construction, costs are transferred into their respective fixed assets classification. Depreciation ex-
pense amounted to T€ 4,595 and T€ 5,00� in �007 and �006, respectively. 

The Pilot Plant cash generating unit located in Abingdon, United Kingdom was tested for impairment in �004 
according to IAS 36 due to underutilized capacities identified. The Pilot Plant cash generating unit was reas- 
sessed for impairment in �006, with the result that no further impairment, nor any reversal of impairment,  
is deemed necessary. The Pilot Plant cash generating unit has been allocated to the Service Division and was 
part of the discontinued operations sold to Aptuit (Edingburgh) Limited (Aptuit) effective November 30, �007.
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Laboratory premises in Abingdon, United Kingdom were also tested for impairment. The laboratory premises 
have been allocated to the Services Division. During the asset impairment review, as permitted under IAS 36, 
management estimated the asset impairment using a method based on the physical usage of the laboratory 
premises. This has resulted in a partial reversal of T€ 593 in continuing operations in �006 of the previously 
recognized asset impairment. The asset impairment review in �007 resulted in a partial reversal of T€ 589 
which was allocated to continuing operations. This is reflected as reversal of impairment in the consolidated 
statements of operations for the period January � to December 3�, �007.

The net book values included in the fixed assets, which are held under finance leases, relate to plant and 
machinery as well as fixture and fittings of T€ �,�39 and T€ �7 as of December 3�, �007 and T€ �,859  
and T€ 50 as of December 3�, �006, respectively. The related depreciation amounts to T€ 908 and T€ 33  
in �007, T€ 7�� and T€ 3� in �006, respectively. 

(12) Other intangible assets and goodwill 

With respect to the development of intangible assets and goodwill please refer to consolidated fixed asset 
movement schedule. 

The main additions in the continuing operations in �007 relate to intangible assets acquired in the nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) field from Combinature Biopharm AG with effective date June �, �007, amount-
ing to T€ �37. Amortization expense of intangible assets from continuing operations amounted to T€ �,589 
and T€ 3,�56 in �007 and �006, respectively. The customer lists acquired through the acquisition of ENS in 
�005 have remaining years of amortization as of December 3�, �007 of approximately 0.� years. 

The developed technologies acquired in a business combination are not amortized until they are likely to 
generate benefits. The developed technologies from the acquisition of ENS Holdings Inc. with a carrying 
amount of T€ 38,5�8 at December 3�, �006 as part of continuing operations was tested for impairment on 
the annual designated test date of October 3�, �007. The impairment test is based on a discounted cash 
flow model by using the assumptions of the Mid Range Plan (MRP) for �008 to �0��, together with a termi- 
nal value calculation to determine a value for the cash generating projects. The discount rate considering  
the risks and rewards of the activities used in the impairment test was ��.�%. As a result of that test, the Com- 
pany concluded that an impairment is deemed necessary in the amount of T€ 3,��6.

The developed technology from the acquisition of Neuro3d effective April �, �007 in the amount of T€ �00 
was fully impaired in �007.

The goodwill for Evotec (Scotland) Ltd, Glasgow, UK (Evotec (Scotland)) amounted to T€ �85 as of December 
3�, �006 which was fully allocated to the Services Division. The goodwill associated with Evotec (Scotland) 
was assessed as part of the annual impairment review under IAS 36 and found not to be impaired in �006. 
Evotec (Scotland) was sold to Aptuit, effective November 30, �007.
 
Goodwill from the acquisition of Oxford Asymmetry International plc, with a carrying amount of T€ 38,5�7 
and T€ 48,864 at December 3�, �007 and �006, respectively, has been allocated to the Services Division. 
The Company has tested its Services Division for impairment on the annual designated test date of October 
3�, �007. The impairment test is based on a discounted cash flow model by using the assumptions of the Mid 
Range Plan for �008 to �0��, together with a terminal value growth rate of �%. The pre-tax discount rate con- 
sidering the risks and rewards of the activities used in the impairment test were in the range of �3.6% to �4.7%.  
As a result of that test, the Company concluded that an impairment in the amount of T€ 5,8�9 was due 
for the goodwill carried as of that date which is reported in continuing operations. In �006, the impairment 
review resulted in an impairment of T€ 6,560 which was part of the Chemical Development Business and is 
reported retrospectively in discontinued operations. 
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In May �005 the Company acquired ENS Holdings, Inc. which resulted in goodwill in the amount of T€ 46� 
which is also the carrying amount at December 3�, �007. The goodwill has been allocated to the Pharma-
ceuticals Division in continuing operations. The Company has tested the cash generating unit for impairment 
on the annual designated test date of October 3�, �007. As a result of this test, the Company concluded that 
no impairment has to be recorded in �007 and �006.

The total amount of foreign exchange differences related to goodwill denominated in a foreign currency 
amounted to T€ 3,833 and T€ �,�98 in �007 and �006, respectively and are recorded directly in equity. 

(13) Other non-current financial assets 

Other non-current financial assets in �006 mainly consist of the portion of the purchase price for the sale of 
Evotec Technologies GmbH, Duesseldorf, including its subsidiary Evotec Technologies Inc. located in Cincinnati, 
Ohio, USA, which was transferred to an escrow account in the amount of T€ �,980. This amount was also 
reflected in the other non-current liabilities as of December 3�, �006, because the sale became effective on 
January �, �007. As of December 3�, �007 the escrow account in the amount of T€ �,980 is classified to 
other current financial assets.

 
 (14) Discontinued operations 

In the third quarter �007 the Company signed an agreement with Aptuit for the disposition of Evotec (Scot- 
land) Ltd as well as a part of Evotec (UK) Ltd, which forms the Chemical Development Business. The sales 
price amounts to T€ 4�,476. It was paid in cash in two portions amounting to T€ �,680 on September �9, 
�007 and T€ 4�,�78 on November 30, �007. An anticipated purchase price adjustment on the basis of a work- 
ing capital adjustment is expected to amount to T€ 38�, to be offset and paid by the Company. The sale re- 
sulted in a gain of T€ �5,��7. This disposition was consummated in the fourth quarter �007. The activities of 
the business are included in discontinued operations for all periods presented in the statements of operations.

In �006, the Company signed a purchase agreement for the sale of Evotec Technologies GmbH, Duesseldorf, 
for T€ �4,�47. Evotec Technologies GmbH made up the Instruments Business. This purchase became effec- 
tive as of January �, �007. The main portion of T€ ��,�67 was already paid on December �9, �006. The pur- 
chase price was decreased in �007 in the amount of T€ �6�. This amount was paid in cash by the Company  
in �007. The last portion in the amount of T€ �,980 will be received in �008. This transaction resulted in a 
gain of T€ ��,�65. The assets and liabilities classified as held for sale as of December 3�, �006 are valued 
at the lower of cost or market, and operations in �006 was presented as discontinued. 
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The assets and liabilities reflecting the Evotec Technologies Instrument Business shown in the consolidated 
balance sheet as of December 3�, �006 are classified as held for sale, and related to the following: 

The condensed cash flows of the discontinued operations are as follows: 

(15) Long-term loans 

On December �7, �007, the Company has entered into a T€ 3,000 loan agreement with a bank of which  
T€ 3,000 is outstanding at December 3�, �007. This loan carries a variable interest rate of �.�5% over six 
month EURIBOR per annum and is repayable in total on December �0, �009.

On December �9, �007, EVOTEC NeuroSciences GmbH (ENS) entered into a T€ 3,000 loan agreement with  
a bank of which T€ 3,000 is outstanding at December 3�, �007. The loan carries a variable interest rate of 
�.�% over six months EURIBOR per annum and is repayable in one bullet payment at maturity in �0��. ENS 
has pledged potential future cash flows from commercialisation of certain assets vis-à-vis the bank to secure 
repayment of the loan.

Further the ENS has entered in �006 into a T€ 5,000 loan agreement with a bank of which T€ 4,375 is out- 
standing at December 3�, �007 (�006: T€ 5,000). This loan carries a fixed interest rate of 5.4% per annum 
and is repayable in semi-annual installments of T€ 6�5 starting on December 3�, �007 and ending on 
December 3�, �0��. ENS has pledged potential future cash flows from commercialisation of certain assets 
vis-à-vis the bank to secure repayment of the loan. 

T€ Dec 31, 2006

Current assets:

– Cash and cash equivalents �,�68

– Trade accounts receivables 3,76�

– Inventories 6,93�

– Prepaid expenses and other current assets  6�8

Total current assets 13,479

Non-current assets:

– Property, plant and equipment �,034

– Intangible assets, excluding goodwill 3,9�6

– Goodwill 695

Total non-current assets 6,645

Assets classified as held for sale 20,124

Current liabilities:

– Current portion of finance lease obligations �94

– Trade accounts payable �,089

– Advanced payments received 856

– Provisions �,755

– Deferred revenues �,�4�

– Current tax payables 4�8

– Other current liabilities 395

Total current liabilities 6,948

Non-current liabilities:

– Long-term finance lease obligations 87

Total non-current liabilities 87

Liabilities classified as held for sale 7,035

T€ Dec 31, 2007 Dec 31, 2006

Net cash provided by operating activities �,733 6,833

Net cash used in investing activities (�,�6�) (5,4��)

Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities (844) (�68)

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents (272) 1,144
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On May �8, �005 Evotec entered into an unsecured loan of T€ 569. The loan is repayable in equal install-
ments over a period of three years and carries an interest rate of �.�% over three months Euro LIBOR. At 
December 3�, �007 the total balance of the loan still outstanding was T€ 47 (�006: T€ �38).

A further loan facility of T€ 5,8�� was agreed on the same date. It was repaid in full during �006. This loan 
was then re-negotiated and a loan facility of T€ �,970 was agreed on March �9, �006. This loan is contracted 
to Evotec (UK) Ltd for the purpose of group financing. At December 3�, �006 T€ 80� had been drawn down 
against this facility by Evotec (Scotland) an eligible party to the loan and former subsidiary of Evotec. The loan 
was due for repayment in full on February �8, �009. The loan was repaid as part of the transactions with 
Aptuit. 

Evotec (Scotland), sold to Aptuit, effective November 30, �007, had total loan fundings of T€ �,006 at the 
balance sheet date �006. The loans were repayable in installments through �009. In �006 the current year 
maturities included a loan in Evotec (Scotland) of T€ 74. The loan was repaid as part of the transactions  
with Aptuit.

On February 4, �003, the Evotec (UK) Ltd entered into a loan agreement with another bank for the amount  
of T€ �,937 which was secured by a charge on buildings and chattels in the United Kingdom and of which  
T€ 0 and T€ �,36� is still outstanding as per December 3�, �007 and �006, respectively. The loan carried  
an interest rate of �.35% over three months Euro LIBOR per annum and was repayable in equal installments 
over a period of five years. The loan was repaid in full in �007 as the assets against which the loan was 
secured were sold unencumbered as part of the transaction with Aptuit.

In July �00�, the Company entered into a T€ 5,000 loan agreement with a bank of, which T€ 0 and T€ �,�77 
was utilized and outstanding as per December 3�, �007 and �006, respectively. This loan carried a fixed 
interest rate of 5.84% per annum and was repaid in monthly installments of T€ ��6 (interest and repayment), 
starting on August 3�, �005 and ending on June 30, �007. This loan was secured by certain fixed assets.  
The net book values of those assets amounted T€ 0 as of December 3�, �006.

In February �998, the Company entered into a T€ 5,��3 loan agreement with a bank of which T€ 0 is out-
standing at the balance sheet date �006. This loan carried a fixed interest rate of 5% per annum and was 
repayable in semi-annual installments of T€ 3�0 ending on September 30, �006. 

At the year end �007, Evotec met all covenants under the various loan agreements described above. 

The annual maturities of these debts are as follows: 

Non-current loans and borrowings:

T€ 

�008 �,�97

�009 4,�50

�0�0 �,�50

�0�� 6�5

�0�� 3,000

Therafter –

Total 10,422

T€ 2007 2006

Secured bank loans 6,��5 6,�74

Unsecured bank loans 3,000 ���

9,125 6,296
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Current loans and borrowings:

The currency structure of loans is as follows: T€ �0,375 in Euro and T€ 47 in GBP. The Evotec interest rates 
are 50% fixed rates and the rest mainly on a variable interest rate basis of �.�5% to �.�% per annum over 
three to six month EURIBOR.

The Company maintains lines of credit totaling T€ �,84� and T€ �,�96 to finance its short-term capital 
requirements, of which the entire balance is available as of December 3�, �007 and December 3�, �006, 
respectively. These lines of credit provide for borrowings at various interest rates and have various expiration 
dates as well as no stated expiration date. 

The fair value of the long-term loans is equal to the notional amounts as of December 3�. As of December 
3�, �006 the fair value amounted to T€ 5,547. The interest rate used for determining the fair value for �006 
was 4.3%.

(16) Finance lease obligations 

Liabilities under finance leases are recognized as financial obligations and the leased assets are capitalized. 
These assets consist of laboratory equipment. The Company is obligated under finance leases of T€ �,�39 
and T€ 3,0�4 as of December 3�, �007 and �006, respectively that expire at various dates during the next 
five years. 

Those finance leases include property, plant and equipment. The future minimum lease payments under 
finance leases are as follows: 

The split into current and non-current finance lease obligations are as follows: 

The fair value of the long-term finance lease obligation is equal to the notional amounts as of December 3�, 
�007. As of December 3�, �006 the fair value amounted to T€ �,7�7. The interest rate used for determining 
the fair value for �006 was 4.3%.

The expiration of the fair value is as follows: 

T€ Capital Interest Total

�008 539 50 589

�009 356 �6 38�

�0�0 ��� �� �34

�0�� 99 4 �03

�0�� �3 � �4

Total principal payable on finance leases 1,239 93 1,332

T€ 2007 2006

Current portion of finance lease liabilities 539 �,�97

Non-current portion of finance lease liabilities 700 �,8�7

1,239 3,024

T€ 2007 2006

Current portion of secured bank loans �,�50 �,3��

Current portion of unsecured 

bank loans 47 �64

1,297 2,586

T€ 2006

�–5 years �,7�7

More than 5 years –

1,727
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(17) Provisions
 
The provisions consist of the following: 

The following table summarizes the provisions recorded during �007: 

As of December 3�, �007, other provisions mainly consist of provisions with regard to the acquisition of 
Neuro3d (T€ 7��) as well as a provision for social security claims (T€ 55). The provision for personnel costs 
may differ from the actual amounts due to the fact that the actual percentage of the variable portion of the 
remuneration may differ from the estimates. The estimated accrual for the contingent consideration may 
differ from the actual amounts payable due to the fact, that the agreed performance targets are either not 
met or are exceeded. The actual consumption of the accrued lease expenses may vary from the estimated if 
the lease period changes. 

An amount of T€ �,0�6 as per December 3�, �007 (�006: T€ �,653) is expected to be paid after one year 
and therefore is shown under non-current provisions. This amount mainly derives from accrued lease 
expenses. The fair values of those non-current liabilities as of December 3�, �007 amount to T€ 5�8 (�006: 
T€ �,045).

 (18) Other current liabilities 

In �007 the other current liabilities mainly consist of outstanding social security. In �006 other current lia- 
bilities mainly consist of the purchase price already received for the sale of Evotec Technologies GmbH 
effective January �, �007 in the amount of T€ ��,�67. This purchase price was subject to adjustments due  
to contractual agreements after the balance sheet date. The purchase price decreased by T€ �6� in �007. 

(19) Income taxes 

Income taxes comprise the current taxes (paid or owed) on income in the individual countries as well as the 
deferred taxes for the continuing and discontinued operations. For the calculation of current taxes, tax rates 
are used which are applicable on the balance sheet date. For the deferred taxes, tax rates are used which for 
the expected period of re-version are enacted or substantively enacted at the balance sheet date. 

T€ Dec 31, 2007 Dec 31, 2006

Bonus accruals �,669 �,553

Contingent considerations – �,00�

Accrued lease expenses 953 �,57�

Accrued vacation 6�8 57�

Other provisions �,889 �,�88

Total provisions 6,139 6,885

T€ Jan 1, 2007 Consumption Disposal
Foreign

exchange
Discontinued

Operations Additions Dec 31, 2007

Personnel expenses 3,��4 �,458 3�� (8�) (8�) 3,�05 3,�97

Contingent considerations �,00� 9�6 – (86) – – –

Accrued lease expenses �,57� 95 3�6 (�35) (�36) �64 953

Other provisions �,�88 538 3� (73) (8) �,35� �,889

Total 6,885 4,007 658 (375) (326) 4,620 6,139
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Loss before income taxes is attributable to the following geographic regions for the years ended December 3�, 
�007 and �006: 

Income tax benefit (expense) for the years ended December 3�, �007 and �006 is as follows: 

The tax rate in the UK for the years ended December 3�, �007 and �006 amounted to 30%. For the years 
ended December 3�, �007 and �006, the actual combined German federal corporation income and trade tax 
rate amounted to 40.38%. In July �007 a tax rate change was enacted in Germany for periods starting after 
�007. For periods starting on April �, �008 a tax rate change was enacted in �007 in UK. The tax rate for UK 
will change to �8% and the combined German tax rate will change to 3�.�8%. 

The income tax benefit differs from the expected income tax benefit determined using the combined German 
tax rate of 40.38% as follows: 

T€ 2007 2006

Germany (3�,935) (30,0�7)

Foreign �6,555 (�,853)

Total (15,380) (31,880)

T€ 2007 2006

Current taxes:

– Germany (38) (804)

– Foreign (38�) (�4)

Total current taxes (419) (818)

Deferred taxes:

– Germany 6,453 4,99�

– Foreign (�,8�0) �

Total deferred taxes 4,643 4,993

Total income tax benefit 4,224 4,175

T€ 2007 2006

Expected income tax benefit 6,��0 ��,873

Non-deductible goodwill impairment (�,350) (�,649)

R&D tax credits �,8�9 �,8�4

Ohter permanent differences 4,057 –

Foreign tax differential 3,099 503

Change in recognition of deferred

tax assets (9,��5) (9,5�4)

Tax rate change ��4 –

Other 490 �,�38

Actual income tax benefit 4,224 4,175
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Deferred income tax assets and liabilities calculated with the enacted tax rate of 3�.�8% as of December 3�, 
�007 and 40.38 % as of December 3�, �006 relate to the following: 

Net deferred tax liabilities are recognized in the balance sheets as of December 3�, �007 and �006, in the 
amount of T€ �,597 and T€ 6,453, respectively. 

For the years ended December 3�, �007 and �006, Evotec recorded additional valuation allowances with 
respect to tax benefits of tax losses carried forward of T€ 3,436 and T€ 8,398, respectively. The valuation 
allowances on the Company’s deferred tax assets are not recorded to the extent it is probable that such  
tax benefits would be realized in future years. Evotec has not generated taxable income in Germany since  
the start of operations and does not expect to in the foreseeable future. The rationale behind the valuation 
allowances is based on the potentially unlikely prospect of generating taxable income and, to a significant 
extent, the questionable nature, availability and benefit of the tax losses carried forward generated in 
Germany prior to material equity transactions in the past. Tax losses carried forward for Germany of  
T€ �77,�3�, France of T€ 40,�80 and the UK of T€ 5,573 do not expire. The German tax losses carried 
forward can only be offset against an amount of 60% of future taxable income after exceeding a fully 
deductible amount of T€ �,000 per year. 

The tax rate change in UK has led to a deferred tax income in the amount of T€ ��4. Due to the whole 
valuation allowance on the deferred taxes in Germany the tax rate change in Germany did not lead to an 
effect on the deferred taxes in Germany.

Deferred taxes are accounted for as tax expenses or income in the statements of operations unless they 
relate to items included in equity in which case they are accounted for as part of equity. 

(20) Stock-based compensation 

The shareholders’ meeting on June 7, �999 established a stock option plan (“Option Plan �999”) and 
authorized the granting of stock options for up to �,466,600 shares. The plan is subject to certain restrictions 
regarding the number of stock awards that may be granted in a year and the allocation of the grants to 
members of the Management Board, other key management personnel and all other employees. The annual 
shareholders’ meeting in �000 and �00� provided for the authorization of additional 949,000 and 
�,��9,600 stock options, respectively. 

Under the terms of the plan, each option entitles the holder to purchase one share of the Company’s stock 
within ten years of the grant date at a set strike price. For all options granted in �999, the strike price was  
the price of the initial public offering of € �3.00 (€ 6.50 after stock split). Options granted in �000 and �00� 
can be exercised at a strike price equal to the closing price of the shares or at a strike price equal to the 
closing price of the shares plus 5% on the trading day before the option was granted. Options have a graded 

T€ 2007 2006

Deferred tax assets:

– Loss carry forward 68,8�4 65,388

– Intangible assets – �,0��

– Other �60 �,456

Total 68,984 68,866

Non-recognition of deferred tax assets (54,�00) (5�,7�7)

Total deferred tax assets 14,884 16,149

Deferred tax liabilities:

– Property, plant and equipment 3,498 4,740

– Intangible assets ��,485 �7,396

– Undistributed subsidiaries earnings 469 79

– Other �,0�9 387

Total deferred tax liabilities 16,481 22,602

Deferred tax liabilities, net 1,597 6,453
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vesting: a maximum of one-third of which can be exercised at the earliest after two years, a maximum of 
further two-thirds after three years and all remaining awarded options after four years. Options can only be 
exercised within certain specified two weeks period starting on the third day after one of the following events: 
(i) release of the quarterly results, (ii) annual press conference on the financial statements, or (iii) annual 
shareholders’ meeting of the Company. The options can only be exercised if the stock price exceeds the strike 
price by at least 5%. 

The terms of the stock option plan further provide: a grant of options is allowed if the average closing price  
of the Company’s stock has increased by at least 30% when comparing the last quarter of the last business 
year before the grant with the last quarter of the preceding year. The Supervisory Board, however, has the 
authority to override this restriction and to authorize the granting of options to employees if such a decision 
is considered necessary for the interests of the Company. 

The shareholders’ meeting on June 7, �005 and on May 30, �007 established new stock option plans 
(“Option Plan �005 and �007”) and authorized the granting of stock options for up to �,74�,48� and 
�,�40,000 shares in �006 and in �007, respectively. The plans are subject to certain restrictions regarding 
the number of stock awards that may be granted in a year and the allocation of the grants to members  
of the Management Board, other key management personnel and all other employees. Within one calendar 
year, no more than 40% of these options shall be granted. 

Each option entitles the holder to purchase one share of the Company’s stock at a strike price equal to the 
price of one share at the time of the grant of the option. Options can be exercised after a vesting period of 
three years after the date of their grant but no later than six years after the respective grant. The Option Plan 
�005 and �007 stipulates an exercise hurdle of a 33% price increase against the share price at the time of 
granting. The option holder may exercise his options only if this hurdle is achieved on the day three years 
after the respective date of granting. In case the hurdle is not achieved, the same increase after four or five 
years, respectively, would make the options exercisable. 

Options under the Option Plan �005 and �007 can only be exercised within the specific two weeks period 
relevant also to the other option programmes. 

Through the acquisition of ENS Holdings, Inc. in �005 the Company acquired a stock option plan under 
which shares in the amount of 3�3,749 were granted on the date of consolidation May �6, �005. Under the 
terms of the plan, each share which has to be treated as an option entitles the holder to receive one share  
of the Evotec AG’s stock until April or November �0�4 at a set strike price of zero. The corresponding new 
shares are being held in escrow and are released by an individually set amount every quarter as well as on 
achievement of individual milestones. 

Stock options in the amount of 54�,307 held by employees of Evotec Technologies continue to be valid after 
Evotec sold this company to PerkinElmer effective January �, �007. Through the disposal of the Chemical 
Development Business to Aptuit effective November 30, �007 an amount of 3�5,7�6 stock options continue 
to be valid. Those transactions were recognized as accelerated vesting.
 
A summary of the status of the plans as of December 3�, �007 and �006, and the changes during the years 
then ended is presented as follows: 
 

pcs. and € per share Options

2007
Weighted average 

exercise price Options

2006
Weighted average  

exercise price

Outstanding at beginning of the year 3,74�,674 6.0� 3,��6,635 6.78

Options granted 595,000 3.38 8�8,�96 3.30

Options exercised (63,6�6) �.3� (90,694) �.�5

Options forfeited (�7,365) ��.6� (33,��4) �7.66

Options waived (re-issueable) (��3,646) 6.�4 (78,349) 7.3�

Outstanding at end of the year 4,033,047 5.63 3,742,674 6.0�

Thereof exercisable �,959,450 8.�7 �,7��,547 9.33
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A summary of the stock options outstanding as of December 3�, �007 is as follows: 

Evotec’s stock option plans result in unearned compensation, a component of stockholders’ equity amount-
ing to T€ 953 and T€ �,3�� as of December 3�, �007 and �006, respectively. The Company recognized 
compensation expense in �007 and �006 for all options totaling T€ �,0�4 and T€ �,��7, respectively, which 
was reflected as operating costs and expenses in the consolidated statements of operations. 

The fair value of each option grant was estimated on the date of grant for the fiscal years ended December 
3�, �007, �006 and �005 using a binomial model with the following assumptions: 

The expected dividend yield is zero, the expected remaining life 6 years in all models. 

(21) Stockholders’ equity 

On December 3�, �007, there are 73,868,447 shares issued and outstanding with a nominal amount of  
Euro � per share including converted ENS options held in escrow. Furthermore, authorized but unissued 
shares consist of a conditional capital (bedingtes Kapital) of 7,�99,380 shares available with respect to the 
stock option plan and an approved capital (genehmigtes Kapital), of 36,849,564 shares. A capital increase 
out of the conditional capital in the amount of �69,3�9 shares in connection with the share options has  
not yet been registered in the trade register. As of balance sheet date, the Company holds �4,69� treasury 
shares for the remuneration of the Supervisory Board. 

At the annual shareholders’ meeting on June 7, �005, the Management Board of the Company was also 
authorized to issue up to �6,�43,506 shares for cash or contributions in kind. In addition conditional capital 
had been authorized in the amount of �,74�,48� shares. 

Effective April �7, �006, the Company increased its stockholders’ equity by issuing 5,��8,70� new shares 
against cash out of the approved capital (genehmigtes Kapital). The price per share amounted to € 3.55. 
Relating transaction costs in the amount of T€ 7�7 were recognized.

May 29, 2007 Dec 17, 2007

Risk-free interest rate in % 4.39 4.�9

Volatility in % 4�.4 4�.7

Fluctuation in % 5.0 �5.0

Price range in Euro 3.50–3.68 �.64

Fair value per option �.35–�.55 0.9�

Jan 6, 2004 Nov 18, 2004 Mar 4, 2005 Mar 7, 2005

Risk-free interest rate in % 3.8� 3.30 3.3� 3.3�

Volatility in % 67.� 55.6 58.4 58.4

Fluctuation in % �0.0 �0.0 �0.0 �0.0

Price range in Euro 5.97 �.5�–�.65 0.00 3.6�

Fair value per option �.89–3.35 �.��–�.3� �.87–�.90 �.59–�.8�

July 11, 2005 Aug 30, 2005 Dec 16, 2005 June 7, 2006 Nov 6, 2006

Risk-free interest rate in % �.85 �.79 3.�4 3.95 3.68

Volatility in % 56.4 49.� 34.8 45.� 50.5

Fluctuation in % �0.0 �0.0 �0.0 �0.0 �0.0

Price range in Euro �.8� �.7�–�.80 �.59–�.73 3.�9 3.49–3.66

Fair value per option �.30–�.48 �.09–�.�3 0.84–0.98 �.�� �.47–�.73

 Outstanding
pcs.

Exercisable
pcs.

Weighted average 
remaining 

contractual life
years

Weighted average
exercise price
e per share

Range of exercise price   �.66 – 3.66 e per share �,765,56� 69�,965 5.56 �.98

Range of exercise price   5.97 – 6.80 e per share 887,075 887,075 4.�5 6.53

Range of exercise price  �0.�5 – ��.48 e per share 47,�50 47,�50 3.93 ��.48

Range of exercise price        �4.30 e per share 333,�60 333,�60 �.90 �4.30
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At the annual shareholders’ meeting on June 8, �006, the Management Board of the Company was author-
ized to issue up to 33,986,558 shares for cash or contributions in kind. 

Effective May 8, �007, the Company increased its stockholders’ equity by issuing 5,7�6,0�� new shares 
against contributions in kind out of the approved capital (genehmigtes Kapital) to be used as consideration 
for the acquisition of Neuro3d S.A. The price per share amounted to € 3.69.

At the annual shareholders’ meeting on May �9, �007, the Management Board of the Company was author-
ized to issue up to 36,849,564 shares for cash or contributions in kind. Under German law, the shareholders 
of a stock corporation may empower the Management Board to issue shares in a specified aggregate 
nominal value not exceeding 50% of the issued share capital at the time of the shareholder vote, in the form 
of approved capital (genehmigtes Kapital). The authorization expires on June 7, �0��.

(22) Segment information 

Segmentation is performed on the basis of risks and opportunities; recognition is based on the internal 
organization and management structure as well as on internal management reporting. Therefore the 
Company’s primary segments after giving effect to the discontinuation of operations are: (i) Pharmaceuticals 
Division, and (ii) Services Division. 
(i)  The Pharmaceuticals Division is specialized in finding new treatments for diseases of the Central 

Nervous System (CNS). It is engaged in selected research and development activities to develop com-
pounds for outlicensing. The strategic objective of this division is to generate or augment proprietary 
intellectual property that can provide the Company with additional long-term upside through more 
significant milestones and royalties. 

(ii)  The Services Division provides integrated contract research support in drug discovery and development 
to a large group of global customers. It provides innovative and integrated solutions including assay 
development, screening through and medicinal chemistry. 

Net sales and operating expenses in the segments include both sales to customers and inter-segment trans- 
fers, which are priced to recover cost plus an appropriate profit margin according to the at arms length 
principle. 

Revenues in the consolidated statements of operations are differentiated by products and by services. This 
definition is close to the definition used in the segment reporting. Differences between the revenue splits  
are mainly due to product deliveries from our service unit, which are reported in the Services segment.
 
The accounting policies of the segments are equivalent to those described in the summary of significant 
accounting policies (see Note �). 
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The following represents segment data of the Company’s primary segments for the year ended Decem- 
ber 3�, �007: 

Year ended December 31, 2007

T€
Pharmaceuticals  

Division
Services 
Division

Not  
allocated

Total  
2007

Revenues:

– Drug discover products and technologies – �� – ��

– Drug discovery services 89� 3�,��3 (�4�) 3�,873

Total revenues 891 32,235 (241) 32,885

Costs of revenue:

– Drug discover products and technologies – 7 – 7

– Drug discovery services 58 �4,9�7 (��0) �4,855

Total costs of revenue 58 24,924 (120) 24,862

Gross profit 833 7,311 (121) 8,023

Research and development expenses 35,3�� �,05� (434) 36,938

Selling, general and administrative expenses 6,970 �0,898 (6�) �7,806

Amortization of intangible assets �,47� ��7 – �,589

Impairment of goodwill – 5,8�9 – 5,8�9

Impairment of intangible assets 3,3�6 – – 3,3�6

Reversal of impairment – (589) – (589)

Restructuring expense – 356 – 356

Restructuring income – – – –

Other operating expenses �,744 �,�74 (�,953) �,065

Other operating income (�,87�) (�,407) �,��6 (�,�6�)

Operating loss (47,119) (11,208) 212 (58,115)

Interest income – – �,960 �,960

Interest expense – – (483) (483)

Loss from equity investments – – (��) (��)

Other income from financial assets – – 5�8 5�8

Foreign currency exchange gain (loss), net – – �,578 �,578

Other non-operating expense (�0) – – (�0)

Other non-operating income 39� 85 (307) �69

Net loss before taxes (46,748) (11,123) 3,466 (54,405)

Total assets 48,�36 64,834 94,808 �07,878

Total liabilities ��,754 ��,339 �3,�3� 37,3�5

Capital expenditures 796 �,496 ��8 3,4�0
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The following represents segment data of the Company’s primary segments for the year ended December 3�, 
�006: 

Not allocated to the Pharmaceuticals and Services Division are cash and current investments (�007:  
T€ 93,676, �006: T€ 78,7�3) as well as loans and finance leases (�007: T€ ��,66�, �006: T€ ��,906) and 
other assets and liabilities including taxes. Depreciation included in the operating loss of Pharmaceuticals 
Division and the Services Division, amounts to T€ 560 and T€ 4,460 in �007, respectively (�006: T€ 466  
and T€ 4,55�, respectively). 
 
The Company’s secondary segment split is based on geographical aspects. Revenues from continuing  
operations can be split based on customers’ locations, in the following geographical regions:    

Total assets of T€ �67,664 and T€ ��0,40� are located in foreign countries (primarily the U.K.) and the 
remaining amounts of T€ 40,��4 and T€ �3�,7�� are located in Germany as of December 3�, �007 and 
�006, respectively. Capital expenditures of the continuing operations in the amount of T€ �,09� and  
T€ �,059 have been made in foreign countries (primarily the U.K.) and the remaining amounts of T€ �,3�9 
and T€ �,484 are in Germany as of December 3�, �007 and �006, respectively. Long-lived assets of  
T€ 50,985 and T€ 76,809 are located in foreign countries (primarily the U.K.) and the remaining amounts  
of T€ 45,05� and T€ 57,857 are in Germany as of December 3�, �007 and �006, respectively. 

Year ended December 31, 2006

T€
Pharmaceuticals  

Division
Services 
Division

Not  
allocated

Total
2007

Revenues:

– Drug discover products and technologies – �� – ��

– Drug discovery services 3,�98 37,530 (�65) 40,563

Total revenues 3,198 37,542 (165) 40,575

Costs of revenue:

– Drug discover products and technologies – 5 – 5

– Drug discovery services 443 �6,409 (50 �6,80�

Total costs of revenue 443 26,414 (50) 26,807

Gross profit 2,755 11,128 (115) 13,768

Research and development expenses �8,�0� �,666 (46�) 30,307

Selling, general and administrative expenses 4,033 9,943 �,053 �5,0�9

Amortization of intangible assets 3,�89 67 – 3,�56

Impairment of intangible assets – (593) – (593)

Other operating expenses – �85 – �85

Operating loss (32,569) (1,240) (707) (34,516)

Interest income – – �,�7� �,�7�

Interest expense – – (578) (578)

Other income from financial assets – – 5 5

Foreign currency exchange gain (loss), net – – (��8) (��8)

Other non-operating expense – – (�80) (�80)

Other non-operating income 3�8 �74 (47) 555

Net loss before taxes (32,241) (966) (464) (33,671)

Total assets 66,5�0 93,05� 83,55� �43,��3

Total liabilities 7,637 �6,753 50,4�3 74,803

Capital expenditures 659 �,6�8 �66 3,543

Years ended December 31,  
T€ 2007 2006

Germany 5,�70 7,045

United Kingdom �,484 �,077

Rest of Europe 6,554 ��,�7�

United States �5,466 �5,783

Rest of the World 4,��� 5,498

Total 32,885 40,575
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(23) Financial instruments 

The fair value of cash and cash equivalents, investments, trade accounts receivable and trade accounts pay-
able approximate their carrying values in the consolidated financial statements due to their short-term 
nature. Financial assets are accounted for at the settlement date. The credit risk in connection with failures 
by counterparties to discharge their obligations is assessed by the Company to be immaterial. The fair  
value of debt varies from the carrying amount, if there is a difference between the underlying interest rate to 
the market interest rate. The fair value is then determined using an appropriate market interest rate. The 
Company is exposed to interest rate risk through variable interest-bearing loans and finance lease liabilities. 
These interest rate risks are deemed to not be significant. 

The Company periodically enters into derivative transactions including foreign currency forward contracts. 
The objective of these transactions is to reduce the risk of exchange rate fluctuations of the Company’s 
foreign currency denominated cash flows. Evotec does not enter into derivative transactions for trading or 
speculative purposes. As of December 3�, �007, the Company held U.S. Dollar forward contracts with  
Euro equivalent notional amounts of T€ 0 and a fair value of T€ 0 (�006: T€ �,�8� and T€ 45, respectively). 
Foreign currency contracts are carried at fair value which is determined using quoted market prices or 
discounted cash flows. The maturity for all foreign currency contracts held by the Company is short term. 
The fair value of the foreign currency contracts is included in current liabilities on December 3�, �006.  
Gains and losses from the fair value accounting related to foreign currency derivatives are included in other 
non-operating income and expense and amounted to T€ 0 and T€ 45 for the years ended December 3�, 
�007 and �006, respectively. 

The maximum exposure to credit risk for trade receivables including related parties at the year end by 
geographic region was:

Currency risks
The Company is in connection with all financial instruments recorded at December 3�, �007 significantly 
exposed to currency risks associated with the US Dollar and UK Sterling due to financial instruments held in 
currencies which are not the functional currency of Evotec. The subsidiaries of Evotec AG situated in UK, are 
additionally exposed to the currency risks associated with the Euro in relation to their functional currency. If 
the Euro had gained (lost) �0 percent against the US Dollar at December 3�, �007 the hypothetical effect on 
net income (loss) would have been T€ 776 higher (lower) (December 3�, �006: T€ �88 higher (lower)). 

Shareholders’ equity is impacted in the same amount. If the Euro had gained (lost) �0 percent against the UK 
Sterling at December 3�, �007 the hypothetical effect on net income (loss) would have been T€ 9�0 higher 
(lower) (December 3�,�006: T€ �,495 higher (lower)). Shareholders’ equity is impacted in the same amount.

Years ended December 31, 
T€ 2007 2006

Germany ��3 9�

United Kingdom 775 �,367

Rest of Europe �,098 �,768

United States �,843 �,�3�

Rest of World 308 �86

Total 5,137 6,643

                Average rate                     Reporting date rate

2007 2006 2007 2006

USD 0.7308� 0.79730 0.6794� 0.75980

GBP �.46�06 �.467�5 �.35707 �.485�6

CHF 0.60883 0.63585 0.603�4 0.6��63
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Interest rate risks
The Company is exposed to interest rate risks, mainly in Germany, France and UK due to current investments 
as well as loans and finance leases. Financial instruments with fixed interest rates are not subject to interest 
rate risks and therefore are not included in the sensitivity analysis. Financial instruments with variable 
interest rates as of December 3�, �007 are included in the sensitivity analysis for the period of their exist-
ence. If the interest rate had been �00 basis points higher (lower) at December 3�, �007 the hypothetical 
effect on net income (loss) would have been T€ 49� higher (lower) (December 3�, �006: T€ �07 higher 
(lower)). Shareholders’ equity is impacted in the same amount.

The fair values of the long-term loans and finance leases as of December 3�, �007 would have been hypo-
thetical T€ �4� lower (higher) (December 3�, �006: T€ �00 lower (higher)) if the relating interest rate used 
for determining fair values had been �00 basis points higher (lower) at December 3�, �007.

Other price risks
The Company is not exposed to any price risks associated to their financial instruments.

(24) Risks 

Liquidity risks
The Company expects that its current cash funds, together with operating revenues will be sufficient to fi- 
nance its operations for at least two to three years, depending on the various circumstances related to the 
Company’s investments and strategic development. The Company’s future cash requirements will depend on 
various factors, including its success in developing Evotec’s pipeline projects, increasing sales of both existing 
and new services, expenses associated with sales growth as well as competition and the general economic 
situation. Expenditures on internal development programs or related acquisitions of technologies or intellec-
tual property rights are likely to reduce the Company’s short-to mid-term profitability and cash reserves. The 
Company intends to reduce part of this financial exposure by entering into early stage collaboration agree-
ments, to the degree possible and advisable when trying to maximize returns. In addition, the option to improve 
the financing situation through capital increases either against cash or acquired assets, e.g. pursuant to an in 
licensing agreement, is always being considered. The Company does not intend to engage in projects or pro-
ject phases unless appropriate funding is allocated or secured. 

The Company conducts clinical trials which have a risk of failure. This might have a negative impact on the 
Company’s financial position, results of operations and cash flows. 

The Company has important collaborations with pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies within all 
operating segments. Any termination of such collaborations or failure to achieve contracted milestones would 
likely have an adverse impact on the Company’s financial position, results of operations and cash flows. 

With a high proportion of sales denominated in U.S. Dollar currency exposure creates a risk to our profitabil-
ity, in particular relative to the UK Sterling with the respect to the subsidiaries in the United Kingdom. A 
weakening of the U.S. Dollar when accompanied by a relative strengthening of the UK Sterling against the 
Euro will reduce revenues and profitability and constitutes a significant risk to the Company’s financial 
situation. The hedging activities undertaken by the Company aim to mitigate the impact on its result before 
taxation. 

Credit risks
The Company has exposure to credit risk primarily with respect to its investment in mutual funds which in-
vest in debt instruments and trade accounts receivables. The Company performs ongoing credit evaluations 
of its customers’ financial condition and maintains an appropriate allowance for uncollectible accounts re-
ceivable based upon the expected collectibility of all accounts receivable. The Company’s accounts receivables 
are generally unsecured and are not backed by collateral from its customers. None of the customers of the 
Company accounted for more than �0% of all accounts receivables in �006. In �007 one customer accounted 
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for more than �0% of all trade accounts receivables. Concentrations of credit risk with respect to trade 
accounts receivables are limited by a number of geographically diverse customers and the Company’s  
monitoring procedures. 

The Company has further expanded its customer’s base. However the two largest customers of Evotec 
combined represent more than 35% of the group revenues in continuing operations in �007 and more  
than �5% in �006. A termination of these business relations could have adverse impacts on the Com- 
pany’s financial results. 

At December 3�, �007 and �006 no guarantees were outstanding.

Market risks
Globalization and the relentless growth of the “new economies” of China and India, including their growth  
in private wealth and consumer spending, a weakening U.S. Dollar and U.S. economy, an emerging crisis in 
global capital markets and continuous reform of healthcare legislation and regulation are the dominant 
factors influencing the Company’s macro environment.

The market environment is marked by pricing pressures, originating from funding restrictions of some 
biotechnology customers and from evolving and strengthening competition in individual drug discovery 
disciplines in low cost countries. Therefore, firm cost management, continuous enhancement of capabilities 
and technologies, careful market positioning and sales from high value results-based contracts are manda-
tory. In addition, Evotec continues to explore ways to capture some of the cost advantages in countries like 
India, as exemplified in the set-up of a Joint-Venture with RSIL to improve the cost basis of the chemical 
library business.

The market environment and competitive landscape for licensing and licensed projects or individual drug 
candidates, as well as the regulatory and reimbursement environment, in general or for individual treat-
ments, might change while engaging in individual projects. The timing and commercial values of, or financial 
proceeds from partnering individual projects could therefore deviate significantly from earlier projections,  
for better or worse. While the regulatory environment has become less predictable in the recent past, in par-
ticular in the US, the market value of licensable projects and drug candidates has in general significantly 
increased.
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(25) Fair values

The fair values of financial assets and liabilities, together with the carrying amounts shown in the balance 
sheet, are as follows:

(26) Pension plan 

The Company operates a defined contribution Group Personal Pension Plan (GPPP) and makes contributions 
to employees’ own schemes. The pension charge for the year represents contributions payable by the 
Company to the fund (and to employees’ own pension schemes) and amounted to T€ 803 (�006: T€ 659). 
Contributions amounting to T€ 9� (�006: T€ �44) were payable to the fund at the year end and are included 
in provisions. The Company’s contribution rate is determined by the employees contribution and their age. 
There were no changes in the basis for such contributions during the year. The statutory retirement insur-
ances are defined as contribution plan under IAS �9, but are not included in the amounts stated above. 
 
The Company operates a pension plan for one former member of the Management Board of Evotec AG. The 
provision for this pension is calculated using the projected unit credit method in accordance with IAS �9.  
An actuarial report was prepared in �007 for this purpose. The calculations are based on assumed pension 
increases of �.75% and a usual discount rate. The discount rate reflects market conditions. Actuarial gains 
and losses are recorded using the �0% corridor method. The provision amounted to T€ �07 and T€ �0� as 
of December 3�, �007 and �006, respectively. 

The actuarial report was prepared in �006 the first time under IFRS. The resulting difference to the beginning 
balance was recorded in equity (T€ 30). 

December 31, 2007 December 31, 2006

Carrying Amount Fair value Carrying Amount Fair value

Cash and cash equivalents 37,991 37,991 58,196 58,196

Available-for-sale-financial assets

– Investments 55,685 55,685 �0,5�7 �0,5�7

– Long-term investments �0 �0 – –

Total available-for-sale-financial assets 55,695 55,695 20,527 20,527

Loans and receivables

– Trade accounts receivables 4,908 4,908 6,�89 6,�89

– Accounts receivables due from related parties ��9 ��9 454 454

– Current tax receivables 4,030 4,030 �,��7 �,��7

– Other current financial assets �,45� �,45� – –

– Other non-current financial assets 4�9 4�9 �,036 �,036

Total loans and receivables 12,037 12,037 9,806 9,806

Secured and unsecured loans

– Current maturities of long-term loans (�,�97) (�,�97) (�,586) (�,586)

– Long-term loans (9,��5) (9,��5) (6,�96) (5,547)

Total secured and unsecured loans (10,422) (10,422) (8,882) (8,133)

Finance lease liabilities 

– Current portion of finance lease obligation (539) (539) (�,�97) (�,�97)

– Long-term finance lease obligations (700) (700) (�,8�7) (�,7�7)

Total finance lease liabilities (1,239) (1,239) (3,024) (2,924)

Trade and other payables

– Trade accounts payable (�4,655) (�4,655) (��,480) (��,480)

– Accounts payable to related parties (438) (438) (4) (4)

– Current income tax payables (344) (344) – –

– Other current financial liabilities (630) (630) (�,037) (�,037)

– Other non-current financial liabilities – – (�,980) (�,980)

Total  trade and other payables (16,067) (16,067) (14,501) (14,501)

77,995 77,995 62,122 62,971

Unrecognized gain – 849
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Total expenses for the period for the defined benefit plan amounted to T€ 5 (�006: T€ ��) and consist of  
the following: 

(27) Commitments and contingencies 

(a) Operating lease obligations 
The Company leases office and laboratory space and other equipment under operating leases in accordance 
with IAS �7. The longest of these obligations extends through �0��. Certain leases contain rent increases, 
rent holidays and renewal options. The total rents due under these leases are recognized on a straight-line 
basis over the lease term. The future minimum lease payments under non-cancellable operating leases are 
approximately as follows: 

The majority of operating leases is related to rent expenses for facilities. The rent expense for such leases 
amounted to T€ �,99� and T€ �,839 for the years ended December 3�, �007 and �006, respectively. 
 
(b) Other commitments and contingencies 
The Company has entered into consultancy contracts. During �007 and �006, payments under consultancy 
contracts totaled T€ 344 and T€ ��5, respectively. The future minimum payments associated with long-term 
consultant and other miscellaneous long-term commitments total approximately T€ 460 and T€ 373 at 
December 3�, �007 and �006, respectively. 

As discussed in Note 5, the Company has certain commitments resulting from the amendments to its 
agreements with its technology funding partners.
 
The Company has given a guarantee for all the terms and conditions of a specific customer contract which 
was waived during �007. No current liabilities from this guarantee exist as of December 3�, �007 and 
December 3�, �006. 

The Company has, in the sale and purchase agreement for all the shares in Evotec Technologies GmbH, 
provided certain guarantees customary for such agreements.
 
The Company has licensed or acquired certain third party intellectual property for use in its business. Under 
these agreements, the Company is required to pay milestones, dependent on development progress and/or 
royalties and milestones dependent on present and future net income or on sublicensing fees received from 
third parties. 

The Company is not aware of any material litigation as of December 3�, �007. 

Years ended December 31, 
T€ 2007 2006

Pension liability beginning of the year �0� 9�

Current service cost – –

Interest cost 5 4

Amortization of actuarial losses – 7

Pension payments – –

Pension liability year end 107 102

T€ 

�008 3,96�

�009 �,88�

�0�0 �,794

�0�� �,793

�0�� �,79�

Thereafter �8,6�3

Total 33,835
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(28) Related party transactions 

The following Supervisory Board members and Management Team members of the Company are also 
Supervisory Board members or Management Board members in companies Evotec works with in the 
ordinary course of business, (the figures reflects the total group): 

Prof. Dr. Heinz Riesenhuber has been a member of the Supervisory Board of Altana Pharma AG, with whom 
the Company entered into service agreements as well as agreements with regard to instrument sales in the 
ordinary course of business. Revenue from these agreements in �007 and �006 amounted to T€ ��� and  
T€ �33, respectively. Accounts receivable from Altana as of December 3�, �007 and �006 amounted to T€ 4� 
and T€ �07 respectively. 

Peer Schatz is Chief Executive Officer of Qiagen N.V. From affiliates controlled by Qiagen N.V. the Company 
bought products in the amount of T€ 64 and T€ �6 in �007 and �006, respectively. The amount of payables 
to Qiagen N.V. on December 3�, �007 and �006 including VAT amounts to T€ 3 and T€ 4, respectively. 

Dr. Peter Fellner is Executive Chairman of Vernalis plc, Winnersh, UK, with whom the Company entered into a 
service agreement in the ordinary course of business. Related revenues in �007 amounted to T€ 9�� and  
the accounts receivables amounted to T€ �80 as of December 3�, �007. He is also Non-Executive Chairman 
of the Board of Directors of Astex Therapeutics Ltd., Cambridge, UK. Revenues relating to a service agreement 
amounted to T€ 585 and T€ �,�75 in �007 and �006, respectively. The amount of accounts receivables as  
of December 3�, �007 and �006 amounted to T€ 4 and T€ �9�, respectively. Dr. Peter Fellner is also Non-
Executive Member of the Board of Directors of UCB SA, with whom the company entered into a service agree-
ment in the ordinary course of business. Related revenues amounted to T€ �38 and T€ 533 in �007 and �006, 
respectively. The amount of accounts receivables as of December 3�, �007 and �006 amounted to T€ 0.
 
Dr. Hubert Birner is chairman of the Supervisory Board of Direvo Biotech AG with whom the Company en-
tered into a service agreement in the ordinary course of business. Related revenues amounted to T€ 0 in 
�007 and T€ 3 in �006. The amount of accounts receivables as of December 3�, �007 and �006 amounted 
to T€ 0. 

Dr. William J. Jenkins is Non-Executive Member of the Board of Directors of BTG plc., London, with whom the 
Company entered into a service agreement in the ordinary course of business. Related revenues amounted 
to T€ 4�4 in �007 and T€ �99 in �006 (starting with Dr. Jenkins’ membership of the Board). The amount of 
accounts receivables as of December 3�, �007 amounted to T€ 0 and T€ 57 in �006. 

The spouse of Mary Tanner is Vice Chairman of Lehman Brothers, Inc (Lehman). Lehman is representing  
and advising the Company with respect to the planned acquisition of Renovis, Inc. (since �007). The relating 
expenses amounted to T€ 47� in �007. The amount of the related payables was T€ 435 in �007.

Dr. Mario Polywka, who is member of the Management Board and before was a member of the Management 
Team of the Company is non-executive chairman of the board of Glycoform Limited who uses laboratory 
equipment at the site in Abingdon, UK. Revenues amounted to T€ 5 and T€ 9 in �007 and �006, respectively 
and the related accounts receivable as of December 3�, �007 and �006 amounted to T€ 3 and T€ 0, respec-
tively. He is also non-executive director of the board of Pharminox Limited with whom the Company entered 
into a service agreement in the ordinary course of business. Revenues amounted to T€ 0 and T€ 0 in �007 
and �006, respectively. There were no related accounts receivable as of December 3�, �007 and �006. 

Dr. John Kemp, who currently is a member of the Management Team of the Company had a loan granted in 
�003, with an interest rate of 4.95%, which has an outstanding balance as of December 3�, �007 of T€ �0� 
(T€ 96 in �006). The loan was repaid without relating interests on January 8, �008. Further he received a 
loan to cover personal tax obligations relating to stock options granted. As of December 3�, �006 this loan 
including accrued interest amounted to T€ 68 and was repaid in �007.
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A member of the management of a subsidiary has been granted a loan in �006 to cover personal tax obli- 
gations relating to stock options granted which including interest amounted to T€ �8 as of December 3�, 
�006 and was repaid in �007.
 
The Evotec AG has recorded revenues with related parties in the amount of T€ �� and T€ 4 in �007 and 
�006, respectively. Subsidiaries of Evotec AG recorded revenues with related parties in the amount of  
T€ �,��7 and T€ �,�5� in �007 and �006, respectively. 

Administrative services provided by the Company to Management Board or Supervisory Board members  
for their private purposes, if any are reimbursed to the Company at cost. 

Accounts receivable due from related parties

Accounts payable to related parties

(29) Other disclosures

The following additional disclosures are required by German law in accordance with the European Directives 
on Accounting and the Corporate Governance Codex. Those disclosures include the continuing and the 
discontinued operations.

(a) Number of employees
The average number of persons employed by the Company in �007 was 543 (�006: 599).

(b) Personnel expenses and cost of material
The personnel expenses of the Company amounted to T€ 37,076 of which T€ �5,637 relate to personnel 
expenses in the UK (�006: T€ 39,544 and T€ �3,39�, respectively). Thereof expenses for the statutory 
retirement insurance amounted to T€ �,739 of which T€ �,�7� relate to expenses in the UK (�006: T€ �,9�3 
and T€ �,073, respectively).

Cost of materials amounted to T€ 45,�66, thereof T€ 7,575 are cost of materials in the UK (�006: T€ 36,897 
and T€ 8,70�, respectively).

(c) Remuneration of the auditor
In �007, remunerations, shown as expenses, to KPMG Deutsche Treuhand-Gesellschaft Aktiengesellschaft 
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft and other KPMG companies totaled T€ 835 (�006: T€ 4�9) broken down 
into auditing of financial statements (T€ 664; �006: T€ �50), tax consultancy (T€ ��7; �006: T€ 88), other 
attestation and valuation services (T€ �9; �006: T€ �6) as well as other services (T€ �5; �006: T€ 65). 

Years ended December 31, 

T€ 2007 2006

Vernalis plc �80 –

Altana Pharma AG 4� �07

Astex Therapeutics Ltd 4 �90

BTG Ltd – 57

Glycoform Limited 3 –

Total 229 454

Years ended December 31, 

T€ 2007 2006

Qiagen N.V. 3 �

Vernalis N.V. – �

Lehmann Brothers Inc. 435 –

Total 438 4
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(d) Corporate governance codex
A declaration according to § �6� AktG was made by the Management Board and the Supervisory Board of 
the Company. This declaration regarding the Company’s compliance with the Corporate Governance Codex is 
accessible to the shareholders on Evotec’s website. 

(e) Consolidated subsidiaries and equity investees
Information below is as per the statutory financial statements as of December 3�, �007 prepared in accord-
ance with the respective local generally accepted accounting principles.

The Group investments in subsidiaries, associated companies and other investments are not hedged as 
those currency positions are considered to be long-term in nature.

(f) Management Board
Jörn Aldag, Business Executive, Hamburg (President and CEO),
Dr. Klaus Maleck, Biotechnologist, Hamburg (CFO) (from November �, �007),
Dr. Mario Polywka, Chemist, Oxfordshire, UK (COO) (from November �, �007) and 
Dr. Dirk H. Ehlers, Physicist, Wohltorf, (CFO) (until August 3�, �007).

The remuneration paid to the members of the Management Board in the financial year totaled T€ �,04� 
(�006: T€ 9�7) of which T€ 380 (�006: T€ �43) was variable remuneration. Fixed remuneration includes 
base salaries, contributions to personal pension plans, premiums for accident and accidental death insur-
ances as well as the benefit derived from the use of company cars. The variable remuneration of the Manage-
ment Board is based on a bonus scheme designed by the Remuneration Committee of the Supervisory 
Board and is then approved by the Supervisory Board.

The scheme for the variable portion of the remuneration in �008 relating to the business year �007 is based 
on the following criteria: 
      

2007
Company’s voting 

interest
%

2007
Net income/  

(loss)
T€ 

2007
  

Equity
T€ 

Subsidiaries (verbundene Unternehmen)

– Evotec (UK) Ltd., Abingdon, UK �00.0 �4,5�0 7�,��3

– ENS Holdings, Inc., Wilmington, Delaware, USA (unaudited) �00.0 74 �4,538

– EVOTEC NeuroSciences GmbH, Hamburg (unaudited) �00.0 (43,303) (55,909)

– Evotec Neurosciences AG, Zürich, CH (unaudited) �00.0 30 �97

– Neuo3d SA, Mulhouse, F �00.0 4,663 ��,�70

– Evotec Inc., Wilmington, Delaware, USA (unaudited) �00.0 – –

– Oxford Diversity Ltd., Abingdon, UK (unaudited) �00.0 – 3

– Oxford Asymmetry Employee Shares Trust Ltd., Abingdon, UK (unaudited) �00.0 – 4

– ProPharma Ltd, Glasgow, UK, (shell company) �00.0 – –

Investment in associated Companies

– Evotec RSIL Ltd., Maharashtra (Thane), Indien (unaudited) 49.00 (44) �,�47

Other Investments

– European ScreeingPort GmbH i. G., Hamburg (unaudited) �9.90 – –

– Prolysis Ltd., Oxford, UK �.93 (�,87�) (�,748)

– KeyNeurotek Pharmaceuticals AG (formerly KeyNeurotek AG),

   Magdeburg (�006 figures) 0.06 (�,876) 3,996

Achievment of 
defindes  

milestones
% 

Achievement  
of budget 

financial targets
% 

  
 

Stock price
% 

  
Personal 

objectives
% 

Jörn Aldag 40 30 30 –

Dr. Klaus Maleck 40 40 – �0

Dr. Mario Polywka 40 40 – �0
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The scheme for the variable portion of the remuneration of Jörn Aldag and Dirk Ehlers in �007 relating to the 
business year �006 was based on the following criteria: 30% based on the achievement of defined corporate 
milestones, 30% on the achievement of share price targets, 30% on the achievement of budget financial 
targets and �0% on the achievement of personal objectives. Under the Company’s stock option plans, the 
members of the Management Board received in �007 �80,000 (�006: �50,000) options. The options 
granted in �007 and �006 are subject to the stipulation of the Option Plan �005 and may be exercised after 
three years if the conditions of this plan are met. The fair values of the options are described in Note (�0) 
and are recognised over their respective vesting periods.

The individual contracts of the Management Board contain a change-of-control clause, which would allow 
Management to terminate their current contracts in the event of a change of control. A change-of-control 
exists when more than 30% of the shares of the Company is held by a new investor. The resulting severance 
entitlement is one year base salary and bonus calculated on the basis of the remuneration made over the 
last �� month. The Company has a Directors and Officers (D&O) insurance policy in place for the Manage-
ment Board, the Supervisory Board, the executive management and the managers of subsidiary companies. 
The insurance expense amounted to T€ 60 in total in �007 (�006: T€ 84), and was paid by the Company.

Dr Ehlers, Chief Financial Officer left the Company at the end of August �007. He has not received any 
extraordinary compensation upon his departure. However, Dr Ehlers will retain �40,000 of unvested options 
granted to him in the past. They continue to be valid until one year after vesting.

Jörn Aldag is a member of the Monopolkommission der Bundesrepublik Deutschland and President of the 
Board of Directors of Molecular Partners AG, Zurich, CH (since October �007).

Dr Mario Polywka is non-executive chairman of the board of directors of Glycoform Ltd, Oxfordshire, UK and 
of Pharminox Ltd, Oxfordshire, UK.

(g) Supervisory Board
Prof Dr Heinz Riesenhuber, former Federal Minister of Research and Technology, Frankfurt am Main  
(Chairman);
Peer Schatz, Chief Executive Officer Qiagen N.V., Duesseldorf (Vice Chairman);
Dr Hubert Birner, General Partner Techno Venture Management GmbH, Landsham-Pliening;
Dr Peter Fellner, Executive Chairman Vernalis plc., Winnersh, UK;
Dr William J. Jenkins, Pharmaceuticals Consultant, Basel, CH and
Mary Tanner, Financial Advisor, New York, USA.

2007  
Fixed 

remuneration
Te 

2007  
Variable  

remuneration
Te

2007  
Stock 

options
in pcs.

2007  
Fair values 

Stock options
Te

Jörn Aldag 365 �5� �00,000 �84

Dr Klaus Maleck 40 – �0,000 �8

Dr Mario Polywka 49 – 60,000 55

Dr Dirk Ehlers �07 ��8 – –

Total 661 380 280.000 357

2006  
Fixed  

remuneration
Te 

2006  
Variable  

remuneration
Te

2006  
Stock 

options
in pcs.

2006  
Fair values 

Stock options
Te

Jörn Aldag 364 �45 90,000 ��0

Dr Dirk Ehlers 3�0 98 60,000 73

Total 674 243 150,000 183
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The remuneration accrued for the members of the Supervisory Board in the financial year �007 amounted to:

The remuneration for the chairman of the Supervisory Board is twice, for the vice chairman is one and a half 
the amount of the remuneration for the Supervisory Board members. The additional remuneration for a mem- 
ber of a Supervisory Board Committee amounts to T€ 3.8, for the chairman of those Committee’s to T€ 7.5. 
The total remuneration paid to Supervisory Board members in �007 totaled T€ �98.8. The Company has a 
Directors and Officers (D&O) insurance policy in place for the Management Board, the Supervisory Board, 
the executive management and the managers of subsidiary companies. The insurance expense amounted to 
T€ 60 in total in �007 (�006: T€ 84), and was paid by the Company.

The Supervisory Board and their additional memberships in supervisory boards and memberships in com-
parable governing bodies of enterprises according to § ��5 par. � third sentence of the AktG are listed at the 
end of this report.

(h) Scientific Advisory Committee
Dr Karsten Henco, Duesseldorf, DE; 
Prof Dr Christoph Hock, Zurich, CH;
Dr William J. Jenkins, MD, Basel, CH;
Prof Dr Hanns Möhler, Zurich, CH;
Ian Ragan, Ph D, London, UK;
Prof Dr Roger Nitsch, Zurich, CH (until March �007).

The remuneration for the Scientific Advisory Board in �007 amounts to T€ �7 (�006: T€ 35).

(30) Subsequent events 
 
On September �9, �007 the Company announced that it entered into an agreement with Renovis, Inc under 
which the Company will acquire Renovis, Inc in a stock for stock transaction. Under the terms of the agree-
ment the Company would issue, and Renovis shareholders would receive, American Depository Shares (ADSs) 
representing �.054� Evotec ordinary shares in exchanges for each outstanding share of Renovis common 
stock such that current Evotec stockholders would own approximately 68.8% of the combined company and 
Renovis stockholders would own up to 3�.�%. The transaction is subject to certain conditions including 
approval by the shareholders of Renovis.

On January 7, �008 the Company has applied for filing a registration statement on Form F-4 to register  
with the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) the Evotec AG ordinary shares in connection with  
the planned acquisition of Renovis, Inc in a share-for-share transaction.

T€

2007

Cash
remuneration

2007
 Value of share

based
 remuneration

2007  

 
Total

Prof Dr Riesenhuber 37,5 �5,0 5�,5

Peer Schatz 30,0 ��,� 4�,�

Dr Hubert Birner ��,5 7,5 30,0

Dr Peter Fellner �8,8 7,5 �6,3

Dr William J Jenkins �5,0 7,5 ��,5

Mary Tanner �8,8 7,5 �6,3

Total 142,6 56,2 198,8
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Supervisory Board and 
Management Board 

Supervisory Board

Prof Dr Heinz Riesenhuber Chairman of the Chairman of the Supervisory Board:
Frankfurt am Main|DE Supervisory Board Kabel Deutschland GmbH, Unterföhring|DE 
Former Federal Minister of   Member of the Supervisory Board:
Research and Technology   Altana AG, Bad Homburg|DE (until May �007)
  Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung GmbH, Frankfurt am Main|DE
  Henkel KGaA, Düsseldorf|DE
  VfW AG, Cologne|DE
  Vodafone Deutschland GmbH, Düsseldorf|DE (until June �007) 

  Member of the Verwaltungsrat:
  HBM BioVentures AG, Baar|CH

Peer Schatz Vice Chairman of the Member of the Supervisory Board:
Düsseldorf|DE Supervisory Board Mulligan BioCapital AG, Hamburg|DE (until October �007)
Chief Executive Officer   Non-Executive Chairman of the Board of Directors:
Qiagen N.V.  Digene France SAS, Paris|FRA (from October �007) 
  Egene, Inc., Fitch|USA (from May �007) 
  GenoVision Inc, West Chester|USA 
  Qiagen AS, Oslo|NOR 
  Qiagen Canada Inc, Montreal|CAN 
  Qiagen Gaithersburg, Inc., Gaithersburg|USA (from July �007)   
  Qiagen Hong Kong Ltd. Pte.|Hong Kong (from May �007) 
  Qiagen Inc, Valencia|USA 
  Qiagen Ltd, Crawly West Sussex|UK 
  Qiagen North American Holdings, Inc, Valencia|USA 
  Qiagen Pty Ltd, Clifton Hill, Victoria|AUS 
  Qiagen S.A., Courtaboeuf Cedex|FRA
  Qiagen S.p.A., Milan|IT 
  Qiagen Sciences, Inc, Germantown|USA 
  Qiagen Synthetic DNA, Inc, Alameda|USA 
  Xeragon, Inc, Germantown|USA

  Non-Executive Member of the Board of Directors:
  Digene Italy, s.r.l., Milan|IT (from October �007) 
  Digene UK (Holding) Ltd., London|UK (from September �007)
  Digene UK Ltd., London|UK (from September �007)  
  5 Prime Inc, Boulder|USA
   Genaco Biomedical Products, Inc., Huntsville|USA
  Gentra Systems, Inc., Minneapolis|USA
  PG Biotech Ltd, Shenzhen|CHN
  Qiagen Iberia S.L., Madrid|ESP (from October �007) 
  Qiagen Inc, Mississauga|CAN
  Qiagen K.K., Tokyo|JPN
  Qiagen Malaysia Sdn Bhd, Kuala Lumpur|MYS
  Research Biolabs Pte. Ltd|SGP
  Research Biolabs Technologies Pte. Ltd|SGP

Dr Hubert Birner Member of the Chairman of the Supervisory Board:
Landsham|Pliening|DE Supervisory Board Direvo Biotech AG, Cologne|DE 
General Partner    Member of the Supervisory Board:
Techno Venture Management  Jerini AG, Berlin|DE
GmbH

  Non-Executive Chairman of the Board of Directors:
  Argos Therapeutics Inc., Durham|North Carolina|USA
  Spepharm Holding BV, Amsterdam|NL

  Non-Executive Member of the Board of Directors:
  BioXell SA, Milan|IT
  Proteon Therapeutics, Inc., Waltham|USA (from July �007)
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Dr Peter Fellner Member of the Non-Executive Chairman of the Board of Directors:
Oxfordshire|UK Supervisory Board Acambis plc, Cambridge|UK
Executive Chairman   Astex Therapeutics Ltd., Cambridge|UK
Vernalis plc  Premier Research Group plc, Bracknell|UK (from September �007)

  Non-Executive Member of the Board of Directors:
  Consort Medical plc (formerly: Bespak plc), Milton Keynes|UK
  Isis Innovation Ltd., Oxford|UK
  QinetiQ Group plc, London|UK 
  UCB SA, Brussels|BE 

Dr William J Jenkins Member of the Non-Executive Member of the Board of Directors:
Basel|CH Supervisory Board Acambis plc, Cambridge|UK
Pharmaceutical Consultant   BTG plc, London|UK
  Eurand Pharmaceutical Holdings, N.V., Amsterdam|NL
  Monogram Biosciences, Inc., San Francisco|USA

Mary Tanner Member of the  Non-Executive Member of the Board of Directors: 
New York, USA Supervisory Board Ariad Pharmaceuticals, Inc, Cambridge|USA (until January �007)  
Financial Advisor  Synvista Therapeutics, Inc., Montvale|USA 
  (formerly: Alteon, Inc., Parsippany|USA)

Management Board

Jörn Aldag President &  Chairman of the Verwaltungsrat:
Hamburg|DE Chief Executive Officer Molecular Partners AG, Zurich-Schlieren|CH (from October �007) 

Business Executive  Member of the Monopolkommission der Bundesrepublik   
  Deutschland

Dr Klaus Maleck Chief Financial Officer 
Hamburg|DE (from � November �007)  
Biotechnologist Executive Vice President, Finance
 (from � April �007 until 
 30 October �007)  

Dr Mario Polywka Chief Operating Officer  Non-Executive Chairman of the Board of Directors:
Oxfordshire|UK (Member of the Management  Glycoform Ltd, Oxfordshire|UK  
Chemist Board from � November �007) Pharminox Ltd, Oxfordshire|UK

Dr Dirk H Ehlers Chief Financial Officer 
Wohltorf|DE (until 3� August �007)
Physicist
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Auditors’ Report

We have rendered the audit opinion in German, which was translated as follows:

“Auditors’ Report”

We have audited the consolidated financial statements prepared by the Evotec AG, Hamburg, comprising  
the balance sheet, the statements of operations, statements of changes in stockholder’s equity, cash flow 
statement and the notes to the consolidated financial statements, together with the Group management 
report for the business year from January � to December 3�, �007. The preparation of the consolidated 
financial statements and the Group management report in accordance with IFRSs, as adopted by EU, and  
the additional requirements of German commercial law pursuant to section 3�5a par. � HGB (Handelsge- 
setzbuch “German Commercial Code”) are the responsibility of the parent company’s management. Our 
responsibility is to express an opinion on the consolidated financial statements and on the Group manage-
ment report based on our audit. 

We conducted our audit of the consolidated financial statements in accordance with section 3�7 HGB and 
German generally accepted standards for the audit of financial statements promulgated by the Institut der 
Wirtschaftsprüfer [“Institute of Public Auditors in Germany”, IDW]. Those standards require that we plan and 
perform the audit such that misstatements materially affecting the presentation of the net assets, financial 
position and results of operations in the consolidated financial statements in accordance with the applicable 
financial reporting framework and in the Group management report are detected with reasonable assurance. 
Knowledge of the business activities and the economic and legal environment of the Group and expectations 
as to possible misstatements are taken into account in the determination of audit procedures. The effective-
ness of the accounting-related internal control system and the evidence supporting the disclosures in the 
consolidated financial statements and the Group management report are examined primarily on a test basis 
within the framework of the audit. The audit includes assessing the annual financial statements of those 
entities included in consolidation, the determination of entities to be included in consolidation, the account-
ing and consolidation principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating 
the overall presentation of the consolidated financial statements and Group management report. We believe 
that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
Our audit has not led to any reservations.
 
In our opinion, based on the findings of our audit, the consolidated financial statements comply with IFRSs 
as adopted by the EU, the additional requirements of German commercial law pursuant to section 3�5a par. 
� HGB and give a true and fair view of the net assets, financial position and results of operations of the Group 
in accordance with these requirements. The Group management report is consistent with the consolidated 
financial statements and as a whole provides a suitable view of the Group’s position and suitably presents 
the opportunities and risks of future development.”

Hamburg, February �7, �008

KPMG Deutsche Treuhand-Gesellschaft
Aktiengesellschaft
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft
 

Schadeck Boßow
German Public Auditor German Public Auditor
(Wirtschaftsprüfer) (Wirtschaftsprüfer)  
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Responsibility Statement

To the best of our knowledge, and in accordance with the applicable reporting principles, the Consolidated 
Financial Statements give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities, financial position and profit or loss of 
the Group, and the Group Management Report includes a fair review of the development and performance 
of the business and the position of the Group, together with a description of the principal opportunities 
and risks associated with the expected development of the Group.

Hamburg, February �7, �008

Jörn Aldag
President & Chief Executive Officer

Dr Mario Polywka
Chief Operating Officer

Dr Klaus Maleck
Chief Financial Officer



Supervisory Board Report

The primary task of the Supervisory Board is to regularly su-
pervise and provide advice to the Management Board on the 
management of the enterprise.

Through 2007, the Supervisory Board convened for four for-
mal meetings and held 13 telephone conferences to discuss 
the operational and strategic developments of Evotec AG.  The 
Audit Committee met separately for six telephone conferenc-
es; the Remuneration Committee convened twice. 

The Management Board also provided continuous updates to 
the Supervisory Board through regular verbal and written re-
ports that included in-depth analysis of the status of opera-
tions. The information provided included written monthly 
management reports with in-depth coverage of the Compa-
ny’s financial figures for the previous month, accompanied  
by detailed comments and explanatory text. In addition, the 
Chairman of the Supervisory Board and the Chief Executive 
Officer discussed current and ongoing topics via regular  
conference calls, typically carried out every two weeks and 
whenever appropriate.

Further to business updates, the status of the Company’s propri-
etary programs and standard agenda items, the Supervisory 
Board discussed at its meetings the following subjects in detail:

> In March, the Board discussed the pipeline progress and fo-
cused on the 2006 annual financial statements in presence 
of the auditors.

> In May, the Board discussed in-depth various corporate de-
velopment strategies including a possible M&A transaction 
with Renovis, a formation of a library synthesis Joint Venture 
with RSIL in India, and the possible divestiture of the Chemi-
cal Development Business.

> In September, the Board continued its discussion of the  
Renovis transaction and the divestiture of the Chemical De-
velopment Business.

> In December, the Board focused on budget planning for  
the year 2008 and the Company’s mid-range plan for 2008  
to 2012.

Prof Dr Heinz Riesenhuber
Chairman of the Supervisory Board
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Following in depth discussions concerning the divestiture of the 
Chemical Development Business, the Supervisory Board in a 
telephone conference in September agreed to a recommenda-
tion to sell this to Aptuit, Inc. Only shortly thereafter, following a 
thorough analysis of the key terms of the intended merger, the 
Supervisory Board agreed on September 18, 2007 to enter into 
the Merger Agreement with Renovis, Inc.

With one exception, the Supervisory Board was not aware of 
any conflict of interests among any of its members during the 
year 2007. In the case of the exception, the respective Supervi-
sory Board member refrained from voting.

The financial statements and the management report for Evotec 
AG for the year 2007, as well as the consolidated financial state-
ments together with the consolidated management report of the 
Evotec Group, were audited by KPMG Deutsche Treuhandge- 
sellschaft Aktiengesellschaft Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft,  
Hamburg. The auditors issued an unqualified audit opinion.

The auditors presented the organization of the audit, audit 
findings, and other topics to the Audit Committee. The Audit 
Committee used this information as a guideline for its own 
evaluation of the statements and reports. The auditors partici-
pated in the March meeting of the full Supervisory Board and 
presented a comprehensive report on the audit and their ob-
servations. The Supervisory Board examined both the financial 
statements and the consolidated financial statements pre-
pared by the Management Board based on its own judgement, 
taking into account the Audit Committee’s input as well as in-
formation on key topics provided by the auditors. Following 
this, the Supervisory Board approved the financial statements 
and the consolidated financial statements.

Dr Dirk Ehlers resigned from the Management Board of the 
Company on August 31, 2007, following the expiration of his 
contract. Effective November 1, 2007, the Supervisory Board 
appointed Dr Klaus Maleck, Chief Financial Officer, and  
Dr Mario Polywka, Chief Operating Officer, as new members  
of the Management Board.

The Supervisory Board thanks the Management Board and 
the Company’s employees for their hard work during the year 
and wishes them continued success for 2008.

Hamburg, March 20, 2008

The Supervisory Board 
Prof Dr Heinz Riesenhuber
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ADMET. Acronym for Absorption, Dis-
tribution, Metabolism, Excretion and 
Toxicity of a substance reflecting the 

➞ physiological processes ➞ in vivo. 
ADMET studies are used to character-
ize how drugs are taken up by the 
body, where they go in the body, the 
chemical changes they undergo in 
the body and how they are eliminated 
from the body.
Agonist. Drug that binds a cellular ➞ 

receptor which is ordinarily stimulat-
ed by naturally occurring substances, 
triggering a response.
Allosteric  modulator. Drug exerting 
its effect on the ➞ receptor ➞ protein 
at a site different from the binding 
site of the endogenous substance, 
thereby enhancing (positive modula-
tor) or reducing (negative modulator) 
the effect of the endogenous sub-
stance.
Antagonist. Drug that binds a cellular  
➞ receptor thereby blocking the ac-
tion of the natural activator of the re-
ceptor.
Assay. Any combination of ➞ targets 
and compounds which is exposed to 
a detection device to measure chemi-
cal or biological activity.
Bioavailability. The percent of a drug 
entering the systemic circulation after 
administration of a given dose. This is 
usually determined from the ratio of 
the amount of drug ‘absorbed’ from 
an oral ➞ formulation to the amount 
‘absorbed’ after administration of an 
aqueous solution of the drug given 
intravenously.
Central  nervous  system  (CNS). The 
CNS represents the largest part of the 
nervous system, including the brain 
and the spinal cord. Together with the 
peripheral nervous system, it has a 
fundamental role in the control of be-
havior.
Clinical development|trials. Drug re-
search studies that involve patients or 
healthy volunteers.
Compound  library. Collection of a 
multitude of different molecules; 
used for ➞ screening.
Computational  chemistry. Discipline 
of using computational methods to 
calculate properties of chemical com-
pounds and their interaction with 
biological ➞ targets (e.g. ➞ proteins).
Cross-over  study design. Patient re-
ceiving all selected doses of a drug 
candidate in ➞ clinical trials including 

➞ placebo in a randomized, sequen-
tial fashion. 
Dopamine. A neurotransmitter re-
leased from pathways involved in re-
ward, motivation and movement con-
trol.
Double  blind  study. Neither the pa-
tient nor the physician knows whether 
the patient is receiving active treat-
ment or ➞ placebo during a ➞ clinical 
study. The treatments are coded until 
the end of the study. Double blind 
studies are the most commonly used 
as they eliminate both patient and 
physician bias.
Enzyme. ➞ Protein that acts as a cat-
alyst, speeding up the rate at which a 
biochemical reaction proceeds.

Glossary

Formulation. The formulation by which 
a drug is delivered ➞ in vivo can have 
a profound effect on its ➞ bioavaila-
bility. Therefore it is necessary to de-
velop the optimal formulation: this 
will involve the selection of the dosage 
form (e. g. soft gel capsule or tablet), 
choice of excipients and studies on 
the chemical stability of the formu-
lated drug.
Fragment. Small organic molecules 
that are typically a third of the size of 
drug molecules and because of their 
small size tend to interact only weakly 
with ➞ proteins. Nevertheless, they 
are very useful starting points for ➞  
medicinal chemists to optimize them 
into more active drug molecules. They 
provide the flexibility to add extra 
chemical groups leaving chemists 
more room to maneuver which in-
creases the likelihood of developing 
an innovative and successful com-
pound.
High-content  screening. Analysis of 
individual cells by looking at more 
than one cellular event at a time.  
Thus detailed information about the  
mechanism|activity of a compound| 

➞ lead in a cell is generated, there- 
by speeding up the drug discovery  
process.
IND (Investigational New Drug). Sub-
stance which enters ➞ clinical devel-
opment in humans following approval 
for initiation of clinical trials by the 
FDA (Food and Drug Administration, 
U.S.) or similar regulatory authority.
Inhibitor. A compound that binds to 
an ➞ enzyme| ➞ receptor and de-
creases or blocks its activity.
in vivo. In the living organism as op-
posed to in vitro.
Ion channel. Transmembrane ➞ pro-
tein which, when activated, allows the 
passage of ions across cell mem-
branes that influence the ➞ physiology 
of a cell.
Lead (compound). A representative of 
a compound series with sufficient po- 
tential (as measured by potency, se-
lectivity, ➞ pharmacokinetics, physico- 
chemical properties, novelty and 
absence of toxicity) to progress to a 
full drug optimization program.
Lead optimization. The synthetic mod- 
ification of a biologically active com-
pound, to fulfill all ➞ pharmacological, 
physicochemical, ➞ pharmacokinetic 
and toxicological requirements for ➞ 

clinical usefulness.
Medicinal  chemistry. A chemistry-
based discipline, also involving knowl-
edge and aspects of biological, me-
dicinal and pharmaceutical sciences. 
It is concerned with the invention,  
discovery, design, identification and 
preparation of biologically active 
compounds, the study of their ➞  

ADMET properties, the interpretation 
of their mode of action at the molecu-
lar level and the construction of struc-
ture activity relationships. Medicinal 
chemistry optimization is ‘fine tuning’ 
required to turn a validated ➞ lead 
into a ➞ preclinical candidate involv-
ing subtle structural changes to the 
lead using a ‘hand-crafted’ approach.

Monotherapy. Treatment of an illness 
by a single medicine as opposed to 
combinational therapy, where two or 
more drugs are given.
NMR. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance. 
Parallel  design  study. Where differ-
ent groups of patients receive a differ-
ent dose of a compound or ➞ placebo 
in a ➞ clinical trial as opposed to ➞ 

cross-over design.
Partial positive allosteric modulator. 
A compound that can only maximally 
enhance the activity to a fraction of 
that produced by a full positive ➞  

allosteric modulator.
Pharmacology. The science concerned 
with drugs, their sources, appearance, 
chemistry, actions and uses.
Physiology. Science of living organ-
isms and their parts.
Pipeline. All the company’s drug can-
didates that are under development.
Pharmacokinetics. Time-dependent 
availability and compartmental dis- 
tribution, as affected by absorption, 
distribution, metabolism, excretion 
(➞ ADME).
Placebo. Drug dummy, ➞ pharmaco-
logically ineffective used as a control 
in ➞ clinical trials.
Polysomnography. In the study of sleep 
this multi-parametric test is used to 
record biophysiological changes that 
occur during sleep and the efficacy  
of a drug candidate. This diagnostic  
test monitors many body functions 
including brain (EEG), eye movements 
(EOG), muscle activity or skeletal mus-
cle activation (EMG), heart rhythm 
(ECG), and breathing function or res- 
piratory effort during sleep.
Preclinical  development  candidate. 
The molecule identified by the proc-
ess of ➞ medicinal chemistry optimi-
zation to be a suitable candidate for 
development as a potential pharma-
ceutical entity.
Preclinical discovery. The phase of drug 
discovery extending from ➞ target 
identification, the search for chemical 
compounds with desired properties, 
through to the end of efficacy studies 
in animal models and safety evalua-
tion prior to ➞ clinical trials.
Profiling. A detailed analysis and char- 
acterization of compounds detected 
in ➞ screening with respect to their 
dose-response activities and to their 
interaction with the members of the 
same ➞ target family.
Proof-of-concept drug (POCD). Drug 
candidate which has completed 
Phase IIa ➞ clinical trials demonstrat-
ing that the molecule proves the  
concept that ➞ pharmacological in-
tervention of the selected biological  
➞ target will be therapeutically useful 
in the selected ➞ clinical indication.
Protein. Large, complex molecule com- 
posed of amino acid sub-unites. Pro-
teins are essential to the structure, 
function and regulation of the body.
Purinergic receptors. A family of newly 
characterized plasma membrane mol- 
ecules involved in several and as yet 
only partially known cellular functions 
such as vascular reactivity, apoptosis 
and cytokine secretion.

Receptor. ➞ Protein in a cell or on its 
surface that selectively binds a spe-
cific substance (ligand). Upon binding 
its ligand, the receptor triggers a  
specific response in the cell.
Screening. Mass testing of ➞ com-
pound libraries using an established 

➞ assay format.
Small molecule. A low molecular weight 
organics compound. These are pre-
ferred for drugs as they usually are 
orally available (unlike ➞ proteins that 
must be administered by injection). 
The size of small molecules is less 
than 1,000 Daltons, and is usually in 
the range from 250 to 700 Daltons.
Structural biology. The structural de-
termination and analysis of living ma-
terial that leads to an understanding 
of biological function in terms of three-
dimensional molecular structure.
Target. Specific biological molecule, 
such as an ➞ enzyme, ➞ receptor or 
➞ ion channel, assumed to be rele-
vant to a certain disease. Most drugs 
work by binding to a target, thereby 
affecting its biological function.
Target  identification. Identifying a 
molecule (often a ➞ protein) that is 
instrumental to a disease process 
(though not necessarily directly in-
volved), with the intention of finding a 
way to regulate that molecule’s ac- 
tivity for therapeutic purposes.
Target validation. Involves the verifi-
cation of the relevance of a ➞ target to 
the course of a specific illness.
Ultra-High-Throughput  Screening. 
Technique of rapidly searching for 
molecules with desired biological  
effects from very large ➞ screening 
libraries often exceeding 100,000 
tests a day.
X-ray crystallography. The determi-
nation of 3D structures of molecules 
from the diffraction pattern obtained 
upon irradiation of a crystalline form 
of the substance being studied by  
X-ray radiation.
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The Evotec Annual Report containing the consolidated financial statements according to German Commercial Code (Handelsgesetzbuch) is available in English 
and German. In addition, Form 20-F, as filed with the SEC, is available in English.

Forward-Looking Statements
Information set forth in this report contains forward-looking statements, which involve a number of risks and uncertainties. Such forward-looking statements 
include, but are not limited to, statements about the anticipated benefits of our products, the anticipated benefits of the merger, including future financial  
and operating results, the combined company’s plans, objectives, expectations and intentions, the anticipated timing and results of the combined company’s 
clinical and pre-clinical programs, and other statements that are not historical facts. We caution readers that any forward-looking information is not a guarantee  
of future performance and that actual results could differ materially from those contained in the forward-looking information. These include risks and uncer- 
tainties relating to: our failure to successfully integrate the businesses; unexpected costs or liabilities resulting from the merger; the risk that synergies from the 
merger may not be fully realized or may take longer to realize than expected; disruption from the merger making it more difficult to maintain relationships  
with customers, employees or suppliers; competition and its effect on pricing, spending, third-party relationships and revenues; the need to develop new prod- 
ucts and adapt to significant technological change; implementation of strategies for improving internal growth; use and protection of intellectual property; 
general worldwide economic conditions and related uncertainties; future legislative, regulatory, or tax changes as well as other economic, business and/or com- 
petitive factors; and the effect of exchange rate fluctuations on our international operations. The list of risks above is not exhaustive. Our Registration Statement  
on Form F-4, as amended, filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission in connection with the merger, and other filings and items furnished with the Secu- 
rities and Exchange Commission, contain additional factors that could impact our businesses and financial performance following the merger. We expressly 
disclaim any obligation or undertaking to release publicly any updates or revisions to any such statements to reflect any change in our expectations or any change 
in events, conditions or circumstances on which any such statement is based.



Key Figures (IFRS)

Evotec AG

2005
restated

2006
restated

2007 2006
restated

2007 ∆ 07/06 in %

Results:  Total Operations  Continuing Operations1)

Revenues T€ 79,785 84,681 54,383 40,575 32,885 (19)

R&D expenses T€ 13,928 33,443 36,938 30,307 36,938 22

Operating result T€ (17,659) (39,274) (55,778) (34,516) (58,115) (68)

Operating result2) T€ (8,569) (29,240) (44,643) (31,853) (46,980) (47)

Net income (loss) T€ (16,729) (27,705) (11,156) (29,000) (48,053) (66)

Net income (loss)2) T€ (7,639) (17,671) (21) (26,337) (36,918) (40)

Personnel data:

Employees as of 31/12 604 607 386 358 386 8

Personnel expenditure T€ 39,538 39,544 37,076 23,744 27,244 15

Per share:

Result €  (0.32) (0.42) (0.16) (0.44) (0.67) (52)

Dividends € 0 0 0 0 0 0

ISIN DE0005664809

Security identification No. 566480

Balance sheet data:

Subscribed capital3) T€ 62,759 68,079 73,868

Number of shares3) T 62,759 68,079 73,868

Stockholders’ equity T€ 175,075 168,320 170,553

Equity ratio % 78 69 82

Investing activities4) T€ 60,217 3,514 4,191

– Intangible assets T€ 51,969 0 337

– Tangible fixed assets T€ 6,466 3,512 3,183

– Financial assets T€ 1,782 2 680

Cash and investments T€ 53,520 78,723 93,676

Balance sheet total 5) T€ 223,962 243,123 207,878

Cash flow T€ 32,911 22,425 (11,374)

1)  Excluding contributions from Evotec Technologies and from the Chemical Development Business.
2)  Before amortization and impairment.
3)  Refers to 1 .
4)  Including additions from acquisitions of ENS and Neuro3d.
5)  Including assets held for sale.
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